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Preface

This edition of Global Econiomitic Prospects and tlze Devel- sequences of increased financial integration of devel-
opin,i Countries is the third in an annual series of World oping countries with global capital markets.
Bank staff reports analyzing the global economic pros- The second part, chapters 3, 4, and 5, addresses
pects for development. As in the previous issues, this major issues in external finance, including the bene-
report focuses on the main international economic fits of foreign direct investment, the sustainabiity
links, with an emphasis on developing countries. and volatility of portfolio flows, and the imbalance

This year's Global Econouic Prospects focuses on the between slow growth in aid flows and fast growth in
role of external finance in development. External the number of claimants eligible for aid.
finance has an important bearing on the growth and The third and final part, chapters 6 and 7, discusses
economic prospects of developing countries, a bear- the outlook for the global economy over the decade,
ing that is often disproportionately large in relation examines developments in the international eco-
to the amount of external finance. The influence of nomic environment (including world trade, interest
external finance runs along many channels, includ- rates, and commodity prices), and traces the im-
ing enhancing international competitiveness, reduc- plications for developing country growth, both in
ing the cost of capital, absorbing external shocks, ard aggregate and by region.
sustaining adjustment efforts. This book is a product of the staff of the World

The first part, chapters 1 and 2, describes the new Bank International Economics Department.
pattem of extemal finance in the 1990s and the con-
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G-24 Group of 24 countries established by the and Development
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ICP International Comparison Program tions and Management Division
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7he term "developing countries' as use in this study refers
to all low- and middle-income economies.

Data notes

The classification of economies section designates * All growth rates are based on constant price
countries by income, region, export category, and data unless otherwise indicated and have been
indebtedness. computed with the use of the least squares

The following norms are used throughout method. See the technical note to the World
* Billion is 1,000 million Development Indicators for details of this
* Data for periods through 1991 are actual; data method (World Bank 1992d).

for 1992 are estimated; and data for 1993-2000
are projected.
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Summary

Financial enviromnent in the 1990s the early 1990s, from debt to equity financing and
from bank to nonbank sources. Commercial bank

Developing country growth has been poor at the loans have been replaced by bond and equitv portfo-
startof the 1990s,and in percapita terms hasactually lio flows and greater FDI (figure 1). These nonbank
declined, partly reflecting the output losses associ- sources have accounted for virtually all the re-
ated with the structural transformation of the former cent gro wth in financial flows to developing coun-
Soviet Union (Fsu) and Eastern Europe, the recession tries. The main significance of these private source
in the United States, and its more recent spread flows will be less their terms-which are likely to
to Germany and Japan. Prospects for developing reflect fairlv high real interest rates-than the bene-
countries are qualified in the short run by an uncer- fits accompanying them and the likelihood that they
tai outlook for recovery in the industrial countries, will be more efficiently employed than during the
which represent three-quarters of world output. heyday of sovereign lending in the 1970s. For FDI

Nevertheless, the prospects for the remainder of these benefits include technology transfer, manage-
the decade look brighter, holding out the promise of ment know-how, and export marketing access; for
significantly higher growth rates than in the 1980s- bonds, a diversified investor base; and for equity port-
The main reasons underlying the projected im- folio flows, a reduction in the domestic cost of capitaL
provements in growth rates in developing countries But as shown later in this book, these new financing
are economic policy reforms, favorable supply side opportunities also bring with them new challenges in
trends, and a stabilization of primary commodity macroeconomic and financial management.
prices, which have been declining for over a decade. On the borrowing side also, the private sector has
Policy reforms instituted by developing countries in come into its own. In the last few years private sector
the latter half of the 1980s and early 1990s-espe- companies in a range of countries such as Malaysia,
cially greater openness to trade, dealing with their Mexico, Thailand, and Turkey have been able to
commercial bank debt overhang, and fiscal consoli- access the international equity and bond markets;
dation-tend to promote both higher savings rates consequently, the proportionate decline in private
and renewed access to international capital markets sector borrowing throughout the 1970s up to the
and to raise the efficiency with which capital and mid-1980s has been reversed (figure 2).
labor are used, leading to greater international com- Within the overall pattern is a growing gulf be-
petitiveness and economic growth. tween developing countries that can have access to

the private capital markets for bank loans, bonds,
A nzew pattern of extenal fin-tce and stocks and those that cannot. Those countries

that avoided debt restructuring (for instance, China,
These developments will be facilitated by a growing India, Indonesia, and the Republic of Korea) or that
supply of external finance from private sources, es- have successfullv reduced their commercial bank
pecially in the form of foreign direct investment (FDI), debt as part of a comprehensive reforn effort (for
bonds, and equity portfolio flows. The 1970s and instance, Argentina, Chile, and Mexico) have been
1980s were the boom-and-bust years of commercial able to maintain or regain capital market access. By
bankfinance to developing countries. But that is only contrast, many severelv indebted low- and lower-
part of the story of a radical shift in the pattern of middle-income countries with largely official debt
cxternal financial flows to developing countries in have little realistic prospect of private market access
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(apart from short-term trade credit) for the foreseeable
Figiure I Pattem of exdemal finance to developing future.
countries: gross long-term flows The poorest countries have been helped by the

1971-$19.5 billion sustained growth of official flows in the 1970s and
'980s and, within that gmwth, an increase in the

Portfolio equity concessional element represented by grants. This
(0.0%) trend has ensured that net transfers (fthat is, net flows

DI6 (9.0%Grants less interest payments and profit remnittances) have
(12.3%) (9.0%) remained positive in recent years for South Asia, the

Bonds
(12%) Middle East, and Sub-Saharan Africa (figure 3). Es

pecially noteworthy has been the large scale of offi-
cial transfers to Sub-Saharan Africa in relation to the

Commercial Of loans size of recipient economies.
bank loans (3Qg9%)

(35.7%ln) \ -9% External shocks andfinancial integration

As the pattern of flows has changed, so has the
Suppliers and structure of financial markets. An increase in the vol-
export credits atility of interest and exchange rates has raised the

(10.8%) benefits of diversification and encouraged a de facto
dismantling of capital account controls in developing

1981-$156.9 billion countries-that is, increased financial integration.
But regardless of the degree of financial integra-

foo.1q) tion, developing countries have long been exposed
FM0 Grants to big external shocks and capital flight. During the

Bonds (8.3%) 1 (73r) past two decades, the variability of external shocks
B1od%)s ( (forexample, terms-of-tradeand interest rateshocks)

-- 2) . j \has been about twice as large for developing as forIS | \ Official industrial countries, often reaching 4 percent of GDP
loans in termns of impact on the current account Moreover,

Commercial (26.0%) because of credit rationing in the 1980s, developing
bank loans countries have been able to finance a mruch smaller

(46.1%) proportion of these shocks and thus havebeen forced

Suppliers and to adjust more because of adverse external shocks
export credits than have industrial countries.

(11.0%) Traditionally, capital flight has been viewed as an
affliction of a few Latin American countries plus one

1991-5205.3 billion or two others; the facts indicate otherwise. A high
stock of flight capital relative to GDP is a widespread

Portfolioequity phenomenon (figure 4 ).' By this measure, Sub-

(3FDI) Grants Saharan Africa stands much worse than Latin Amer-
(165%e) (145%) ica. The stock of flight capital from Sub-Saharan

Africa is equivalent to about 80 percent of GDP. The
Middle East and North Africa region also stands

(v4.8%7e) . . Offidal badly, with Egypt,Jordan, and Syria having suffered
loans large outflows.

(30.8%) The recent reversal of capital flight, particularly
Commercial to three Latin American countries-Argentina, Mex-
bank loans ico, and Venezuela-underlines the importance of

(17.4%9) Suppliers and sound domestic policies in respect of, for example,
export credits the real exchange rate, the fiscal stance, large-scale

(1Z3%) privatization, and financial sector repression. Flight

Note: Based on 115 countries for which data are available. Data capital lags successful adjustent and refrm pro-
are not available for the fonner Soviet Union for 1971 and 19Sl. grams, as shown by the fact that Mexican reflows
Sol rce: World Banlc, DRS, and World Bank staff estimates. started in 1989, with other Latin American reflows in

early 1991.
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Figure 2 Private borrowers' share of external financing to developing countries

Private sector share Private sector share
in total long-term financing in bond financing

Percent Percent
50 50

40 40

30 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~30

20 2

10 10

0 0

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1989 1990 1991 1992

Note: Total long-terir 'inancing includes official grants, gross disbursements on official and private debt, including IMF purchases, net
mi inflows, and gro ,rtfolio equitv flows. Percentage shares are the shares of private borrowers in, respectively, total long-term
financing and bond &aancing to developing countries
Source: World Bank, ORs, and WNorld Bank staff estimates.

Major issues in external finance in the 1990)s upon for medium-term balance-of-payments financ-
ing, in part because profit remittances are often high.

The new pattern of external finance raises a host of FDi flows to developing countries reached US$ 38
related issues for developing countries. Developing billion in 1992, a 50 percent increase from two years
countries need to examine the benefits and sus- earlier, reflecting improved macroeconomic perfor-
tainability of various forms of finance and evaluate mance (particularly in some Latin American coun-
the implications that different financial flows have tries, following debt reduction agreements), more
for macroeconomic and financial management. For welcoming regulatory regimes (for instance, in Thai-
foreign direct investment, the issues are what bene- land), and active privatization and debt conversion
fits it brings and what conditions are necessarv to programs (figure 5) The share of global FDI going into
attract iL For portfolio flow-, the issues are whether developing countries has doubled from a lowM point of
the recent surge in portfolio flows to developing less than 12 percent in 1987 to 22 percent in 1991.
countries is sustainable and how the consequences of Among developing countries, FDI in relation to
volatile flows can be managed. gross domestic investment (GDO) and output has in-

Aid at the end of the Cold War also needs rethink- creased in importance in most regions during the last
ing. As more countries become eligible for aid, do- two decades. For a number of major recipients (Bra-
nors face the problem of how to rdise additional zil, China, Indonesia, and Korea) the ratio of FDI to
resources and improve the quality and allocation of GDI remains quite low (between I and 4 percent),
these resources. whereas for two (Malaysia and Venezuela) it is high,

at about 20 percent. If the ratio of FDI to GDI for all
Foreign direct inz-estnzent: benefits beyond finance developing countries rose to half the highest ratios-

that is, 10 percent-the increase in FDI would be
Foreign direct investment is a large and growing enormous: about USS 40 billion per year, or more
source of finance that may help developing countries than the current level of all FDI flows to developing
close the technology gap with high-income coun- countries.
tries, upgrade managerial skills, and develop their In the 1980s and 1990s, FDI flows have shifted from
export markets. However, FDI should not be relied the manufacturing and extractive sectors to the ser-
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Figure 3 Aggregate net transfers as share of GNP
(erMcelt)

Percent Latin America and the Canbbean Percent Europe and Central Asiaa
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vices sector, particularly the new capital-intensive reaches both middle- and low-income countries,
service industries, such as banking, public utilities, both big and small, both creditworthy and those that
telecommunications, and transportation, which are are less so. Unlike bond or stock flows, it does not
being privatized. require an organized capital market. Whst it does

FD1 exerts an important presence in export-ori- require is a healthy private sector that can earn a
ented manufacturing. For example, foreign firms ac- reasonable rate of return in a stable macroeconomic
count for more than half of manufactured exports in environment. And if the host country is to appropri-
Malaysia, Mexico, and the Philippines, and a recent ate the benefits of FDI, it must adopt a sound policy
survey of firms in Thailand found that the share was framework (for example, outward trade orientation)
nearly three-quarters (UNTCMD 1992). Much of this that minimizes distortions.
employment was engaged in production with high Developing countries that wish to attract FDI flows
technological and industrial know-how-for exam- should consider measures such as establishing a
ple, electrical and electronic equipment, nonelectri- transparent legal framework that does not discrimi-
cal machinery, and chemicals. nate between local and foreign investors; adopting a

FDi is arguably the one source of private capital liberal foreign exchange regime; and creating in-
that any developing country can hope to tap. It vestor-friendly regulations and institutions.
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Percent East Asia and the Pacific Percent All developing countries
8 8
7 7-
6 6-

5- 5-
4- 4-
3- 3-
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Percent Sub-Saharan Africab Notte Data for 1971-7a,1976-80, and 1981-85 are period averages.
a. Incdudes former Soviet Union beginning 1983.

8 b. Excludes South Africa.
7 &I;Arce DORS.

6-

_ | | |--- The main benefit to developing countries from
4 portfolio flows is a reduction in the cost of capital-
3- by as much as 10 percentage points in the case of
2 Telmex, the Mexican telephone company that was
I sold internationally in May1991. Additionally, there

0 are likely to be important spillover benefits to the
pricing of domestic stocks.

If industrial country investors held developing
-2 country securities in the same proportion as the
-3 emerging markets' share of global market value (cur-

19ZI-75 1981-87 1 E9Si P9SY 1991 rently 6 percent), resource flows would increase by
197t-34 3986 PM8 1990 1992r

some USS 40 billion per year (based on a 7 percent
average yearly growth rate of OECD investors' assets
in the medium term and a gradual rebalancing of

The rise in portfolio flo-vs:siort-livewd or sustainable? these investors' existing stock), an increase that is
bigger thani the current flows of FDi. That would be

Private portfolio flows, both bonds and equity, have an optimal strategy if global capital markets were
grown explosively from 1989 to 1992. The increase perfectly efficient. The segmentation of developing
has gone largely to a few countries in Latin America country markets and consequent low correlation
and East Asia, although the range of issuing coun- with international market movements constitute one
tries has broadened significantly. Gross equity port- reason for industrial country funds to invest more
folio flows to Latin American countries have grown than proportionately in developing country
more than tenfold in four vears, from US$ 434 million ("emerging") markets: they offer big diversification
in 1989 to an estimated US$ 5.6 billion in 1992, while benefits and high risk-adjusted retums (figure 6).
international bond issues have shown equally dra- Rates of return over the five-year period 1987-91
matic growth. Much of these flows have represented for the U.S. and cmerging stock markets show that if
repatriated flight capital, some high risk-high return U.S. investors had held 20 percent of their portfolio
funds, and some-the minor part-institutional in- inemerging markets (compared with actualholdings
vestment by pension funds, insurance companies, of a fraction of 1 percent), they would have increased
trust funds, and money market funds. their average return by about 1 percent per year and

5



Figure 4 Stock of flight capital as a share of GDP Figure 5 FDm flows to developing countries
by region
(World &z,: trsidiaal metbodli

Billions of US. dollars Percent

South Asia 40 5hare of gLxia total 30

East Asia 30
and the Pacific 20

25
Europe and

Central Asia 20 15

Latin America 15 10
and the Caribbean 10

Sub-Saharan - N -- f
Africa Nominal v.iue o flows

0 fi
Middle East . 1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990

and North Africa
Note. Net inward Fmi. Data exclude Saudi Arabia.

All developing _0S11rAC IMF Balance of Payments Yenrbuok and World Bank
countries staff estimates.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

SouFrce: World Bank staff estimates. equity to developing countries would decline by an
estimated US6 2 billion per year (based on a regres-
sion of equity portfolio flows on US. interest rates,

significantly decreased their risks (as measured by US. industrial production, recipient country credit
the variability of returns). rating, and relative stock market return).

Of course, there are good reasons besides conser- Access to portfolio flows should prove to be rea-
vatism and lack of famniliarity that global investors sonablydurable, provided recipientcountriespersist
do not invest more in emerging markets. Two im- in their policy reforms, although Latin American
portant impediments are domestic market shallow- countries should not expect to receive such large
ness and regulatory constraints. Investors are flows in future years as they did in 1991 and 1992.
aiscouraged by limited availability of information, One reason is that recent flows have to some extent
small market size, and ilhiquidity. Also of importance represented a one-time stock adjustment by investors.
are widely varying regulations in source countries If developing countries wish to capture the benefit
governing pension funds, insurance companies, and of a reduction in their cost of capital, they should
other institutional investors. A further impediment therefore encourage freer corporate sector access to
arises in developing country entry and exit regula- external capital and undertake mnicroecononic re-
tions, which vary from placing no significant restric- forms of their capital markets, including the interna-
tions on the purchase of stocks and repatriation of tional listing of at least a few stocks. Source-country
income and capital to severely restricting access. stock market authorities can help by easing entry
Nine emerging markets permit free entry, and a fur- requirements.
ther 'welve permit relatively free entry, while six
others are restricted. Aid at the end of the Cold War

Concerns over the sustainability of portfolio flows
stem largelyfrom thefearofa changein source-coun- Aid at the end of the Cold Waris under pressure from
try economic conditions. For instance, a reversal of newly eligible recipients (bothi actual and prospec-
low short-term interest rates and poor growth pros- tive) and the exceptional needs of the reforming so-
pectsintheUnitedStatesnmayreduceportfolioflo-ivs cialist economies as well as from financing
to Latin America. These conditions are an important requirements for addressing international environ-
but by no means a decisive determinant of equity mental concerns. Donors face the problem of how to
flows. If US. dollar real interest rates rose by 100 raise additional resources if they are to avoid short-
basis points-a large rise-the net flow of portfolio changing the needy in poor countries.

6



Between 1981 and 1991, aid flows were virtually FSU and the formerly socialist economies of Eastern
unchanged asa percentageof donorCNp,but this still Europe.
translated into a real increase in terms of developing A rough order of magnitude for the call on official
country import volume (figure 7). Recently, a few development assistance (ODA) by new low- and
donors (for example, Italy and Sweden) have im- lower-middle-income claimants is about US$5.5 bil-
plemented or announced cuts in aid programs. The lion annually, equivalent to 10 percent of 1991 ODA
one bright spot has been an increase in the degree of disbursements from OECD-DAC to all countries. In-
concessionality for the poorest countries, with grants cluding the upper-middle-income countries of the
often replacing loans. Psu and Eastern Europe (for example, Russia and

Aid from donors outside the OECD has generally Hungary), which are arguably temporary excep-
declined. Arab aid has shown major fluctuations, tional claimants, would add a further US$4.5 billion,
falling throughout the 1980s from its very high levels bringing the extra demand to US$ 10 billion peryear,
in the 1970s. Aid from the Fsu and Eastern European or 19 percent of ODA in 1991 from OECD-DAC.
donors has fallen off since 1986 and is now confined Aid tends to be concentrated on the poor but not
largely to technical assistance. necessarily the poorest countries. Fully one-third of

Meanwhile, the number of claimants recognized aid goes to middle-income countries. The allocation
as eligible or potentially eligible for aid has grown. of aid varies considerably among bilateral donors,
There are three categories of new claimants: first, with Sweden allocating 81 percent of its aid to low-
countries that appear now able to support only con- income countries while the United States and France
cessional borrowing (for example, Angola and Mon- allocate more than 40 percent of their aid to middle-
golia); second, countries that are potentially income recipient countries. Multilateral aid is more
reactivated aid recipients, following recovery from a concentrated on the poorest, with about 90 percent
period of poor economic performance and disrup- going to low-income countries. That is one reason to
tions such as war (for example, Afghanistan, Cambo- welcome the recent successful conclusion of negoti-
dia, and Viet Nam);2 and third, some republics of the ations on the tenth replenishment of the Interna-

tional Development Association, amounting to
SDR13 billion, representing a maintenance of IDA in
real terms.

Figure 6 Impact of diversification on portfolio A key measure of the quality of aid is the extent to
risk which it is tied to procurement in the donor country.
(riskamid retuni for mi.xes of US. andeinerging mnarke indices) Although there has been a trend toward less tying of

bilateral aid in the past decade, the extent of tying
Annual mean return (percent) remains high (in contrast to multilateral contribu-
24 tions by these donors, which remain untied). In 1989

theoECD-DAccountryaverage was44percent for tied
ion'; and 7 percent for partially untied aid, compared to

22 sir; ~nm{rging 48 percent and 12 percent, respectively, in 1977-79.
nrW; rn.irkct% The cost of aid tying for recipient countries is hard

20 h, to estimate, but one study (Jepma 1991) suggests that
the direct cost may range upwards from 15 percent

18 or; of aid provided. (By direct cost is meant the excess in
20'..; prices of aid-financed deliveries compared to prices

of comparable goods and services not obtained
16 ulrY; through tied procurement.) On that basis, if all aid

U.S. mnarket flows were untied, the economic benefits to develop-

14 ing countries would be worth as much as US$ 4
15 20 25 30 billion per year, u tich equals one-fifth of the nomni-

Risk (annual standard deviation (percent)) nal increase in aid flows over the past decade. Indi-
rect costs are also substantial.

Aid at the end of the Cold War needs to be re-
Note: rFive-year (1987-91) annual mean total returns. The m's
US. dollar-based Composite Index (of Efmering Markets) thought as to its rationale and needs reworking as to
consists of twentv emerging stock markets. The US. market its adequacv and quality. If donor countries agree
is represented bv the Standard and Poor's 500 index that with the end of the Cold War, poverty reduction
Source: tR: Ern ig Stock-Marke: Fadbook 1992 and World Bank deserves a higher priority, they will wish to review
staff estimates. their aid programs in light of issues such as how to

ensure that available aid is concentrated on the poor-

7



Figure 7 Real net ODA flows to developing countries

Billions of constant 1991 U.S. dollars

50

| Multilateral co)ncissional lkans

40 ~ J B|ld Bilatera.l c nconC-idtil IK ins

Ofticial grants

30

20

10

L
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Note: Real flows are nominal flows deflated by an import price index for developing countries.
Seuro.- World Bank, oEcD.

est countries and those lacking access to private cap- * Economic activitv in the industrial countries
ital flows and ways to reduce tying and the share of has not only a poor short-term outlook but also
technical cooperation grants in ODA. an underlying trend of slow growth in produc-

tivity, which has prevailed since 1973.
Developing-countryprospects * Real interest rates (mainly long-term rates) are

likely to stay high because of a decline in public
The outlook for the international economic environ- savings in industrial countries.
ment is mixed. Nevertheless, developing-country * World trade faces an uncertain future, pending
prospects for the remainder of the 1990s appear completion of the Uruguay Round, but growth
brighter than in the 1980s. The improved prospects in intraregional trade is likely.
are to a large extent the dividend of the comprehens- * Commodity prices are expected to stabilize in
ive economic policy reforms undertaken by several real terms-a sharp break from their twenty-
developing countries in recent years. vear declining trend-partly because of the ex-

tent to which developing countries are shifting
The internatioznal economic environment out of primary production.

* For creditworthy developing countries, exter-
The economic climate 4acing developing countries nal finance is likely to be in good supply from
during the next ten years presents both large prob- private sources, but countries without market
lems and opportunities (table 1): accesswill facea limited oreven shrinkingaid pie.

8



Figure 8 GDP growth prospects for different developing country regions under the baseline scenario
(arzi.r fe annllUal 1wirerutkl,e chmiget')
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S&itrce World Bank projections.

Prospects to rise at an annual rate of about 2 percent after 1996.
Thisbrighter outlook is to a large extent the dividend

Within this mixed outlook for the international eco- of the wide-ranging-and often painful-economic
nomic environment, developing country prospects policy reforms of the decade.
for the remainder of the 1990s nevertheless hold out In the aftermath of the debt crisis, public sector
the promise of higher growth rates (figure 8). Per investments in developing countries were squeezed
capita GDP in real terms in developing countries, in the 1980s, with devastating effects on infrastruc-
which was stagnant through the 1980s, is projected ture. As these countries emerge from the debt crisis,
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the introduction of relatively conservative fiscal and growth although somewhat lower than in the past
monetary policies has improved incentives to save. decade. Latin America and the Caribbean region is
Incentives to invest have also improved through expected to continue the recovery of 1992. For Sub-
privatization, trade liberalization, and greater mac- Saharan Africa an improved aggregate growth per-
roeconomic stability, particularly lower inflation. formance is still projected to imply little growth in
These factors have combined with a steady improve- per capita consumption, thus failing to recover the
ment in levels of education to result in a turnaround disastrous declines of the 1980s. After three years of
in growth rates in Latin America and the Caribbean restructuring and fall in output, the countries in
region in particular. Eastern Europe are expected to grow at a rate aver-

A more longstanding beneficiary of these trends aging about 4-5 percent in the medium term. The
is the East Asia and Pacific region, which has been economies comprising the FSU have undergone a
characterized by high growth and greater regional broadly similar collapse of GDP from 1989-92; an-
integration in respect to trade and capital flows. other largedecline in output is expected in 1993, and
The strength of East Asia is an important element both the timing and magnitude of recovery remain
in the positive expectations for overall developing highly uncertain. The projections are especially un-
country growth and improvements in efficiency. certain for these economies. The Middle East and
Within this area, the so-called Chinese economic North Africa region is expected to experience growth
area (CEA), comprising China, Hong Kong, and Tai- of 4-5 percent, its best performance since the 1970s,
wan, China, exhibits a large and growing economic thanks to firmer oil prices in real terms from mid-
mass, sufficient to exert a substantial positive impact decade onward. As discussed in the final chapter of
on other economies, and a persistence of medium- this book, these projections are based on a variety of
term growth in the face of shifting external circum- assumptions regarding both domestic and interna-
stances. Arguably, it is becoming a "fourth growth tional economic developments.
pole" of the global economy. Theriskofunfavorabledevelopmentsin theglobal

For instance, if imports into the Chinese economic economy makes it all the more important that indus-
area from the rest of the world continue to grow at trial countries take steps to help developing coun-
any rate close to their trend of the past fifteen years tries meet the challenges of the external environment.
(exceeding double digits in volume terms), their ab- One way to do this is by improving developing coun-
solute increase over the next three vears will exceed try access to industrial country markets and ensuring
Japan's, and by the year 2002 they will exceed Japan's a speedy conclusion to the Uruguay Round. Another
in level as well. And if output of goods and services is by increasing public sector savings (that is, reduc-
of this area were valued at standard international ing fiscal deficits), which will tend to lower real
prices (IcP) rather than through the official exchange interest rates. For FDI, industrial countries can help
rate, by the year 2002 the CEA output would rank through the adoption of open trade policies, the con-
ahead of Germany's and Japan's and would be ap- clusion of double taxation treaties, and the establish-
proaching that of the United States, although it ment of promotional programs and institutions. For
would amount to only one-fifth the level in terms of portfolio flows, industrial country regulatory au-
GDP per capita. thorities should examine the scope for relaxing reg-

Prospects vary widely by region. Both East Asia ulations without jeopardizing prudential standards,
and South Asia are expected to continue with high as well as easing access to securities market flota-

Table 1 International economic parameters of importance to developing countries
(anrn7kie annual percenttaze c/MiIge. except interest rahte)

-1992-2002 _

bIdicator 1982-92 1992 1993 Baseline _Lo case

G-7CGDP 2.7 1.6 1.9 2.7 270
G-3 real interest rate 4.0 1.9 1.8 3.0 3.5
World trade (volume) 3.7 4.5 5.6 5.8 3.0
Export price of manufactures (USS) 4.2 5.1 1.3 2.8 2.0
Price of petroleum (USS) -5.5 -0.2 -3.2 4.0 2.0
Non-oil commodity price (US$) -0.3 -4.5 3.3 4.0 1.0

Note: In deriving G-3 real interest Tate, three-month interest rates of individual countries have been aggregated using 1987 cor * eights.
Source. IEC staff estimates, based in part on Con,se,,sus Forecasts( of liifintioui.
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tions. And for aid, donor countries should ensure tive policies and institutions. With sound policies
that what is available is concentrated on the poorest and a supportive international economic and finan-
countries and on exceptional needs in formerly so- cial enviromnent, developing countries can achieve
cialist economies, and they should reduce tying aid sustainable growth in the coming decade.
to procurement.

The developing world's growing scale of eco- Notes
nomic activity in the 1990s will pose serious
challenges for countries' efforts at better environ- L.Calculated fora setof fifty-eightdevelopingcountries
mental management. If not managed effectively, for which data were available, representing 65 percent of
accelerated growth could increase the dangers all developing countries'GDP.
of industrial pollution, deforestation, and depletion 2. Additional exceptional demands have also arisen be-
of water resources. The challenge of sustainable de- cause of the drought in Africa; for instance, in December
velopment will be to build the recognition of envi- 1992, Zimbabwe received a US$ 1.4 billion package of
ronmental scarcity into incentives affecting concessional assistance from donors, coordinated by the
behavior and to counteract market failure with effeL- World Bank.

1~1



1 A new pattern of external finance

The wide-ranging improvement in their economic although developing countries' continuing shift out
policies and the recent turnaround in private capital of primarv production will mean that the trend of
flows offer developing countries the promise of realcommodityprices willtendtobeflat,ratherthan
higher growth in the 1990s than in the 1980s, despite declining. World trade is expected to grow faster
an uncertain start to the decade and an uninspiring than industrial countrv output, thanks to growing
outlook for the industrial countries. trade between developing countries and, to some

The importance of external finance to this promise extent, the formation of regional free-trade areas.
lies less in its amount than in its quality. Openness to (The international economic environment is dis-
external finance, as to trade, exposes the recipient cussed further in chapter 6.)
countrv to international competition and can bring The end oftheCold Warand the resolution, by and
such benefits as technology transfer, management large, of the commercial bank debt crisis had held out
know-how, export marketing access, a reduction in the hope that the external financing environment for
the cost of capital, and a diversified investor base. In developingcountries would grow easier in the 1990s.
the 1990s, the age of indiscriminate balance of pay- Countries (mostly middle- and a few large low-in-
ments financing and the belief that all borrowing is come countries) with some access or potential access
good (because developing countries offer inherently to capital markets hoped for a reinvigoration of pri-
high rates of return to capital) have been largely vate flows. Aid recipients (mostly low- and lower-
replaced bv the advent of judicious external finance. middle-income countries) hoped for a peace

Prospects for developing countries are qualified in dividend.
both the short and the medium run by an uncertain Toa limited degree, these hopes are being fulfilled.
outlook for the industrial countries, which account Developing countries are finding that the external
for three-quarters of world output. Nevertheless, de- financing choices open to them are greater than they
veloping countries as a group are likely to resume have been in the past two decades. But so also are the
faster growth for the remainder of this decade, challenges of attracting, retaining, and managing
mainly because of domestic reform efforts and con- that finance effectively. For countries with market
sequent favorable supply-side trends. Countries that access, a welcome renewal of private inflows has
were held back in the 1980s by debt overhangs are been accompanied by concerns over the sustainabil-
recovering a better pace of development, assisted by ity and volatity of these flows and by awkward prob-
agreements to reduce their old debt obligations and lems of macroeconomic management. And for aid
bv improvements in the structure of external finance. recipients, any vestige of a peace dividend has been
Countries that did well in the 1980s (particularly in swallowed up by fiscal deficits in industrial coun-
East Asia), despite the severe shocks of that period, tries, even as several new claimants are being identi-
demonstrate a persistence of high growth that ap- fied for aid funds.
pears likely to continue for many years. (Developing The experienceof the first three years of thedecade
country prospectsare discussed furtherinchapter7.) suggests that in the 1990s developing countries are

For industrial countries the longer-run outlook is experiencing the advent of judicious external fi-
for the slowest growth of the past three decades, nance. The resurgence of private-source flows has
becauseofbotha lowunderlyingtrendofproductiv- been complemented by the role of official non-
ity growth and low public sector savings, which will concessional finance (both multilateral and bilateral)
tend to keep real interest rates high. These factors will in supporting economic reforms and stabilization in
also tend to keep real commodity prices from rising, a large number of developing countries (box 1-1). In
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a world characterized by a new pattern of exten .al gentina, Chile, China, and Mexico), which has been
finance and growing integration with global capital both a sign of strong investor confidence and a means
markets, developing countries must learn to seize the of fueling growth. These flows are part of a broader
opportunities and meet the challenges presented by shift in the pattern of external finance to developing
massive diversification of equity investment, both countries: a shift from debt to equity and from bank
direct and portfolio, and keen competition for aid to nonbank sources-commercial bank loans have
funds. been replaced by bond and equity portfolio flows

One of the most visible fruits of past policy reforms and greater foreign direct investment (table 1-1); the
has been the resurgence of private-source flows to a return of private sector borrowers; and the gulf be-
number of developing countries (for example, Ar- tween countries with market access and those with-
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Table 1-1 Pattern of external finance to developing countries gross long-tenn flows
(percentage. 4hre)

Types offinance 1971 1981 1991

Official grants 9.0 7.3 14.5
Official loans 30.9 26.0 30.8
Suppliers and export credits 10.8 11.0 12.3
Commercial bank loans 35.7 46.1 17.4
Bonds 1.2 1.2 4.8
FDI 12.3 8.3 16.5
Portfolio equity 0.0 0.1 3.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total (current USS billons) 19.5 156.9 205.3

Note: Based on 115 countries for which data are available. Bonds in this tablearebased on DRS data covering public and publicly guaranteed
issues only.
Source World Bank, nrst and World Bank staff estimates.

out. A striking feature of these developments has lems as of the international debt crisis. Specifically,
been that virtually all the growti of the past few years in capital adequacy has been enforced by the Basle
financial flows to deueloping countries has come from guidelines, agreed in 1988, and lending to most de-
nonbank private sources, namely FDI and bond antd equity veloping countries has been discouraged by national
portfolio flow-s. loan-loss provisioning requirements. Nonetheless,

the rise and fall of bank lending is only part of the
Private sector reorientation picture.

One manifestation of the shift from nonbank
Two factors have been at work in this shift. First, sources has been the increasing issuance of bonds,
supply is no longerdominated by commercial banks, which grew rapidly from 1989-92 (table 1-3). Typi-
which provided in the 1970s easy terms and in the cally, the purchasers of these bonds have been insti-
1980s concerted lending, rescheduling, and debt re- tutional investors (for example, pension funds,
duction. As commercial banks have struggled to insurance companies, money market funds, and
maintain capital adequacy, there has been a process trust funds) or wealthy individuals. Investment in-
of so-called disintermediation. terest has been helped by the growing number of

Second, demand from private sector borrowers developing countries that have obtained ratings.
has revived, unlike in the 1970s and 1980s when the Currently, Chile, China, Greece, Indonesia, Korea,
public sector dominated and even took over private Malaysia, Portugal, Thailand, and Turkey have in-
sector borrowing. In the last few years private sector vestment grade ratings; Hungary, India, Mexico, and
companies-notably in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Venezuela, along with the former Czech and Slovak
India, Korea, Mexico, and Venezuela-have been Federal Republic, have ratings a little below invest-
able to access the international equity and bond mar-
kets; consequently, the proportionate decline in pri-
vatesectorborrowing throughout the 1970s up to the
mid-1980s has been reversed (table 1-2). Table 1-2 Private borrowers' share of extemal

The 1970s and 1980s were the boom-and-bust financing to developing countries
years of commercial bank finance to developing (priute.slwrc,percentage)
countries. In 1982 the share of commercial bank lend- Total
ing in total net flows to developing countries was 35 Total
percent; a decade iater, it had fallen to a mere 3 Year finatncing Year financin
percent (although the share of gross flows was 1970 43.6 1989 42
higher). Commercial bank lending to developing 1975 29.9 1990 11.6
countriesisnow confined largely to tradeand project 1980 20.8 1991 39.7
finance rather than general balance of payments fi- 1985 16.1 1992 46.7
nancing (box 1-2). The shift to nonbank investors is 1990 26.5
primarily a reflection of the capital constraints under 1991 29.7

which commercial banks are laboring at the start of 5ourc: World Bank, Dis, and World Bank staff estimates.
the 1990s, the result as much of domestic loan prob-
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Table 1-3 Extemal financing through bonds
(million,s of U.S. dollars)

Annualaoverge
Regioni 1971-75 1976-80 1981-85 1986-88 1989 1990 1991
All developing countries 425 2,372 3,718 5,255 6,797 7.013 9,909

Sub-Saharan Africa 3 83 9 0 0 0 0
East Asia 28 355 1,748 1,744 1,170 2,264 2,376
South Asia 0 0 118 385 773 586 1,889
Europe and Central Asia 4 18 243 2,282 4,003 2,224 2,251
Latin America 352 1,786 1,476 621 619 1,938 3,391
Middle East and North Africa 38 129 124 193 232 0 1

Souirce: World Bank and zli data. which cover only public and publicly guaranteed bond issues.

ment grade; and Argentina and Brazil have also ob- turing in the 1980s (for instance, China, India, Indo-
tained ratings, albeit lower. nesia, and Korea) or that have successfullv reduced

their commercial bank debt as part of a comprehens-
Differentiation by market access ive reform effort (for instance, Argentina, Chile, and

Mexico) have been able to maintain or regain market
The regional variations in table 1-1 also reflect access. Those countries that have not yet attained a
the great gulf between developing countries that sustainable level of external debt servicing obliga-
can gain access to the private capital markets for tions-including many severely indebted low- and
bank loans, bonds, and stocks and those that cannot lower-middle-income countries with largely official
(box 1-3). Those countries that avoided debt restruc- debt-have little realistic prospect of private market
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access (apart from short-term trade credit) for the Although strong official support has provided
foreseeable future. much-needed cashflow, these countries' weak start-

Net resource flows to developing countries have ing positions (for example, poor infrastructure and
grown from their low point in 1987, and net transfers ill-trained workforce) make additional debt forgive-
have turned positive. The upturn in private flows is ness necessary in many cases.
the primary factor underlying the 130 percent in- Because net flows on debt have remained positive
crease over the past three years in aggregate net for these countries throughout the 1980s, their out-
resource flows to middle-income developing coun- standing debt has continued to grow. Many of them
tries, to an estimated level of USS 90 billion in 1992 now have debt service obligations that are well in
(figure 1-1). The principal reason behind this resur- excess of sustainable levels, often exceeding a debt
gence of flows has been the adjustment efforts of the service-to-exports ratio of 300 percent on a present
countries in question. Additionally, comprehensive valuebasis.
restructurings of commercial bank debt have played In 1988 the Paris Club (a forum for bilateral official
an important part in restoring investor confidence. creditors) recognized that the debt buildup had be-

In contrast, low-income developing countries come unsustainable in a number of low-income de-
particularly those that are severely indebted'-re- veloping countries and agreed to offerdebt and debt
main heavily dependent on official sources to help service reductions among other debt restructuring
finance their development projects and economic options (the so-called Toronto terms). A further step
adjustinent efforts. Few of these countries have ben- was taken in December 1991 when the Paris Club
efited from the recent resurgence of private capital agreed to implement a new menu of concessions for
flows, and the overall level of aggregate net flows to low-income countries (the -enhanced Toronto
this group of countries is estimated to have remained terms")-essentially two options providing for
broadly unchanged from recent years-in 1992 these deeper debt reduction, plus the nonconcessional op-
flows were about US $44 billion. tion from the old Toronto terms. The concessional

Within the low-income group there are a few ex- options amount to 50 percent forgiveness in present
ceptions of countries that have maintained a strong value terms on debt service payments falling due
credit standing and preserved their market access, during the consolidation period. Additionally, cred-
notably China, India, and Indonesia. These countries itors indicated they would be willing to consider
have been able to access the bond and syndicated restructuring the remaining stock of pre-cutoff-date
loan markets for sizable amounts. For some other debt after three to four years.
low-income countries and also some lower-middle- The enhanced Toronto terms represent a substan-
income countries that are primarily indebted to offi- tial advance over the previous Toronto terms. They
cial sources, the debt crisis is far from over, and fall short in three respects, however, from the pro-
external viability-the capacity to service external posal of the so-called Trinidad terms set out by the
obligations without restructuring-remains elusive. U.K. Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1990: in defer-
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ring consideration of the stock of debt until three or
Figure 1-1 Real aggregate net resource flows four years later; in retaining a nonconcessional op-
by income groups, 1985-92 tion; and in setting the benchmark adopted for the

extent of debt reduction given.
Middle-income countries The distinction between middle- and low-income

Billions of U.S. dollars- countries is reflected in the widely varying experi-
Bllions of U S. dollars ence from region to region. The East Asia and Pacific

region has continued to enjoy excellent market access
80 / in recent years and recently has attracted yet more

foreign direct investment, indicating a high level of
60 investor confidence in private-sector prospects.

40 _ South Asia has remained dependent primarily on
official flows and has entertained very little FDi; re-

20 cent reforms in Pakistan and in India have improved

0 the prospects for attracting private finance. Sub-
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 Saharan Africa continues to rely heavily on conces-

sional official financing to maintain large positive net
flows and net transfers relative to GNP. The Middle

Low-income countries East also depends upon concessional official finance
Billions of U.S. dollars for a major part of its external financing. Countries
50 in North Africa continue to have some access to
40 _ commercial bank finance. Latin America has experi-

enced a surge in private-source capital inflows in the
30 past four years (as noted above). For several years

20 Latin America has experienced large negative net
transfers (roughly speaking, the counterpart to a

10 trade surplus) because of high interest payments on

a _ commercial bank debt. Those negative net transfers
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 lso 1991 1992 twere reduced substantially in 1991 and 1992because

of FDi and portfolio inflows.
For developing countries as a whole, aggregate net

All developing countries resource flows-comprising debt, equity, and
grants-reached USS 134 billion in 1992, standing

Billions of US. dollars well above the low point of USS 83 billion (in 1992
150 dollars) in 1987-in the depths of the debt crisis-

120 and very close to the level of a decade earlier. Net
transfers also were positive and rising for the fourth

90 consecutive year in 1992, at USS 57 billion.

60 _ _ Until recently, a notable longer-term trend was the
growth in the 1970s and 1980s of the official share of

30 flows and, within that growth, an increase in the
1O89 1990 l~1 1992 concessional element represented by grants. Grants,

l085 1986 1987 1988 1989 togo 1991 1992 which made up 55 percent of total bilateral official
development assistance flows in 1981, now make up
two-thirds of those flows. The official share in aggre-

[I IPortfolio equity [ Foreign direct gate net flows, defined as the share of official devel-
investment - investment opment finance (comprising official loans and

Private loans grants), rose through the 1980s but has declined rap-
idly in the past couple of years (for the reasons men-

Net official loans Official gTants tioned above). The official share stood at 35 percent
in 1981, averaged 60 percent over 1986-90, then fell

Noter All flows are deflated bv the import price deflator (World to 52 percent in 1991 and 46 percent in 1992.
Bank International Economics Department) at constant 1992 For middle-income countries, debt indicators such
dollars. Data for portfolio equity investment are World Bank as the debt-to-exports ratio and the debt-to-GDP ratio
Sotirmes World Bank. are about the same at the end of 1992 as they were a

decade earlier; for low-income countries the levels of
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the indicators are much higher now. While indebted- present value basis), equivalent to about 17 percent
ness remains high in a number of the countries ben- of current exports from beneficiary countries con-
efitting from renewed private flows, there are cerned. Additionally, in recent years, there has been
grounds for optimism, compared to the 1980s, for the a significant write-off of ODA, amounting to a cumu-
following reasons: first, the sea change of developing lative US$ 11.6 billion or about 6 percent of bilateral
country policies, including trade liberalization, fiscal ODA claims, nearly all of which applied to low-in-
consolidation, and privatization; second, the better come countries. The weak starting position of many
risk-sharing between debtorand creditors in the new of these countries means that debL relief notwith-
flows (box 1-4), with equity playing a bigger role; and standing, they have yet to reach external viability-
third, the greater participation of the domestic pri- that is, the capacity to service external obligations
vate sector on the borrowing side. without restructuring and with provisions for growth.

Countries undertaking commercial bank debt re-
duction, such as Argentina, Costa Rica, Mexico, Ni- Notes
geria (without official financial support), the
Philippines, Uruguay, and Venezuela have com- 1. Developing countries are classified as severely in-
pleted debt reduction operations, resulting in a pres- debted on the basis of two external debt ratios: debt-toG-NP
ent value reduction of eligible debt of 30 percent. and debt-to-export, both on a present value basis for debt.
Brazil has agreed in principle with its commercial If either of these ratios exceeds critical values of 80 percent
bank creditors on the terms of a deal. Experience so and 220 percent, respectively, the country is classified as
far suggests that Brady deals have a significant de- severely indebted. The present value basis calculates the
velopment impact when they are implemented present value of all future contractual debt service pay-
within a strong policy framework and have a sus- ments,discountedatmarket-basedcurrency-specificinter-
tained track record of economic reform.2 est rates. Thus, the present value captures the difference

For low- and lower-middle-income countries pri- between concessional and nonconcessional debt.
marnly indebted to official creditors, the story of the 2. The Brady Plan, announced in 1990 and named after
1980s has been one of progressively greater debt then-US. Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, provides for
relief through the Paris Club. Debt reduction through official support for debt reduction by commercial banks. A
the so-called Toronto terms in 1988 and enhanced key feature of this plan is a menu of options, including both
Toronto terms introduced in December 1991 debt reduction and new money. from which commercial
amounts to US$ 2.25 billion as of January 1993 (on a banks can choose.
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2 External shocks and financial integration

The strong increase in capital inflows to Latin Amer- countries in the 1 980s, the cumulative impact of large
ican countries during 1989-92 has highlighted a shocks can lead to a sizable reduction in the rate of
global trend that has been going on for many years: investment.
despite capital controls, developing countries have The most important source of shocks in the 1973-
become more fully integrated with global capital 91 period was the terms of trade, reflecting not only
markets. As the Latin American experience has shown, the oil crises of 1973-74 and 1978-79 and the collapse
however, strong capital inflows pose new nroblems of of oil prices in 1986, but also the variability of the
macroecr)nomic management. The issue arises, there- price of many primary commodities. Oil price shocks
fore, is financial integration a blessing or a curse? have been both positive and negative for developing

This chapter argues that whether by "accident" or countries, reflecting the presence of both producers
"design," developing countries have become more and consumers. Export volumes, which capture the
fully integrated with the global capital market, re- effect of global economic activity as well as anti-
sulting in a mixed blessing-some increase in vulner- dumping or quota actions, were a lesser but signifi-
ability to both outflows and speculative inflows of cant source of shocks, with external finance and
lot money, which, if these flows are managed care- interest rate shocks still less important.
fully, is outweighed by reduced cost of capital and Developing countries are more subject to large
better possibilities to hedge external shocks. shocks than developed countries because of the

Even without fuller integration, developing coun- former's much greater reliance on commodity ex-
tries have been open one-way----in the form of capital ports, which have prices more volatile than those for
flight-and have been exposed to big external shocks. manufactures, and on a less diversified set of exports.

Although during the period 1973-91, the median
Exposure to external shocks size of shock was about the same in low- and middle-

income countries (LMICs) as in industrial countries-
External shocks play an important, but insufficiently about 0.5 percent of GDP-the variability was about
understood, role in determining the growth rate and twice as great for developing as for industrial coun-
current account position of both developing and de- tries. It was not unusual for LMICs to suffer unfavor-
veloped countries. able external shocks equivalent to 4 percent of GDP.

In both developing and developed countries the Brazil, forexample, faced successive shocksof nearly
size of both favorable and unfavorable shocks in a 4 percent of GDP in 1980 and 1981, chiefly because of
given year, expressed as a percentage of GDP, has adverse terms-of-trade movements and, to a smaller
often exceeded the average growth rate of the GDP extent, a reduction in world trade volume and an
over the analysis period of 1973-91'(figure 2-1). This increase in interest rates. More dramatic is the in-
measure of the impact of shocks on the current ac- stance of Cote d'lvoire, which has been subject to a
count can be magnified by multiplier effects, and, if particularly severe series of shocks because of sharp
the shock persists over several years (as in the case of changes in beverage prices, on the export side, and
oil price hikes, 'or example), the total effect on GDP oil prices, on the import side; the economy suffered
levels can be much larger than the initial impact. unfavorable shocks of more than 10 percent of GDP
Large favorable shocks can also require major and in 1975, 1981, and 1982, and experienced favorable
costly adjustment, such as exchange rate apprecia- shocks of a similar magnitude in 1977 and 1985,
tion, or can encourage patterns of consumption and followed by a collapse in beverage prices in 1986.
investment that are unsustainable in the longer term. The terms-of-tradedevelopments were reflected in
As happened in several Latin American and African the overall economic performnance of these countries.
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Figure 2-1 Extemal shocks 1973-91
fpearceipf nj(v)
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For example, between 1965 and 1978, Brazil and C6te creased after an unfavorable shock, the supply of fi-
d'Ivoire had GDP growth rates in excess of 6 percent nance to them actually declined, because of capital
a year, with investment-to-GDP ratios generally well flightand the increased reluctanceof foreigners to lend
above 20 percent In subsequent years their growth in the face of greater risk. The pattern of financing
rates have fallen sharply, below 3 percent in most years and adjusting illustrates vividlv the proposition that
and showing negative growth rates in some. This has access to international capital rnarkets is a double-
been accompanied by a decline in investment ratios, edged sword if confidence in policies and, more gen-
which were below 15 percent in some vears. erally, in a country's creditworthiness declines.

Industrial countries, too, have faced unfavorable The size, frequency, and inherent unpredictability
shocks, but in reaction they have "financed" about of external shocks in developing countries are a sig-
half the shock by running a greater current account nificant deterrent to both foreign and domestic in-
deficit or a lower surplus, whereas, on average, over vestment (Claessens and Duncan forthcoming) and
the whole period (1973-91), developing countries carry a number of other costs. This underlines the
did not rely on significant amounts of financing to need for policies that stress, first, flexibility and re-
weather shocks. In the years before the debt crisis, sponsiveness to price signals to ensure that adjust-
developing countries were able to finance shocks: ment is fast; second, investment plans that are robust
during 1973-78,32 percent of shocks were financed; under alternative outcomes; and third, the appropri-
during 1979-85 this proportion fell to 17 percent. ate use of hedging instruments.
After 1984, however, LMICS were forced to overadjust
to unfavorable external shocks by actually running a Evidence on financial integration
much smaller current account deficit or a larger sur-
plus. This was achieved primarily through import In contrast to industrial countries, developing coun-
reduction rather than export promotion. Over the tries are less open financially than commercially. The
1985-91 period, many LMICs were rationed borrow- ratio of gross flows to GDP (although measured with
ers: while their deirnand for finance may have in- great imprecision) is considerably less than the ratio
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of exports-plus-imports to GDP. for the aggregate of reflected international rates (Fischer and Reisen
all developing countries, the former is only 13 per- 1992).
cent while the latter is 45 percent. Nevertheless, the
empirical evidence for developing countries is that Policy issues
they are more financially open than many may ex-
pect, and a significant number have become more Financial integration can be expected to produce a
financially integrated with the rest of the world in variety of benefits, including a lowering of the cost
recent years. of capital, an increase in the sharing of risks (such as

Financial integration refers to degree of capital the hedging noted below), and a promotion of the
mobility-that is, the degree of substitutability be- efficiency of resource mobilization and allocation
tween domestic and foreign assets in investment through improved relative prices.
portfolios (both domestic and foreign). Increased in- In the last few years, real interest rates have fallen
tegration can lead to a variety of effects, and mea- in some developing countries by more than the de-
sures of it indude some or all of the following: the crease internationally because of liberalization of
magnitude of gross capital flows; the applicability of capital accounts, greater competition (for example,
arbitrage conditions on interest rates; the strength of as measured by the number of foreign bank subsidi-
saving and investment correlations; and the cross-
country uniformity of consumption relationships.

A recent study (Montiel 1992), which examined all
of these measures, concluded that a large number of Bo 2-1 of developing
developing countries can be described as financially c dege andal integratio
open (box 2-1). Of the thirty-nine countries classified,
two are ranked under high financial integration, High lnhtmte LOW
nineteen under intermediate, and eighteen as show- Chile Boivia Bangladesh
ing no convincing evidence of financial openness, of Dominican Burmndi ElSalvador
which six countries are essentially closed Republc Cameroon Ethopia
(Bangladesh, Ethiopia, India, the Philippines, Cdombia Hondmas
Rwanda, and South Africa). Since the data used in Cyprus India
this study were reported, the Philippines has under- Ecuador Kenya
taken extensive reforms and is now very open finan- Egypt Madagascar
cially. Besides being undermined by their lack of Camlia Morocco
timeliness, the data attending this exercise are beset Guatemala Nepal
with problems of quality; this would suggest caution H:aiti NR
against being dogmatic about each individual coun- Malawi Rwanda
try classification. The broad conclusion stands nev- Malaysia SouthAfrica
ertheless: although cases of strong financial Mexico Sri Lanra
integration are rare, the rmajority of d eveloping coun- Pakistan Tunisia
tries should be regarded as de facto financially open. Senegal Uguanda

Some evidence of an increase in developing coun- Thailand Venezuela
try financial integration in the latter half of the 1980s Turkey
comes from stock market returns. Equity rates of Note Eah country has been classified subjective into
return exhibit evidence of some restrictions on access oneof tlweecategori of finandalintgation (high inter-
by foreign investors to domestic securities until the mediate or low) as of the 198oS and acconding to four

measures of irtegration: leves of grs flows of capital to
mid-1980s, indicating the presence of barriers during GDP intert rate parity, savis invetent corrlatin;
that period. In more recent years stock markets have and Euler consumption data tests. Coune for wh

become increasingly integrated (fourteen out of the information wasavailableforonlyonemeasureofintegra-
twenty largest in LMICS), with rising flows from in- ton (typically the gross-flow ratio measure) were left un-
dustrial countries and liberalization of policies on fid, as were those for whkh the vaious mes

foreigninvestment evidently the mechanisms of in- vwere pdged too conraditory to permit even a roug
foreign ineteteietytemcaim fi- classification. No systematic rules were imposed on the
tegration. The influence of international interest rates tion proceiure except that the presumption was
on domestic rates also indicates the same trend. For againstdassificationinthehighcategoryifthe(preferrecd
example, in the early 1970s, Indonesia, faced with Eule equation est rejeed integrationL However, litetl
competition from nearby Singapore, had strong in- weigbtwasgiventothistestwhenitfledtorejectintegra-tionwithpoordama
centives to adopt more open financial policies. The Swrce: Montiel(1992.
capital account was opened as early as 1971, and since
domestic interest rates were free in 1981, they have
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aries), and an increase in creditworthiness. Mexico,
for example, started a sustained capital account lib-
eralization process in the mid-1980s, which acceler- Box 2-2 Me eent of capital flight
ated after its debt reduction deal in 1989. Combined This year's Global Eonmi Prospects presents flow
with strong fiscal efforts, this gradual liberalization data on capital flight based on the 'World Bank
effort has led to a fall since mid-1989 in real domestic residualr method, which uses balance of payments
interest rates of about 30 percentage points. components to debternne.the residuaL It is definied

Financial integration, however, reduces both the asfollows:
domestic policymaker's room for maneuver and the Uses
external creditor's tolerance for poor performance. Capitai flight =(xe borrowin + au) - (Current ac-
Forexample, large capital inflows pose dilemmas of CDantdefidt +nceaseinresrves)
monetary and exchange rate policy. To the extent
that external factors are the cause (for example, U.S. Exteral borrovm is defined as the change in
dollar interest rates, OECD recession) or that the external debt, adjusted to exdude private non-
change in capital flows is transitory, it makes sense guaranteed debt flows and the effects of currency
to "sterilize" the impact of the inflow on the money valu,tihCmdant Aanddebt redudaind
supply-but that risks a vicious circle of high interest in Reserves are:taken fro idt Band oh Paymens
rates and further inflows. To the extent that domestic Stis - -
factors are the cause (for example, a country's im- ThebasicWorld Bank measureisabnetresidual.
proved creditworthiness) or that the change in capi- Thisisthebroadestmeasureofcapitalflight.Assuch,
tal flows is permanent, it makes sense to permit a real it tends to overstate the volume of flight capital by
exchange rate appreciation-but that risks eroding including al extetalassets, both recrded and un-
export competitiveness. Adopting neither course re- recorded. These assets inlude, for example, legiti-
linquishes control of the money supply and risks mate portfolio diversification and interbank
increasing inflation. tansfers within a monetary zone.

Cross-border financial flows tend to be more vol-
atile than domestic flows. This is particularly true for Altem MeaDmly(orM m redwz7 TleDooleymethoddefinmequity flows: the turnover ratio for cross-border the-stock of flight capital as the difference beween
transactions in foreign equity (the ratio of flows to measured foreign assets and the foreign assets nec-
stocks) among industrial countries is about twice as essarytogeneratete mereportedin thebalance
high as for domestic equity (Tesar and Werner 1992). ofpayments.Ineffect,theDooleymtwodisthesame
For developing countries the turnover ratios for as the World Bank residual except that itexcdudes
cross-border equity transactions are much higher recordedexternalassets. -
than for domestic equity transactions. Volatility can The concept'is that income frm flight capitalis
be even more of an issue when there is a tendency for notrfporaedinttheinvesdentincosmeintloebalance
speculative "bubbles" through which prices (tempo- of pay uts Sordedrnvestmntcmeisused
rarily) deviate from their long-run equilibrium level, toldeiverecordedreigitasets Tedervedfor-_ . . , , . eign assets-are leis, ty the-amount of fEght ~~capital,Evidence for this is found in the markets for stocks, eip assets are l amountofflightthan the foneigrtassets measured om recordedandbonds, foreign exchange, and precious metals (Sum-
mers 1991). These bubbles, mixed with domestic dis- :e c
tortions and high financial leverage, can create the TheDooleystockoffigbtcapfta= - :
ingredients for a crisis. e_-m-n assr t me

Unrecorded daims + Recorded cla
Ubiquitous capital flight -

-Debtslock-Captaccounti abties
The choice for developing countries is not, however,
between financial integration and no integration. HotmongfSKThreaseraldifferenthot
Rather, it is between two-way integration that per- moneyapproachseb ktom easureflowstbat
mnits capital inflows and private institutional out- represent short-term cliangsincossboer capital
flows and one-way integration that consists of capital movements,usingbalanceofpaymentsampmts.
ffight. Everywhere developing countries have found Hotmoneymsuresdefinecapitalflihtasthe(neg-
that capital controls are porous to outward flows ative of the) sum of balance of payments errors and
from the personal sector. Traditionally, capital flight omissions and private short-term. capital assets.
has been viewed asan affliction of a few Latin Amer- Somedefnutionsalso includeportfolio investment.
ican countries plus one or two others; the facts indi-
cate otherwise (box 2-2). - - - X
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monetary zone.) The Middle East and North Africa
Table 2-1 Flight capital as a share of GDP, region has the highest ratio of flight capital to GDP,
end-1990 with a ratio for several countries (Egypt, Jordan, and
Resgio n Percent Syria) more than 150 percent. As elsewhere, the large
South Asia 14.9 flight capital is a reflection of the (political) uncer-
East Asia and the Pacific 18.9 tainties in this region. More recently, Russia has ex-
Europe and Central Asia 27.8 perienced substantial capital flight in 1991 and 1992.
Latin America and the Caribbean 30.8 At its peak, global capital flight from developing
Sub-Saharan Africa 80.3 countries amounted to close to US$ 80 billion per
Middle East and North Africa 94.9 year, and the stock of capital flight stood at US$ 700
Fifty-ight developing countries 32.3 billion at the end of 1990, or 55 percent of the extemal

Soirce: World Bank staff cstimates. debt stock at that time (figure 2-3). In the last four
years, capital flight has reversed itself, and a substan-
tial amount of capital has gone back, particularly to
Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico.

In relation to GDP, a high stock of flight capital is a As the recent return or reversal of capital flight has
widespread phenomenon (table 2-1 and figure 2-2). shown, it was the lack of good domestic policies that
By this measure, Sub-Saharan Africa stands much motivated capital flight in many cases. Overvalued
worse than Latin America and the Caribbean. The real exchange rates, fiscal deficits, and spreads
stock of flight capital from Sub-Saharan Africa is between domestic and international interest rates,
equivalent to 80 percent of GDP. (As noted in box 2-2, as well as poorly developed domestic financial
however, there may be some overstatement of the markets are often found to be correlated with capital
stock of flight capital because of transfers within a flight. Furthermore, in many cases, taxes on the

domestic financial system that were not harmonized
with those prevailing in other countries presented
an incentive for capital flight. For these reasons, cap-
ital flight should be distinguished from portfo-

Figure 2-2 Stock of flight capital as a share of GDP, lio diversification when liberalization of outflows
end 1990: ten leading countries takes place within the context of sound domestic
(World Bani- rmsidual mntthlo d) policies.

In some cases the removal of capital outflow re-
strictions appeared to have the (paradoxical) effect of

Gabon stimulating a net inflow of capital, presumably by
assuring investors that it would be easy to repatriate

Egypt, Arab Rep. their money should they wish to do so. In former
Yugoslavia (1990) and in Britain (1979), capital tem-

Nicaragua porarily flew in after capital outflow liberalizations.
However, in the former Yugoslavia, a worsening

Sudan economic environment led to a sharp reversal in

Syrian Arab Rep. these flows some nine months after liberalization,
and capital controls were reinposed after a further

Bolivia two months (Williamson 1992).
The fact that capital flight has been possible for

Uganda some individuals does not imply that capital controls
are completely ineffective in limiting the exports of

Venezuela capital. Pension funds and other domestic institu-

Jordan tional investors are certainly affected by capital out-
flow restrictions. In Chile the private social security

Jamaica system (pensions funds) was until recently not al-
lowed to invest its assets abroad. The new rules now

0 50 100 150 200 allow the pension funds not only to gain from the
Percentage increased diversification potential but also to be bet-

ter adapted to deal with the demands on their funds
Sou rce: World Bank staff estimates, arising from the age structure of the Chilean popula-

tion (Meltzer 1992).
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Figure 2-3 Annual flows of capital flight from developing countries
(Wvorld Bffmn- n-rhiial u ellidt)
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Sorr,t World Bank staff estimates.

Risk management do not in many instances meet the requirements of
urgency and flexibility needed in an environment of

Increased financial integration implies higher capital increased financial integration. Moreover, they can
mobility and increased risk sharing (box 2-3). Devel- be costlv. With the tools available now in financial
oping countries, often already price takers in finan- markets-swaps, options, and futures-there is
cial and trade markets, are typicallv exposed to much scope, especially for the private sector, to im-
idiosyncratic risks (the weather, for example), which prove the hedging of exchange rate, interest rate, and
could be diversified away at low cost in the interna- commodity price risks. Hedging of these external
tional capital markets through financial integration, price risks should play a more prominent role in the
particularly of the stock market. Simulations show many developing countries that have a large expo-
that the benefits of risk sharing associated with sure to volatile financial and commodity markets.
higher capital mobility are large because sharing A recent example is Mexico's hedging of a signifi-
reduces consumption risk, leading to a larger supply cant part of the oil price risk it incurs on its exports.
of risk capital and higher growth. By one measure, In late 1990 and during the first half of 1991, Mexico
the welfare gains could be several times greater than used financial risk management tools to protect the
initial wealth for some regions of developing coun- next six months of its earnings from crude oil exports
tries (Obstfeld 1992). (which are about 1 million barrels a day) against a

To get most of the benefits of increased financial price drop. Spreading the transactions over several
integration, there is a need for improved manage- months and among a number of intermediaries,
ment of extern.al exposure to exchange rate, interest Mexico was able to hedge what amounted to a sig-
rate, and commodity price risk. Past methods to man- nificant quantity without much difficulty. By using
age these exposures-which have included general these contracts, Mexico effectively ensured some
borrowing, contingent finance, reserves manage- minimum price (about US$ 17 a barrel) of its main
ment, domestic and international commodity price export over the near future. In addition, Mexico es-
stabilization schemes, and export diversification- tablished a special contingency fund to protect
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-Boi2-3 .Financial inegrationrequi riskmanageent- '

Developing counmie Ahava e, hi s, ed are the risksof variable intertional coffee prics, ex-
much.largeexternalshodcs thanihavelirial 'oun- porters bave no ihnuntive tdg --
tries-about twice high as a- g D, and - Inaddition to theinstitutiodfraeworkthelawin
extenal creditors havei genel otbeen Cioig tO . Colomba had-alsoxestricbed hedging by prvate enti-
finaice the :sch Public.sectors m some developing- t- The framework-Was revised in 1992 when padia-
-countries ave also been heging heirext risks rnent adopedlegalbwingthepivateseCtorto-
usingaisk managemet instruments, such as futries,: Ied interest rate,-commodityrandcuTency r6ks in-
optios, and swaps, for some time (for example, the dinernalmkTsa lso eenational

* Central Baiik of Chile'and tlecocoamaketiboardin oil company toitatehedging on its exports, whichin
Ghina; note also the example of Mexiac's oi hedgin& recent years have risen to about US$Z biomn
dicssed-in this chapter). Since-these tools are less' In many cas, permitting'or encouraging private
-dependent.on the willingness of edemal creditors to - businesses and public sector enterprses to access
lend, theY are gnrailY more readly avamlable to rans- readily available insruments will also lead to a stab-
fer risk to the iternational capital markets at low cost -zatiosn of the overall ecoomy and goverment tax rev-.
Inrased financial integration and thelare roleofthe enues, especially when distortions are minimal
private sector-now requires that the prvate sector also Provided this hedgin is done within an authorized set
,has ampleaccessto these tools.. . of guidelines, properly supwved, integrated with
-Altough cditworthine and cash flow issues are otherrsk magement and acti-
almost always a limiting factor, it is often the institu- ties, and insulated from the government budget, there
ifonal and legal famework widtin the country that isnoroleforthegovenmenntOccionally,however,it

preventsprvateentities fromaccsgthese markets. - may be necesy for the govermment to dirc private
The Colombian eanomy, for example, is heavily ex- sectorskmanagementinstrumentsitself forthebene-.
posed to coffee prices, withee exports accounting fit of the ntryasawhole. Suchasituation may arise,
*oraboutU;S5'5bl}iorLPrivatecofeexportsdonot --for example,in case of a (private ordstateowred) refin-
hedge for longperiodshowever, because exports con- ery importing and refining crude oil for domestic pur-
tracts are -not -opensd" by the institution s si 'poses Froutheviewpointaftherefinery,lociginor
coffee exports for more than three months, and the enngaminimumimarginfritsrefiningoperaions
(regulated)- cost and- fees to be paid domesticanly:for and passing the price risk on the refined productonto-
expo beYond three months remam, therefore, uncer- its consmers are most desirable. For the country as a
tairL At the same time,a well-functaning tational -whole, hedging the total crude oilimportbillwouldbe
hedging market for long-termmcntacts exiss But be- more desirable. Setting incentves for the refiner to
cnasetheriskintroducedbythevariablecostssetbythe hedge the overall crude off import bi may then be
rgulatry body is:greater to the private exporter than necessary.

against a trend decline in oil prices. The risk manage- Note
ment served to reassure investors that regardless of
oil price movernents, the economic program and the 1. Fora full exposition of the methodology employed to
budget would be sustained. Hedging should not be compute shocks and the response 3f countries in terns of
expected, on average, to realize cash profits but rather adjustment and financing, see McCarthy and Dhareshwar
to reduce the volatility of commoditv earnings. (1992).
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Foreign direct investment:
benefits beyond finance lJ

Foreign direct investment (FDI) flows to developing flows, with its regional associations, which appears
countries have increased at a rapid pace, reaching an to be growing more accentuated. For example, U.S.
estimated US$ 38 billion in 1992, a fourfold increase multinationals favor Latin America, whereas Japan
since the mid-1980s and a 50 percent increase over and the Asian newly-industrialized economies(N[Es)
the past two years. FDI now represents the dominant are the main source of FDI in Asia. There hasalso been
form of resource flows to developing economies and some growth in intradeveloping country flows, for
the primary source of private capital for low-income example from Korea to China. For the countries of
countries, accounting for more than one-quarter of Eastern Europe, the European Community is the
aggregate net flows and exceeding total long-term major source of FDI.
debt flows. By host country, the concentration is less marked.

This chapter argues that FDI is a large and growing The percentage share of absolute flows in 1991 was
source of equity investment that brings with it con- 35 percent for the top three recipient countries and
siderable concomitant benefits: technology transfer, 71 percent for the top ten. This apparent concentra-
management know-how, and export marketing ac- tion largely disappears when FDI is scaled by recipi-
cess. Many developing countries will need to be ent GDP or gross domestic investment (CDI) (table
more effective in attracting FDI flows if they are to 3-2). Top recipients' ratios of FDI-GDP and FDI-GDI
close the technology gap with high-income coun- were often not very different from the averages for
tries, upgrade managerial skills, and develop their all developing countries of 1.1 percent and 4.5 per-
export markets. cent, respectively. Exceptions were Argentina, Ma-

laysia, and Venezuela, with high FDI.GDI ratios, and
Growing importance to developing countries Malaysia, with a high FDI-cDP ratio. If the ratios of FDi

to GDI for all developing countries rose to the level of
After a spectacular growth in the second half of the the highest individual ratio, theincreasein aggregate
1980s, global FDI flows have declined over the last net flows would be huge-about USS 120 billion per
two years from their peak of nearly US$ 200 billion vear, or more than three times the current level.
in 1989. By contrast, FDI flows to developing coun- Regional associationsareaccompanied bya differ-
tries have increased, reflecting improved macroeco- entiation in sectoral composition. FDI in East Asia
nomic performance (particularly in some Latin tends to contribute to new fixed capital forma-
American countries, following debt reduction agree- tion (especially power and infrastructure), but the
ments), more welcoming regulatory regimes (for in- bulk of flows in Latin America has been directed
stance, in Thailand), and active privatization and to the purchase of existing companies. Often these
debt conversion programs. The share of FDI going existing companies are capital hungry (for exam-
into developing countries increased from a low point ple, Argentina's and Venezuela's telecommunica-
of less than 12 percent in 1987 to 22 percent in 1991 tions industries) and can be expected to attract
(table 3-1). future flows to support investment in excess of initial

The concentration of FDI flows is pronounced on outlays.
the part of source countries. Two countries the In the 1980s and 1990s, FDI flows have shifted from
United States and Japan-accounted for nearly 70 the manufacturing and extractive sectors to the ser-
percent of the entire FDi flows to developing coun- vices sector, particularlv the new capital-intensive
tries in 1990 (box 3-1). A consequence of source coun- service industries, such as telecommunications,
try concentration is the so-called triad pattem of FDI transportation, banking, and public utilities, which
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Table 3-1 FmI flows to developing countries
Flou_ 1971 1976 1981 1986 1991

Fl to developing countries (USS billions) 2.7 3.9 12.9 9.8 35.9

Share of global FDi (percent) 23.0 22.2 22.8 13.0 22.1

oite: Excludes Saudi Arabia.
Sttirce: IMF Balance P.ypqeuh.1; YO,rlri,kk-and World Bank e-timatts.

are being privatized and opened to Ff1 in a number theprivatizationproceeds,werefinancedbyexternal
of developing countries (figure 3-1 and box 3-2). capital flows, with the balance accounted for by
During 1988-92, privatization transactions in devel- debt-equity conversions and local financing. Infra-
oping countries amounted to US$ 56 billion. It is structure and financial services accounted for three-
estimated that about USS 14 billion, or 25 percent of quarters of these transactions (figure 3-2).'

Box. 3-1 Japans fign direct investment in developing counties

Despite a: recent slowdown, foreign diect ivestment -ing: liberalization of capital transactions, large current
:D from Japan has grown at a rapid pace since the account surpluses, appreciation of the yen, and storog

mid-1980s.JapanbeametheleadingsourceofFiv flows performance of the domestic stock market (which re
todevelopnigcouniesinl989,witka totlofU1$ 145 sulted inasubstantialreductioninthecostof capitalfor

. b.ibi(on( a notification bisis, ascompled by te Jap- Japanese multinational corporatons until 1991) (Foot
anese Ministry of Finance).i Japanese- FDr flows have 1990).
since declined-from their 1989 peak, reaching US$ 11.6 Amongothlerfactorsontributngtotheinreased FDI
billion iri 1990 and a lower level estimated for 1991, but flows, particularly to developing cuniies (mosly in
they still rpresent rougyronerd of the toal FDrin Asia), were the trade ficons with Japan's major trad-
developinge-omi-es. ingpartners, wbich directed some export-oriented for-

-Japanese f nvetent has been (increasngly) eign investments to developmg countries Whfle the
con: e e inAsia,whichnaccounted formore than 60 improved policy and reguatory envirment in host
percent of Japan's FDI in devdeoping contries in 1990. countriesprovidedan additionalimpetusfor xfkfws,
Latin America-and the Caribbn was the second most source country conditions appeared to have played a
favored developngt country destion for Japanese greaterrole in the dramatic surge injapanese FD! flows

-freignimnsmentnl990,JapaneseFDrinLatin Amer- sincetheind-1980s.
icanand Carbbeanncountries amounted to US$3.6 bil- Recent survey data (World Bank/JaF forthcoming)
lion; but.this region's share in the total has -shown a showthatlargetradingcompanies-oftenrepresenting
steady decline over the yeas. Japanese Dr in other ovese busiess activites for their associated con-
-develpng contry regons remains msignificant. glomerates-have been the leading Japanese direct in-

Maufacuring sectors, led by electric and elecronic vestorsinmanufactmingsectors,whereasamajorshare
mianufacturesand chemicals,sattracted nearlyonethird of overseas direct inwestmnts in financial sectors has
of. Japanese Drm in. developing counties, -showing a been represented bylffe insumance companies in Japan.

rgadualincwrease.in their share in the total throughout Nippon Life isurance, the leading life msurer in the
thesecondialffofthel98Os.The-bulkofJapaneseinvest- world, held the lagest stock of FDi, amounting to yen
ment in ma rg industies in developing coun- 3.8 trilon (or rougly US$ 30 bilion equivalent) at the
tries ver, went to the Asia region. Ang the end of 1989.
secondry and tertiary-idustries, the finandal sector Declingcorporateprofitablityandweakfinanca
I(incding commerce and insurance) and the tanspor- markets injapan,coupled withgeralecnomicslow-
tation sector were most active i Mreceiving foreign in- down, are attributable to the recent downturn in DrP
vestments fromJapanese transnationalcorporations. A outflows from the country. Neverhels, m view of
large share (about 30 percent, excluding offshore bank- mounbngtradesurplusesJapanr'srelativelykw DI-to-
ing centers) of Japanese FDI in Latin America and the GNP ratio,and improvingprospects for global economic

-Carbbean the finnce sector. recovery,Japanese FDIs expected to confinue to be the
;- -TheturgeinJapaneseF xespeciallyinthelate 1980s, maopr source of financing for many developing coun-
appears to haverI flected severalmajor factors, nclud- ties in the 1990s.
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countries show that the share of R&D expenditures
Table 3-2 Major destinations of FDi in sales, albeit small, has increased (UNTCMD 1992).
to developing countries, 1991 Technology may also be transferred by way of non-

Slhre of Share of equity channels such as licensing and subcontracting.
recipient recipient Although direct employment by foreign-owned

uss CDP GDi corporations in developing countries is small (less
Countries millions (percent) (percent) than 1 percent of the workforce), foreign affiliates
All developing countries 35,895 1.1 4.5 accounted for more than a quarter of employment in

Mexico 4,762 1.7 7.4 manufacturing in more than half of a group of devel-
China 4366 1.2 33 oping countries for which data were available
Brazil 136,5 0.4 205 (UNTCMD 1992). Much of this employment was en-

Argenlna 2,439 1.9 15.1 gaged in production with high technological and
Thailand 2,014 2.2 5.6 industrial know-how, for example electrical and
Indonesia 1,482 13 3.6 electronic equipment, non-electrical machinery, and
Korea, Republic of 1,116 0.4 1.0 chemicals.
Venezuela 1,914 3.6 19.2 Their presence in the manufacturing sector has
Turkey 810 0.8 3.9 also enabled foreign firms to generate a high share of

Note: FDi based on net inflows, balance of payments basis. Data manufactured exports. For example, foreign firms
not yetavailable forSaudi Arabia. account for more than half of manufactured exports
Source. IMF Balanceof Payeyt7ls Yenerhiw*and World Bank estinatesi in Malaysia, Mexico, and the Philippines, and a re-

cent survey of firms in Thailand found that the share
was nearly three-quarters.

The macroeconomic impact of FDI varies consider-
ably by region and country, a recent study (Fry 1992)

Impact of FDi on the host country finds: outside the Pacific Basin developing countries,
FOI has tended to substitute for other capital flows,

FDI can contribute to the growth of host economies whereas in Pacific Basin countries, it has been addi-
through various channels in addition to physical
capital formation, including technology transfer,
human capital (managerial skills) development, and
promotion of foreign trade. Typically, however, FDI
should not be counted on for medium-term balance igure 3-1 Value of pnivatization transactions
of payments support, because of high profit remit- du
tances. And its benefits will be lost if the host econ-
omy is heavily distorted. Latin America Sub-Saharan Africa

One example of benefits is that foreign-owned $38.9 bil 0.1 billion
firms may stimulatelocal productivity through back-
ward linkages to service suppliers and the labor force East and
and by serving as a model of working practices and South Asia
management techniques. It has been argued (Julius $6.6 billion
1991) that the best measure of FDI's impact is not
simply the initial balance of payments transaction
but additionally the foreign firm's local purchases
from suppliers and sales to customers in the host
market, because these are analogous to exports and
imports. FortheUnited States, forinstance, total 1987
exports were less than half the sales by U.S.-owned w
firms abroad. Europe and

Foreign affiliates of transnational corporations can bCentl Asia
make a direct contribution to technological advance- 10.1 billion
ment in host developing countries through a stimu-
lus to research and development (R&D)
expenditures,changesin productand exportcompo- Note. Based on 279 privatization transactions reported.
sition, and higher factor productivity. During the Source World Bank staff estimates.

past decade, for example, data gathered by UNTCMD
for U.S. majority-owned affiliates in developing
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Biixi 3-2 Role of privatization progrms nfDI flows.

DurinSgtheperiodl98-9,assetsamountingtoatleast: share of the ses are u t domestic
US$206bIlionwerepritzedglobally,withdeveo--.. investors andithussamplyrepra nm owner-

g untsresaccunting Jor-27 pent - ship wiota bala nteffec d,
By far the most active region withiin the developing theuse of d swaprsultsaedu-

world was Latin America and the Carbean,-acaxt- - tinofextea debtmhthan -foigr
ing for 70 pecent of all deveoping-country privatiza- earizngs~ It is estimated that during ti sec half of
tions, folowed by Europe and Ceitral Asia with 18 the 1980s, Chile the ountry- with the mos extensive-
percent and Asia with 12 percent (see figr 3-1 and andllberldebt-equityswapprogramithe,developing
3-2).Sub-Sahan Aficadidnotmanagetobenefitfiom world, allowed 80 percent of foreign diiectinvesbnent
therecent waveminpivatization.Althoughmortans- into the cuntry trugh swap financig compared tO

*actions were ompleted, the only sable one occured almost 60'percentin Brazil and 30.percent-in Mexico
inKenya and Nigeria during this period, amount - to (United-Nations 192. Argentina recentlystepped up
not more than US$ 100 million. Within the developing the use of debt-equity swaps, and more than' US$.12
world the most itensive privatizer in recent yems is billion of exteral debt has been converted sinm 1990.-
Mexico, which, with almost US$ 22 biion, accouted Thus, the immediate gain in the form of foreig ex--
'for nearly half of all prrvatization transactions in the hange might not be lage. The bud netary imact has;:
developing world in such setors as airlines, baildrig, been strongl positive in Latin America, but that will
mining,seeL,and .1 .- .uwjcadom notnecsanrlyholdtrueforrforomingpivatis

Theseoftenquitesignificntamountsofprivtization inEasternEuropeandtheP.u.Thep.mdpalmotraton
tractons do not, however, imply an equal ncrease for privatization, thee, is to-raise effioency, and
infOreipdirectinvestnenL Firstand foremost,a major thatin itself wil tend toattractFDL

tional to domestic i nvestment and has not, therefore, efficiency-driven investments consistent with the lo-
financed the pre-existing balance of payments (that cational advantages of the member countries, not to
is, both domestic investment and the current account mention the overall macroeconomic environment.
deficit have increased). Coupled with the empirical Developing countries can be affected by these de-
observation that profits on FDI often climb quite stee- velopments in several ways. First, assumning that the
ply after an initial period of unprofitability (figure pool of global savings is relatively inelastic in the
3-3), this suggests that FDi should not generallv be short run, the bulge in investment demand may
viewed as a means of financing balance of payments implya highercostof capital for therestoftheworld.
needs over the medium term (box 3-3). Second, companies may divert funds originally ear-

marked for investments elsewhere to the members of
Regional trade arrangements and FDI the regional arrangement. Third, to the extent that

these new investments increase the competitiveness
Regional arrangements already directly influence of companies in the member countries, exports from
more than 40 percent of international trade flows other developing countries may experience declin-
(Primo Braga and Yeats 1992). This figure is expected ing market shares.
to surpass the 50 percent mark with the implementa- These potential negative externalities should not
tion of the North American Free Trade Agreement be exaggerated, however. Some of these impacts (for
(NAFrA) and the "widening" of the European Com- example, the sharp increase in the demand for invest-
munityin the context of an array of preferential trade ment) are bound to be transitory. And even though
arrangements between Western European countries the increase in competitiveness of firms located in the
and the former socialist economies. EC and in the NAFTA countries may pose a challenge

The experience of both the EC (in the context of the for exporters from developing countries, losses in
Single Market Initiative) and the North American market share may be more than compensated for bv
economies (in response to the Canada-U.S. free trade the economic expansion of these "blocs" engendered
agreement and the NAFrA negotiations) seems to by the investment expan;sion. It is also worth noting
support the idea that the formation of a regional that efficiency-driven FDI in North America and
arrangement may spark an investment boom. Some Western Europe will tend to concentrate in indus-
of this boom mav represent Fol creation, some FDI tries in which most developing countries do not hold
diversion from elsewhere. Once the first wave of a comparative advantage.
investments occurs, however, the sustainability of Taken alone, these arguments suggest that the in-
the FDI wave will depend on the scope for additional direct effects of regional trade arrangements would
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Figure 3-2 Value of privatization transactions in developing countries by sector, 1988-92
(perentaige share)

All developing countries Latin America and the Caribbean

Others Others Industry
(2.8%) (1.4%) (14.2%)

Ina edustry Infrastructure

Inf5.atruct (41 fi 1 7l%)
(35.4%)

__ Pnmary~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Prmr
sector
(12.1%)

Primary
sector
(9.7%)

hnancial
services

Endncal (31.2%)
services

26-3%)

Europe and Central Asia East and South Asia

Others Others
(5.1%) _(5.9%)

Infrastructure
(2.8\\ Industry

\ \ l \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(30.0%)
,i' . \ \ ~~~~Industry_ \

Fmandal5(65.5%)

services
(22.1%)

sector
(4.3%)

(4=re Infrastructure (5.5%)

(543%)

Note. Infrastructure includes power, telecommunications, and transport. Primary sector includes petroleum, mining, and agrobusiness.
Industry includes manufacturing, chemicals, and heavy industry.
Sourre: World Bank staff estimates.

not cause a significant diversion of FDI from d. velop- countries (Page 1992 and Primo Braga 1992). There
ing countries. This conclusion seems to add strength are, however, some important qualifications to this
to the perception that the "new" regional initiatives line of argument.
are not necessarily a threat to a liberal trade order or In those sectors in which pre-existing levels of
that at least they will not generate significant trade protection(forexample,textilesandclothing,frozen-
diversion (at an aggregate level) from nonmember concentrated orange juice) are relatively high, future
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Woic3-; 'Deteminauft ofDrfIo-D v

id eilyare vital for-atracting and tariffs- important in determining where theDI
SiwLBndiliat,how.tiveverreismuch hat.wedonot takes place. Host country policies provide a neces-
Be.w &ibou li~etminemflwsieFAsidefrom sary precondition for attracting FDL, although effec-
1 thepnmay determinants--sound- mcroeconomic en- tive policies by themseves may not be sufficient to

=ironmentanrowt.potential. creditworthiness, ex- stimulate large inflows of FDL Although firm-specific
*.^;portmaiaccess,-sAtd an adequate and hansparent factors are laredy beyond the control of host coun-
iuWy.ieof ui~ anumberefotherfactorsthatcould tries, the macroeconomic environment can be im-

attract or; deter PDl6 have been identiSed. Oneset proved by sound policies, and, as a result, country
empha tes ¶relativerates oftetrmandportfoliochoice. creditworthiness can be raised, thus influencing a

'-Anotheenp zeSnarketimperfectionsand sug- multinational corporation's decision on location and
g.ststb x is tfie risult of some firms having special size of direct overseas investment.
skillssiihasted nologiclandmaiagerialadvanages. Traditonal factors that detemined EDw flows to de-
Yeit anothsret'empbasizs.important coplement velopingcountiesinthel90sandearlyl980s,suchas
var -sucl,poilicalsb Oihygovernmentregula- low labor cost, product life cycle, and the servicing ofa
bomd and tax policy. Rec-t work suggests that home procted market, although still important, have weak-
(that s,~sourcountry axation matters asmuch as (if ened.Inmanyindustries,thepropornoflaborcostto
_notmoretan) hostcourntrytaxation ti nationa totalmanufacturingoosthasdedined,andnewpattems
.mivestnitloctiondecisions(jooStmgjun1992).Thee of the international product life cycle have devlped.

ts alsoevidence-that financing opprtities -in the host Changes in technologies in some sectors have altered
,-. trcuidplayaoleinatig inx ows. the economic scale of production, weakening the case

A huge volume of craboth onceptual and for offshore production in low labor-cost counes. In
iic lrently exists, providing alternative ex- this new environment, FDi flows geneally have been

a wide range of factors that contute to attracted todevelopingeconomneswithan fcientand
th flow of.foreign investment to host countries. The dynamic private sector, accompanied by responsive
:-most.lmpctant determinants of FDI appear to be the institutions and a highly motivated skled labor force.

rmspei -attributes that underlie the-competitive The pattern of incentives and the exdent to which vaw-
.advantages of tsnaiornal corprations, the ability of ousincentivesareusedtopromoteFDihaveundergone
lransnational corpoiations to gain.from intang significant changes over the past two decades (bEcD
-arketrelationshzps4hestrengths of particular host 1989.) The general trend in recent years has been less

.- .aiesas locations for foreign production by trans- fiequentusesof microincenti measures. Azeorienta-
' altioalrpoations,andthepolihcisofhostandlhome tion or realignment of investment incentives has also
countries, taken place, with continuing emphasis on proactive

Among these factors; certain fim-specific assets (rather than defensive) measures. There also has been a
;:maybetheprinrydetenninantsofwherFDoitakes noticeabl trend away from honzontal, sectorwide
-place, whereas locational factors-such as narket schemes to verical ones-for instance, promoting the
-sizeand the prospects for increased sales, labor cost, use of new technologies.

FDi flows may expand supply capacity in member the U.S. Congress in 1992, the U.S. Trade Represen-
countries (Mexico in the case of NAFrA, Eastern Eu- tative cited as one of the achievements of NAFrA that
ropeancountriesin the caseof theevolving EC) at the "strict rules of origin Iwould] restrict benefits of
expense of more efficient producers in developing NAFrA to North American-made products." Rules of
countries. It is true that this result should not be origin are designed to influence sourcing decisions
blamed on the regional initiatives per se but primar- by manufacturers that wish to take advantage of
ily on the maintenance of protectionist trade policies preferential duty-free access in FrA partner markets.
by the member countries (a powerful reminder of the The adoption of restrictive rules of origin may hinder
relevance of a successful conclusion of the Uruguav new investments from third countries in member
Round of trade talks). In any case, this outcome can countries or affect prevailing outsourcing practices
significantly harm certain export industries in devel- in a discriminatory fashion. In both circumstances,
oping countries over the long run. they tend to have an antitrade bias from the perspec-

Another qualification refers to the fact that these tive of nonmember countries.
arrangements may explicitly promote investment Component-outsourcing FDI and horizontally-in-
(and trade) diversion by discriminating against non- tegrated FDI are particularly vulnerable to the influ-
member countries. Restrictive rules of origin are the ence of restrictive rules of origin. In the case of
instrument of choice in this context. In testimony to component-outsourcing FDI, the introduction of
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more restrictive rules of origin can disrupt pre-exist- eign exchange controls remain, albeit to varying de-
ing trade networks and divert trade in favor of firms grees, in a number of large developing countries,
in the member countries. NAFrA, for example, is ex- including Brazil, China, India, Korea, and Nigeria.
pected to affect outsourcing in c'rtain segments of FDI is likely to be facilitated by a legal framework
the electronics industry. Asian picture tubes are cur- that advocates open admission policies, subject to
rently incorporated into television sets assembled in certain clearly defined and permissible restrictions
Mexican maqutiladoras and then exported to the (for example, national security); recommends equal
United States. More restrictive rules of origin may treatment of foreign and domestic investors as a
divert trade in favor of North American producers, general principle; provides for the free transfer of
curtailing the demand for the existing installed ca- profits, other payments due from the investor to
pacity of tube producers in Asia, which is oriented external creditors, and repatriation of capital; and
toward the North American market (U.S.-OTA 1992). legitimizes expropriation only in accordance with

In the case of horizontally-integrated industries, legal procedures in pursuance of public purpose,
more restrictive rules of origin also tend to foster without discrimination, and against payment of ap-
trade diversion, thus being particularly disruptive propriate compensation defined under detailed cri-
for intrafirm trade. The recent dispute over Honda teria to reflect market value. These principles would
cars produced in Canada (Honda was accused of not imply, for example, easing restrictions on the free-
complying with the rules of origin established in the dom to employ expatriates and on the number of

3Canada-U.S. free trade agreement) illustrates the prohibited sectors in the host economy.
type of conflict that will become more common as Developing countries should consider specific ad-
regional arrangements with complex rules of origin ditional measures to dismantle barriers to FDI-by
expand their geographical and economic coverage. easing regulations, strengthening institutions, and

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that even in the liberalizing the financial sector. World Bank Group4

absence of explicit discrimination, the threat of fu- advisory work on FDI suggests that the existing de-
ture discrimination may induce the flow of FDI by veloping country impediments to FDlmaybebroadly
nonmember countries into the regions either to avoid categorized into three groups: legal (noted above),
future discrimination or to defuse the threat of it (in institutional, and regulatory constraints.
the context of what has been called qiuid pro qtuo FDI). Institutional problems are found in areas ranging
Japanese investment in the FC in the 1980s is often from overstringent bureaucracy to the presence of
rationalized in these terms-that it was a response to too many institutional bodies or to the absence of an
fears associated with the possibility of "Fortress Eu- investment-enabling agency. Egypt, Sri Lanka, the
rope" (Balasubramanyam and Greenaway 1992).

Policy implications

Figure 3-3 Net transfer:. on foreign direct
If it is accepted that FDI, like trade, can foster interna- investment
tional competitiveness, then the main policy task for
industrial and developing countries alike is to estab- Billions of US. dollars
lish (ideally in a multilateral forum) a legal, foreign 4 ________of_U.S._dollars

exchange, regulatorv, and institutional framework 4
and an administrative and commercial environment 35
that promote openness to FDI. For example, there 30 i
have been discussions in multilateral forums of the FDI inflows,
desirability of a code of conduct on the transfer of 2

technology and for environmental safeguards. An 20
additional task for developing countries is to adopt 15
sound policy (for example, outward trade orienta- 10
tion) if thev are to reap the benefits of FDI. 5 Prft Net transfers

Host country policies have an important bearing 0
on the amount and character of FDI received. Consis-
tent and stable macroeconomic policies are funda- -
mental in establishing a private sector that is 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
conducive to investment. Also vital is a foreign ex-
change regime that affords readv access to foTeign Not: Net transfers cn FOE arc defined as net inflows of FWchaneIreimethataffrdsead accesst(including reinvested profits) minus total profits.
exchange for imported inputs and freedom to remit Souarrce IMF balance of pavnments statistics.
dividends and profits and to repatriate capital. For-
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Philippines, Uruguay, and Venezuela have been Other macroeconomic policies-particularly fiscal,
weak in these areas. Almost all of the nineteen coun- monetary, import, and foreign exchange policies-in
tries studied for this advisory work had an archaic industrial countries exert a substantial impact on the
and inefficient regulatory structure (for example outward volume, although not on the destination, of
their tax policies), often resulting in a complex com- FDI but are necessarily governed by other considera-
bination of incentive and disincentive elements that tions (Bachmann 1991).
created distortions in the economy without provid- Additionally, therearea numberof micro-specific
ing a concomitant attraction for investors. These measures that source countries can take to facilitate
complexities illustrate the importance to investors FDI flows to developing countries. Such measures
of not only the degree of hospitality that FDI poli- includetheconclusionof doubletaxation treaties, tax
cies embody but also their transparency and con- sparing and bilateral investment agreements, and
sistency. improvement in promotional programs and institu-

Special FDI incentives such as tax concessions, in- tions dealing with FDI in developing countries.
vestment allowances, training subsidies, and subsi-
dized credits often prove unnecessary for attracting Notes
FDI and may make it more difficult for the country to
achieve its other developmental objectives (World 1. Debt-equity conversions do not generate an external
Bank 1991a). Moreover, certain tax incentives for FDI capital inflow, only a change in external liabilities. How-
may simply result in a transfer of fund s from the host ever, they are reported in balance of payments statistics as
country to the home country treasury without bene- a notional inflowoffsetbya corresponding debt repayment
fiting foreign investors. An example would be when outflow. This is one reason why FDi numbers need to be
the home country taxes residents on the basis of their interpreted with care.
worldwide income and allows a tax credit against 2. See Bhagwati (1985) for further details on quid pro quo
foreign ta..xes paid by their residents-the system FDI.
that is adopted by most major industrial countries 3. An extensiveset of legalguidelinesappeared in 'Legal
(with the exceptions of France and the Netherlands) Guidelines for the Treatment of Foreign Investment," a
(OECD 1989). report prepared by the World Bank for the Development

Source countries too have their part to play. Committee,September 1992.
Among macroeconomic policy measures, import 4. The World Bank Group includes the International
policies (that is, open trade) appear to have the most Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the In-
effective impact on FDi flows because export-ori- ternationalFinanceCorporation OFc),thelnternationalDe-
ented FDI strategies are critically dependent on fair velopment Association (IDA), and the Multilateral
and stable access to markets in industrial countries. Investrnent Guarantee Agency (MIGA).
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Rise in portfolio flows:
short-lived or sustainable?

Private portfolio flows, both bonds and equity, have Benefits of equity portfolio flows
grown explosively from 1989-92 (figure 4-1). These
flows, which averaged under US$ 6 billion a year in The primary benefit conferred by equity portfolio
the period between 1982-88, were estimated at flows on a host country is a reduction in its cost of
US $34 billion in 1992. The revival of portfolio flows capital (in addition to the presumed benefit of effi-
to developing countries was led initially by a sharp cient employment of resources by the most credit-
expansion in bond financing. Several countries that worthy corporations in the private sector). Prices in
had previously been absent from international capi- developing country stock markets typically have
tal markets re-entered this market beginning in 1989. jumped higher upon opening to foreign investors,
Equity flows through closed-end country and re- indicating that removal of market segmentation has
gional funds, which until recently had been the main permitted the domestic rate of return to fall. But the
vehicle for participation in developing country stock benefit is not realized bv all types of these flows.
markets, were fairly modest during 1989-90. In the International stock trading (through so-called Amer-
past two years, the use of international share offer- ican depository receipts-ADRs) and direct pur-
ings by several major middle-income countries to ci.ases on domestic stock markets appear to be much
privatize public sector firms and the opening up of more beneficial than a. e country funds (comprising
many developing country stock markets to airect largely closed-end mutual funds), because they alter
participation by foreign investors have boosted eq- the way in which storks are priced domestically.
uity portfolio flows. An -nvortant interrtational capital market instru-

The increase has gone largely to a few countries in ment in lowering the equity cost of capital has been
Latin America where gross equity portfolio flows the ADR (box 4-1). ADRs are a good way to attract
have grown more than tenfold in four years, from externalcapitalflowsanddiversifyaforeigninvestor
US$ 434 million in 1989 to an estimated USS 5.6 base. The companies in developing countries that
billion in 1992 (table 4-1). Much of these flows have have listed ADRs have seen their costs of capital de-
represented repa triated flight capital, some high risk cline. In the case of Telefonos de Mexico, for example,
or high return funds, and a small part institutional its cost of capital has fallen by some 10 percentage
investment, at a time of falling U.S. dollar interest points (relative to Mexican rates of return generally)
rates and recession in the United States.' The issue since the offering of its ADRS in May 1991. Evidence
arises, therefore, as to whether access to these flows from industrial countries also indicates that dual
will prove to be sustainable. stock listings lead to a lower cost of capital-for

In this chapter, we shall largely focus on equity example, in the case of Canadian firms by 0.71 per-
flows because the capacity to issue bonds is deter- cent (Alexander, Eun, and Janakiramanan 1988) and
mined overwhelningly by creditworthiness consid- for Australian firms by close to 2 percent (Eun,
erations rather than other host or source country Claessens, and Jun 1992).
factors. The issuance of ADRs has not only lowered the

We argue that the potentially huge supply of port- costs for individual firms themselves but also for
folio equity flows to developing countries is moti- other domestic firms through important spillover
vated not only by source country conditions but also effects. An important contrast here is with country
by host country creditworthiness, a desire for diver- funds, which are unlikely to have the same spillover
sification, host and source country regulations, and benefits because there are not the same direct price
investor information. Therefore, access to these flows linkages.2 Country funds, however, can be useful in
should prove to be sustainable to a reasonable degree. promoting investor familiarity with an emerging
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stock market in instances where direct purchases are
difficult or when a country is concerned about large
foreign ownership. Figure 4-1 Gross portfolio flows to developing

The cost of equity capital has also come down as a countries, 1989-92
result of large capital inflows and associated in- Billions of US. dollars
creases in stock prices, in part driven by a perception
of improved earnings prospects. After significant as
capital gains on most local stock markets, local price-
earnings ratios are now at their highest levels in most
developing countries with a well developed stock 30 -
market, indicating lower required rates of return on
equities. In India, for example, the average
price/earnings (P/E) ratios at the end of 1992 were 25
more than 30, up from 18 in 1986. Following the
liberalization in Brazil, the P/E ratio increased 40
percent in 1991 alone, and direct foreign equity pur- 20
chases in 1991 and 1992 exceeded US$ 1 billion. For
the group of emerging countries as a whole, the P/E l -
ratio is now 17, up from 10 in 1986. 15

Supply of portfolio investment 10 -

It is difficult to assess accurately the global availabil-
ity of funds forequity and bond portfolio investment 5
because data sources are fragmented, partial, and
lacking uniformity. Nevertheless, a rough order of
magnitude can be estimated for the assets of certain
casses of institutional investor in some major OECD 1989 1990 101 1992
countries. At the end of 1991, total assets of pension
funds and of life and casualty insurance companies
in five major industrial nations (Canada, Germany, Bonds I CDs II CPs
Japan, United Kingdom, and United States) stood at , Country Direct
about US$ 8.3 trillion. Allowing for other classes of II ADRS/GDRS funds equity
funds (for example, mutual and trust funds) and
including other countries, a global figure might be as Source World Bank staff estimates.
much as US$ 14 trillion. Much, though not all, of
those funds are invested in equities; the balance is

Table 4-1 Portfolio investment in Latin America, 1989-92
(mnillions of U.S. dollars)

Type of investment 1989 1990 1991 1992a
Equity investment from abroad 434 1,099 6,228 5,570

of which
Closed-end funds 416 575 771 293
ADRS/GDRS - 98 4,697 4,377
Direct equity investment 18 426 760 900

Bonds 833 2,673 6,848 11,732
Commercial paper 127 0 1,212 840
Certificates of deposit 0 0 670 1,100

Total 1,394 3,772 14,958 19,243

-Not available.
a. Estimated.
Sourre: World Bank staff estimates,
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Boilx4-1 American Depository Receipts . .:-(AD

An ADR is a US; dollar-denominated neoableertifi -: TelmfsdeMbdco CrIeienxmi 1991.1nthesameyear,
cate that represets a non-US. compan3ysstock pub- Mexcan firms rased-more than US43 billion in US.
lidy traded in the US. market -A Af Capiil thg D issuesy e)xceeing the countys
US. commercal bank, which acts.as the vdepoditor- combined. syndicated loan and bond issues by more
for an equivalent number of foreigi stocks that are than US$1 billion over the sameperiod.-
deposited with thedepositorybank'sffregpcustodian. ADii firms are not the only beneficiaries of this low-

Since ADRS are quoted and pay dividends in US. cost acesstotheUS. capitallinmkTotheextentthat
dolaw, they essiy repackage the underlying feg purely domestic ( ionally tadable) stocks
secrties so that these securities assume the identity of arecoated with the intenauionaly traded stocks in
US. securities in the global capital market. Thus ADRs local markets, non-ADR firmsalso benfit m terms of
are traded freely as US. securities on orgnized stok higherstockpricesand,thus,lowercostsof capital. This
exchanges or the over-tw-counter market Compared economyrwidebenefitarsesfromthesploveeffectsof
to publc offerings of stocks, ADR issues can save foreign international trading in some securities on the pricing
fims time and costs beaaethe islsues are exempt from of purely domestic secuities (Eaun, C:l_ssens, and Jun
the regstation and disdosure requirements of the US. 1992). Studies have shown that spillover effects have
SecuritesandExdange Cmmssn (whensued under been particularly strng in the case of the Telnex offer--
Rule 144A, which is eained in the nain text). ing beause Telmex stock is highly correlated with the

As international capital markets have become more Mexican stock mariet index.
integrated during the 1980s, the ADR market has grown
substantially, vwth 886 ADR programs from 34 countries
as of the end of 1991. Recently, firms from developing 1. Some firms have made use of Glb Depositry Reeipts
counties havestarted to aunch ADRissues, highlighted (GM4, whikh are similar to Am except that they are issued

by the landmark deal of the US$ 2 biflion fadlity for boke inmtryefmaleandeadedntsau
book-entry sett znnsy5hem

largely placed in bonds, money market instruments, Asian markets because of the proximity of these
and real estate. markets to Japan. Furthermore, U.S. and other insti-

Focusing on equities, the share of institutional tutional investors have largely invested through
funds invested in "emerging" (that is, developing ADRs and private placements (under Rule 144A,
country) stock markets is on average less than 5 which was introduced by the US. Securities and
percent of foreign equity holdings, equivalent to less Exchange Commission in 1990 and which reduces
than a quarter percent of total assets (Chuhan 1992). the time that institutional investors are obliged to
No less significant than the average is the heteroge- hold securities and thereby enhances the securities
neity across countries and, within a cour..ry, across liquidity).
funds.Sharesheld inforeignsecuritiesarehighinthe An altemative perspective on supply is given by
U.K. and Japan, intermediate in the United States and the share of emerging stock markets in global equity
Canada, and low in Germany. In recent years, U.S. markets. After remaining fairly constant from 1982-
investors have steadily increased both gross and net 87, emerging stock market capitalization as a share
purchases. And within source countries, many funds of world equity markets more than doubled to 6
hold no emerging market stocks at all while a few percent by the end of 1991. Moreover, since their 6
hold significant share-. percent share is still far below the share of emerging

In the US., institutional investors have tended to market GDP in world output-13 percent-the size of
favor Latin American securities. In contrast, U.K. emerging stock markets is likely to continue to grow
institutional investors are more heavily invested in at a brisk pace. If industrial country investors held
the emerging markets of the Far East, although inter- developingcountrystockin proportionto theemerg-
est in emerging Latin American economies has in- ing markets' share (about 6 percent), resource flows
creased in recent years. Japanese institutional would increase by some US$ 40 billion per year, an
investors have invested very little in emerging mar- increase that is bigger than current flows of FDi.
kets and have typically lagged behind U.S. and U.K. Although it is true that industrial country investor:
institutional investors in some of these markets. lap- do not typically hold foreign stocks in proportion to
anese investors, although recognizing the improved their global share-they exhibit home country bias,
creditworthiness of several Latin American coun- partly attributable to inadequate investor informa-
tries, have directed their investments to southeast tion-that bias should be offset for developing coun-
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tries by thebig diversification benefits they offer and, total return of 598 percent. Among the emerging
in someinstances, the high risk-adjusted returns (see stock markets of Africa, Nigeria and Zimbabwe
figure 6 in the Summary). yielded retums of 43 percent and 29 percent, respec-

Despite considerable variation in returns across tively. The poorest performing market was Jordan
emerging stock markets, these markets have on av- with a total return of 19 percent during this period,
erage performed strongly in recent years, although reflecting the consequences of the Gulf crisis.
less well in the second and third quarters of 1992. The
International Finance Corporation's composite Determinants of equity portfolio flows
index of total returns for twenty emerging markets
rose 148 percent during 1987-92, exceeding retums Undoubtedly, a main factordetermining the destina-
on the U.S. stock market (Standard and Poor's 500) tion of equity portfolio capital is developing country
of 119 percent. The iwC's Latin America regional creditworthiness. What the recent experience in
index rose 321 percent during this period. The best Latin America shows is that markets are willing to
performers in Latin America were Argentina, with a recognize and reward improvements in creditwor-
return of 1,057 percent, and Mexico with a return of thiness quickly (figure 4-2).
939 percent. The liFCs Asia regional index was not Country risk ratings compiled by popular invest-
quite as strong but nevertheless posted a gain of 153 ment publications indicate that there has been a gen-
percent during this period. Among the Asian econo- eral improvement in the creditworthiness of several
mies, Thailand was the strongest performer with a developi.g countries in recent years. Both Institu-

Figure 4-2 Creditworthiness and equity portfolio flows to selected emerging markets in Latin America

Billions of U.S. dollars
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below investment

1992 investment grade
6 (estimated) grade
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Institutional investor's average credit rating

Note Includes Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
The lowest institutional investor credit rating corresponding to a Baa3 rating, Moody's minimum investment grade, is used to
determine the investment cut-off. The cut-off is based on September 1992 ratings. Average credit rating has been computed using
equal weights. Equity data exclude regional funds.
SourcC Institutional Investor, international edition, various issues.
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tiotial liwestor, which presents a semiannual country nesia. First-time entrants to international equity mar-
credit rating in March and September, and Euro- kets in 1992, such as corporate borrowers in China
rnoney, which presents a yearly country risk rating in and India, have also had success in issuing new
September, show that the creditworthiness of major shares. By the same token, thf absence of interest in
Latin American economies has tended to improve in Sub-Saharan Africa implies a perceived lack of prof-
recent years. Institutionalinvestor'saverage credit rat- itable investment opportunities.
ing (using equal weights) for the emerging market A second factor is regulatory and other im-
countries of Latin America rose impressively from pediments in the markets themselves. Developing-
26.1 in September 1989 to 30.4 in September 1992. country investment regulations vary from placing no
During the same period the average credit rating for significant restrictions on the purchase of stocks and
the region also rose, albeit at a slower rate, from 20.1 repatriation of income and capital to severely re-
to 22.2. Thus can be observed a positive co-move- stricting access. Nine emerging markets permit free
ment between credit rating and portfolio flows for entry, and a further twelve permit relatively free
the emerging Latin American countries. entry, whilesixothersarerestricted (table4-2). None-

TheSouth Asia and East Asia and Pacific emerging theless, a survey of institutional investors suggests
markets and the smaller group of emerging markets that they do not consider restrictions in host coun-
in these regions with investment grade ratings also tries to be a crucial factor impeding portfolio invest-
displayan association between creditworthiness and ment (Chuhan 1992). Investors are apparently more
high portfolio flows. The credit rating for the emerg- concerned about the limited availability of informa-
ing markets of these regions has fluctuated within a tion, small market size, and illiquidity.
narrow band. Several countries, notably Argentina, Brazil, Co-

For countries with established access to interna- lombia, Pakistan, and Malaysia, have removed all
tional capital markets, the association between cred- significant restrictions in terms of registration proce-
itworthiness and portfolio flows is between absolute dures, and foreign investors can freely purchase
levels rather than changes in these levels-a contin- listed stocks, albeit sometimes subjea to a ceiling.
uing high level of creditworthiness has been associ- These countries also allow free repatriataon of in-
ated with a continuing high level of portfolio inflows. come and capital. This trend in financial liberaliza-
This is illustrated by investor attention to emerging tion has continued into 1992. Korea opened its
markets in Korea, Thailand, and, increasingly, Indo- market to foreign investors at the beginning of 1992,

Table 4-2 Availability of listed stocks in emerging markets to foreign investors (as of March 31,1992)

Reldatizeey Special classes Aitihorized
Free eitry free entry of slares i,westors only Closed
Argentina Bangladesh China India Nigeria
Brazil Chile Korea
Colombia Costa Rica Philippines
Jordan Greece Zimbabwe
Malaysia Indonesia
Pakistan Jamaica
Peru Kenya
Portugal Mexico
Turkey Sri Lanka

Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Venezuela

Note: Some industries in some countries are considered strategic and are not available to foreign or nonresident investors, and the level of
foreign investment in other cases may be limited by national law or corporate policy to minority positions to aggregate more than 49 percent
of voting stock. The summaries above refer to new money' investment by foreign institutions; other regulations may apply to capital
invested through debt conversion schemes or other sources. India liberalized foreign investment rules in September 1992.
Key to access: Free entrv-no significant restrictions to purchasing stocks; Relatively free entry-some registration procedures required to
ensure repatriation rights; Special classes-foreigners restricted to certain classes of stocks designated for foreign investment; Authorized
investors only-only approved foreign investors may buy stocks; Closed-closed entirely or access severely restricted.
Source. IFc Evvwergin Stock- Markets: Factbook- 1992.
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and later in the year India allowed foreign institu- securities firms and margin requirements on trading
tions to invest freely in its local stock market (table may also be necessary.
4-2 shows classifications at end-March 1992, before In addition, regulators need to establish an effi-
tha t change). Most other developing countries, how- cient settlement system so that the transfer of securi-
ever, have entry restrictions in terms of registration ties does not take several days (as is often the case).
procedures and exit controls, such as requiring per- The market scandal involving the Bombay stock ex-
mission from the central bank or some other national change in the first half of 1992 highlights the pitfalls
authority to repatriate income and capital. A few of complex regulation, weak supervision, and an
countries, including China and Korea, restrict for- inefficient settlement system. In this situation, low
eigners to certain classes of stocks. profits on lending resulting from regulation, includ-

Accounting standards and disclo-ure require- ing priority lending requirements and interest rate
ments in developing countries are often below inter- structure, encouraged Indian state banks to seek
national standards (Chuppe and Atkin 1991). rapid and high retums. State banks, which cannot
Disclosure requirements are needed to provide fi- invest in the stock market, nevertheless violated reg-
nancial information to investors, and sound account- ulations and passed funds to brokers for investment
ing standards are required to facilitate proper in the local stock market. Becauseof the lack of a fully
assessment of a firm's financial information. computerized and efficient settlement system, the

The IFC's Emnerging Stock- Markets: Fnctbook 1992 supervision system failed to realize that these banks
indicates thatin amajorityof emerging marketcoun- were carrying out massive and inappropriate off-
tries, accounting standards are not of internationally balance-sheet transactions.
acceptable quality. In addition, publicly traded com- In China the lack of transparent and fair proce-
panies are generally not required to file quarterly dures for public offerings provoked accusations of
financial disclosure statements. The outcome is that insider trading and price manipulation over a share
industrial country investors are unable to evaluate issue in August 1992 and resulted in rioting. The
properly companies in these countries. Rigorous dis- country has recendy established a national regula-
closure standards in international markets have hin- tory agency to provide coherent securities policies
dered developing country companies wishing to list for its two securities markets in Shanghai and
their shares in these rnarkets. This is particula rly true Shenzhen.
for issuers in the U.S. market who have to meet Developing country stock markets are relatively
rigorous disclosure and reporting requirements small, despite a tremendous growth in market capi-
under the US. securities laws. Not surprisingly, me- talization in recent years. Small size poses a liquidity
dium-sizecompanies and first-tirneissuersin foreign problem for these markets because large blocks of
markets have avoided onerous US. reporting re- stocks cannot be traded without substantially mov-
quirements by using the private placement rather ing prices. Average daily trading volumes on emerg-
than the public market. ing stock markets have risen dramatically, but they

Securities law and investor protection laws in de- are still well below those in the major industrial
veloping countries generally fall short of internation- country stock markets. This relative ilhiquidity of
ally acceptable levels. Laws are either rudimentary small markets is particularly troublesome to institu-
or not rigorously applied. Developing country stock tioiial investors who are used to investing large sums
markets require an appropriate level of government in any individual market.
regulation and supervision in order to promote pub- Market concentration in developing country stock
lic confidence. The correct balance between govern- markets is also relatively high. The share of market
mentcontrol and self regulation by theprivatesector capitalization held by the ten largest stocks is more
should be determnined by the level of development of than 30 percent for virtually all emerging markets-
the market. Although excessive govemment regula- the comparable figure for the U.S. isabout 15 percent.
tion is likely to reduce competition and allocative Thus, a handful of large companies represent a sub-
efficiency, lack of adequate govemment regulation stantialshareofrmarketcapitalization.Smallsizeand
and supervision will undoubtedly constrain the domination by a handful of companies also add to
proper functioning of the stock market. National excessive volatility in these markets. In addition,
regulators in developing countries need to adopt a high market concentration increases the scope for
transparent pricingsystem, strictly enforcecontracts, insider trading-privileged information is a big fac-
and establish credible insider trading laws. Regula- tor in moving markets-reducing the attractiveness
tion in the form of capital adequacy requirements for of small markets for institutional investors.
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Table 4-3 Regulatory impediments to outward portfolio investment, by institutional investors
in major industrial countries

Restrict ions on foreign iWms inents of
Cou,ztry Iitsurancecompanins Pension fiti.ds
United States Ceiling- varies by state and is typically pro- Priante

hibitive. New York State, which is the most Ceiling: none.
influential state on insurance issues, raised the Other. "prudent man" rule and diver-
ceiling on foreign investments of insurance sification,' charters of some pension funds
companies to 6 percent from 3 percent in 1990.' impose restrictions on credit quality of
Other. restrictions on credit quality of invest- investments.
ment;t restrictions on composition of assets. Piblic

Ceiling: typical and often binding.
Other charters of some pension funds impose
restrictions on credit quality of investments.

Japan Ceiling; nonbindingat 30 percent of assets in the Ceiling; nonbinding at 30 percent of assets in
general account." the general account.
Other. companies place tight restrictions on Other. restrictions on credit quality of invest-
credit quality of investments; accounting ment.
incentives that bias investment in favor of high-
income securities against those yielding
potential capital gains.

Germany Ceiling: prohibitive at 5 percent of coverage Ceiling: prohibitive at 5 percent of assets.
fund. An EC directive would raise the ceiling Other. 100 percent matching of liabilities by
on foreign investment, but regulators are still assets in the same currency; restrictions on
expected to require assured returns on invest- credit qualitv of investment.
ments.
Other: 100 percent matching of liabilities by
assets in the same currencv; restrictions on
credit quality of investment.

United Ceiling: none. Ceiling: none.
Kingdom Other. at least80 percent matchingof liabilities Other. prudence.

by assets in the same currency for liabilities in
any currency that account for more than 5
percent of the total.

Canada Ceiling; none. A June 1992 regulation re- Ceiling: A December 1991 law progressively
moved ceilings on foreign investments, but raises the ceiling on foreign investment from
limits may be imposed based on prudential 10 percent to 20 percent in 1994.
considerations.

a. Does not include investments in Canada.
b. Investments are rated by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.
c. The Employee Retirement Income Securitv Act (Ecws,) of 1974,w hich governs US. private pension funds, requires plan fiduciaries to
exercise prudence in investment decisions. ERISA also requires plan trustees to diversify investments to minimize risk.
d. Restrictions on postal life insurance are more prohibitive.
Source: Chuhan 1992.

A third factor is source country regulations, both have the most stringent controls, while Japanese in-
fiduciary and institutional. Fiduciary regulations vestors are subject to nonbinding ceilings on foreign
governing investors are typically more constraining asset size. To date, existing regulations have gener-
for insurance companies than for pension funds and ally not been a binding constraint on outward port-
vary substantially from country to country (table folio investment. Cross-country differences in
4-3). German institutional investors, for instance, portfolio investment may be attributed in part to
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these regulatory differences and in part to geograph- to binding limits on the share of external assets in the
ical and cultural factors, including investor informa- total portfolio. The Employee Retirement Income Se-
tion. If outward portfolio flows from all source curityAct(ERsA) of 1974, whichgovernsUS. private
countries behaved like those from the United States, pension plans, imposes no regulatory impediments
portfolio flows to developing countries would in- to investmenL Thus, there are no quantitative restric-
crease by an estimated US$ 3 billion per year. tions on private pension funds, although the overall

In most industrialized countries, insurance com- investment strategy has to be prudent, and the port-
panies face ceilings on the share of foreign assets in folio has to be diversified in order to minimize risk.
their portfolios, and they are also frequently subject The charters of some private pension plans do not
to restrictions on the quality of investments. Such permit pension funds to hold below-investment-
restrictions are, of course, necessary to ensure sound grade assets. Unlike private pension funds, public
prudential standards. Theissue fordeveloping coun- pension funds in the United States are constrained by
tries is whether such regulations might not be more state investment laws, and the restrictions on these
standardized between investor groups, consistent funds' foreign investments are often severe. Not
with minimum credit standards. Thus, for instance, surprisingly, U.S. public pension funds have on
in the United States, state regulators have imposed average diversified to a lesser extent overseas than
severe limits on the external investments of U.S. in- have private funds. Pension funds in the United
surance companies. New York State, which is one of Kingdom also operate under the so-called prudent-
the most influential states on investment issues, only man rule, but compared with U.S. private pension
recently raised the ceiling on the foreign investments funds, U.K pension funds have diversified abroad to
of life insurance companies from 3 percent to 6 per- a greater degree.
cent (excluding investments in Canada) of assets. Several countries continue to maintain regulatory

The investments of Gernan insurance companies constraints on the foreign assets of pension funds,
are also very tightly regulated, and these enterprises however. In Japan, the ceiling on the share of foreign
have invested only a tiny fraction of their portfolio assets of pension funds is similar to that on insurance
overseas. German insurance companies are required companies, but it is nonbinding. At the other extreme
to invest their assets in a few predetermined catego- is Germany, where prohibitive restrictions on Ger-
ries and in the same currency in which insurance man pension funds have sharply curtailed the for-
payments are to be made. eign investments of these institutions.

On the other hand, Japanese insurers, which are Institutional regulations-for example, stock mar-
the second largest group in the world, have compar- ket regulations-can play an important part in facil-
atively less prohibitive restrictions on their extemal itating developing country access. One such
investments, although overall investment practices regulation is Rule 144A (see above), which permits
are strictly regulated. In the 198OsJapan continued to private placements in the U.S. domestic market and
raise the ceiling on the percentage of foreign assets thus circumvents onerous filing requirements for
allowed in the portfolio of insurance companies. public offerings. It has permitted a number of mostly
Ceilings on holdings of foreign assets-30 percent of small developing country borrowers to access the
all assets in thegeneral account-have notbeen bind- ADR market. Raising capital through Rule 144A ADRS

ing since the late 1980s, however, and insurance com- has been especially popularamong first-time foreign
panies hold a sizable share of their portfolio in issuers in the US. equity market. The ADR offerings
foreign securities. under Rule 144A are usually small, with most of

A more important constraint is the common prac- them under US$ 100 million. One of the largest offer-
tice, especially among life insurance companies, of iogs in this category was a US$ 636 million issue by
requiring investment grade credit rating (on bonds) Telef6nica de Argentina, the Argentine telephone
for their general accounts. Another relevant restric- company, in 1991.
tion on insurance companies' investments is the fact A fourth factor is source country economic condi-
that insurance companies cannot use capital gains to tions, for instance low interest rates and poor growth
pay dividends to policyholders. Japanese insurance prospects. These conditions are an important but by
companies, for example, thus prefer high-income no means a decisive determinant of equity portfolio
securities over equities with a large potential for flows. If US. dollar real interest rates rose by 100
capital gains. basis points-a large rise-the net flow of portfolio

In contrast to insurance companies, pension funds equity would decline by an estimated US$ 2 billion
generally face less stringent controls on foreign in- per year.
vestment. They are usually subject to prudent invest- A fifth factor is the potential for d iversification, set
ment and diversification rules and only occasionally against barriers to capital mobility, such as informa-
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tion costs and taxation and the high systematic risk additional costs that are not easily quantifiable, such
and price volatility in these markets. Investing in as information gathering, possibility of expropria-
emerging stock markets potentially lowers portfolio tion, and exchange controls.
risk for the global investor. Emerging stock markets Developing countries generally levy withhold-
are weakly, and in some cases negatively, correlated ing taxes on interest and dividends and, to a lesser
withstockmarketsinindustrialcountries,and there- extent, on capital gains. Withholding taxes in
fore these markets provide substantial potential risk emerging stock markets are near international
reduction benefits to international investors.4 More- rates, however. Withholding taxes (for U.S.-based
over, stock returns tend to be more homogeneous in institutional investors) on interest and dividends
emerging rather than in developed country markets. are generally in the range of 10-20 percent, with
There is a strong tendency for all stocks within one some countries not imposing any withholding
market to move together, which implies that market taxes on portfolio income. Moreover, several in-
picking is more important than picking good stocks dustrial countries allow investors to receive credit
within that market (Divecha, Drach, and Stefek 1992 for tax withheld against taxable foreign income.
and Howell and Cozzini 1991). The absence of a double taxation treaty, however,

In addition, emerging stock markets are generally does increase the investor's cost and is a deterrent.
undervalued as measured by price eamings and Even with a double taxation treaty, a foreign tax
price-to-book ratios, thus providing investors with a decreases the effective return for a tax-exempt pen-
potential for high returns. Several studies have sion fund because the fund cannot receive credit in
shown that the gains to US. investors from holding the home country for taxes paid abroad. A few
an international portfolio that contains emerging countries also impose a capital gains tax. Since
market stocks are quite high, even allowing for ex- these countries typically do not adjust for inflation
changeratechanges. Buteven though emerging mar- when taxing capital gains, they increase the tax
kets have outperformed world stock markets, base to which the capital gains tax is applied and
investment in these markets is well below the levels therefore increase the cost to the investor. Direct
that would be suggested by market capitalization or transaction fees-for example, stamp duty and
risk-adjusted return calculations. broker fees and safe custody fees (that is, fees

Although there is an increasing trend toward di- charged for custodianship services typically pro-
versffication into foreign assets, industrial country vided by banks and stockbrokers to foreign invest-
investors continue to display a large bias in favor of ors who may want to have their foreign securities
home country risky assets relative to the world mar- kept in safe custody) are fairly low.
ket portfolio (Cooper and Kaplanis 1985, French and
Poterba 1991, and Tesar and Werner 1992). Thus, U.S. Policy implications
investors such as pension funds and insurance com-
panies, the largest institutional investors in the A major benefit of portfolio flows is a reduction in
world, have under 5 percent of their assets invested the cost of capital. The lowering of the cost of
in foreign securities, considerably less than the 30 equity capital has been helped by the issuance of
percent suggested by risk-return calculations ADRS, which not only reduce capital costs for the
(Wilcox 1992). German institutional investors have individual firm listed internationally but also
under 1 percent of their assets in foreign securities, bring big spillover benefits to other domestically
in sharp contrast to German corporations, which are listed firms. By this means, Telmex, the privatized
the third largest owners or FDI stock and major sup- Mexican telephone company, reduced its cost of
pliers of FDI (Bachmann 1991). Among the major capitalbyaboutlOpercentagepointsperyear(that
industrial countries, only U.K. and Japanese institu- is, 1,000 basis points). Spillover benefits to the do-
tional investors have a sizable share of their portfolio mestic cost of capital were smaller but of the same
invested in foreign securities. And even then, Japan- order of magnitude.
ese institutional investors are overly concentrated in The volatility of flows notwithstanding, develop-
U.S. securities. ing country policymakers should therefore consider

This home bias can be explained by barriers to encouraging the international listing of at least a few
international capital mobility that increase the cost of stocks. Additionally, they should consider microeco-
ownership of foreign securities (Cooper and nomic reforms of their capital markets, for example,
Kaplanis 1985 and Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga improvements in supervisory and regulatory poli-
1992). Barriers to foreign investnent are a cost to the cies, accounting and disclosure standards, investor
investor. Besides the easily measurable costs of with- protection, and settlement and clearing procedures.
holding taxes and direct transactions fees, there are Source country regulatory authorities should exam-
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ine the scope for relaxation of regulations without they diversify local risks to a much lesser extent than
jeopardizing prudential standards. ADRS, which trade at (close to) local prices (when con-

verted into dollars). See further, Diwan, Errunza, and
Notes Scnbet 1992.

3. The ceiling was raised from 23 percent to 30 percent
1. The categories of funding source are not mutually in 1986.

exclusive. Managed high risk-high return funds may well 4. Although a study by Rogers (1990) shows that the
represent a large element of repatriated flight capital. co-movement between some emerging stock markets and

2. Country funds have a surprisingly close relation- the U.S. stock market appears to have permanently
ship with the markets in which they trade and less with strengthened after the October 1987 crash, indicating that
the market from which they originate, implying that links with the U.S. market have increased.
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Aid at the end of the Cold War 5

Aid-or to give its proper name, official develop- bright spot has been an increase in the degree of
ment assistance (ODA),V comprising grants and con- concessionality for the poorest countries, with grants
cessional loans-accounted fora third of net resource often replacing loans.
flows to all developing countries in 1992 and for Donors vary widely from the 1991 average of 0.33
nearly twice that share to the low-income countries. percent of GNP devoted to aid, from 0.20 percent for
The number of country claimants on aid has been the United States to around 1 percent each for Den-
growing fast, however, and donor objectives have mark, Norway, and Sweden.
been changing. The issues have arisen, therefore, as While some countries, such as Finland, France,
to whether the underlying slow growth in real aid Japan, and Switzerland, have sought to raise their
flows can be augmented to meet special needs and ODA-GNP ratios, others, such as the United States,
what can be done to improve the qualitv of aid in have reduced their aid in real terms. In the United
respect to distribution and tying to donor procure- Kingdom, aid has been growing, following cuts ear-
ment. This chapter argues that the aid "pie" at the lier in the 1980s. A recent example of unexpected
end of the Cold War is limited at a time when new budget stringencv occurred in Sweden, which in the
claimants and theexceptional needs of the reforming autumn of 1992 was buffeted by the currency crisis
socialisteconomies haveappeared. Donorsare faced in the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM)
with the problem of how to raise additional resources and was forced to cut its aid budget. A second exam-
if they are to meet environmental challenges and ple is found in the situation of Italy, whose aid bud-
avoid shortchanging the needy in poor countries. get rose strongly in 1979-89 but declined

There are two forces impelling change: first, the subsequentlv. Globally, aid from private voluntary
imbalance between slow growth in donor aid bud- organizations, although small in relation to official
gets and fast growth in the list of claimants recog- aid, has grown more rapidly.
nized as eligible for aid and, second, the change in Arab aid has shown major fluctuations, falling
donor objectives, resulting largely from the demise throughout the 1980s from its very high levels (in
of communism in Eastern Europe and the former relation to donor GNP) in the 1970s. In its peak years
Soviet Union (Fsu). between 1975 and 1981, aid from Arab donors

reached higher than US$ 8 billion per year and ac-
The slowly expanding supply of aid counted for a substantial portion of total net ODA.

More recently, in 1990 Arab donors offered strong
Donor aid flows in real terms have grown at a support to countries later affected by the Gulf crisis,
respectablebut not especially fast rateover the past notably Bangladesh, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, and
decade (table 5-1). During 1981-91, aid from OECD, Turkey. For 1991 it appears that the amount of such
Arab, and CMEA donors averaged 4 percent growth support dropped sharply.
(including significant amounts of debt forgiveness Aid from the FSU and Eastern European donors has
in 1990 and 1991), deflating with a developing fallen since 1986. Although comprehensive data are
country import price index. In terms of donor GNP, not available on such aid, it appears that there was a
however, the position appears less favorable. For further fall in 1991 and that aid is now confined
example, OECD-DAC figures show that aid as a per- largely to technical assistance. Previous major recip-
centage of GNP in countries that are members of the ients were Cuba, Mongolia, and Viet Nam.
OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) One bright spot in aid flows is nongovernmental
averaged 0.32 percent in 1978-82, 0.33 percent in organizations (NGOS), which form a distinct and
1983-87, and 0.33 percent for 1991.2 The main growing aid channel. In 1991, NGos provided about
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for example, has recently (November 1992) become
Table 5-1 Official concessional flows to eligible for Japanese ODA.
developing countries by types of flows, 1981-91 Additionally, there is a group of countries that
(billionsof U.S dollans) have been receiving bilateral aid and are now

1981 1986 1991 deemed eligible for multilateral concessional funds
Official development through IDA, the World Bank Group's concessional

assistance 24.2 27.4 42.9 lending arn. These countries (for example, C6te
Bilateral loans 9.4 7.4 6.5 d'lvoire, Egypt, and Honduras) have suffered a re-
Multilateral loans 3.4 4.5 6.6 gression in per capita income, and even if they can
Official grants 11.5 15.6 29.8 support some noncor.cessional borrowing, their

Real net ODA weak creditworthiness position makes a softening of
(1991 US$ billions)" 28.6 34.6 42.9 borrowing terms desirable.

Bilateral loans 11.1 9.3 6.5 Concerns have been voiced that official conces-
Multilateral loans 3.9 5.7 6.6 sional support for the republics of the FSU and Eastern
Official grants 13.6 19.7 29.8 Europe could divert aid from otherdevelopingcoun-

a. Excludes technical cooperation grants, which amountedoUS tries. (The concerns apply primarily to concessional
6.4 billion in 1981, USS 8.7 billion in 1986, and USS 103 billion in flows because nonconcessional flows-for example,
1991. multilateral lending-are much less constrained.)
b. Realflowsarenominalflowsdeflatedbyanimportpriceindex ODA flows are indeed susceptible to diversion, to the
fordevelopingcounhies. extent that national aid budgets are not increased to
Source: orD, World Bank. cover grants and concessional loans to the FSU repub-

lics and Eastern Europe4 Therefore, donors need to
take steps to ensure that resources allocated to the
reforming socialist economies are additional, or di-

US$ 5 billion in grants to developing countries, version will become a valid concern for the future.
equivalent to 4 percent of total net resource flows. Grants from OECD countries to the FSU totaled US$600
Nevertheless, since roughly one-third ofthatamount million in 1990 and US$ 2.6 billion in 1991 (while
was funding derived from bilateral government concessional loans were zero). Although comparable
sources, some of the NGo-mediated flow may repre- figures for earlier years are not available, the amounts
sent a reallocation of rather than an addition to tra- for 1990-91 would appear to represent a big increase.
ditional aid sources. In December 1992 all five Central Asian republics

The prospect in the 1990s, therefore, is fora limited (Kazakhstan, Kyrghyzstan, Tadjikistan, Turk-
aid pie in real terms. menistan, and Uzbekistan) were deemed eligible for

OECD and DAC aid (recognized by donors as addi-
And new claimants knocking at the door tional legitimate claimants on ODA), and three Cau-

casian republics (Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia)
Meanwhile, the number of claimants recognized as and Moldova are also prospective recipients.
eligible or potentially eligible for aid has grown. The Official aid from OECI' countries to Eastern Europe
principal criterion for aid eligibility is per capita was US$ 1.5 billion of concessional disbursements in
income, with low-income countries (those with a 1990, and commitments (particularly to Hungary
1991 percapita incomeof US$635 orless) recognized and Poland) are high. It is understood that ODA dis-
as the most deserving. Other criteria indude eco- bursements to Eastern Europe and the FSU taken
nomic performance, the lack of access to private together were in the region of US$ 7.5 billion in 1991,
market financing, and the need for food or relief aid. including US$ 2 billion of debt relief for Poland from

Three categoriesof countries appearas new claim- the United States. Much of this assistance has been
ants: first, countries that appear now able to support coorclinated by the Group of 24 (G-24) countries,
only concessional borrowing (for example, Angola established by the EC under 1991 guidelines that
and Mongolia); second, countries that are potentially provided for balance of payments financing in sup-
reactivated aid recipients, following poor economic port of reform.5 So far, G-24 financial support has
performance and exceptional factors such as war (for been aimed at Bulgaria, the former Czechoslovakia,
example, Afghanistan, Cambodia, Iran, Jordan, and Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the former Yugosla-
Viet Nam);3 and third, the republics of the FSU and via and was extended in July 1992 to the Baltic coun-
the formerly socialist economies of Eastern Europe. tries and Albania.
Some of these countries have been receiving substan- In assessing the impact of new claimants on aid
tial financial support from a single donor and now requirements, it is worth distinguishing those coun-
hope to attract broader creditor support. Viet Nam, tries whose per capita income lies in the upper-
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middle-income range (that is, above US$ 2,555 in A recent evaluation of the alleged middle-income
1991). From the Fsu, these countries are Belarus, bias in bilateral aid flows (Clark 1992) conduded that
Russia, and the three Baltic republics (Estonia, Lat- oDAflowsfrommultilateralagenciesshowedamuch
via, and Lithuania) and from Eastern Europe, the smalerbias than did bilateral disbursements (as con-
countries are Hungary and the former Yugoslav firmed by the figures quoted above on distribution
Republic. Arguably, the requirements for conces- byincomeband).Thisfindingsuggeststhatoneway
sional assistance from these countries are excep- donors could ensure that aid distribution is concen-
tional and temporary (in the form of, for example, trated on the poorest countries would be to accord
technical assistance and temporary food and other higher priority to multilateral channels.
emergency assistance). The degree to which bilateral aid is concentrated on a

A mugh order of magnitude for the potental addi- small number of recipients also varies widely among
tional requirements for ODA from all new low- and donors. For the period 1986-90, the share going to the
lower-middle-income claimants can be found by as- top five recipients, for example, is 59 percent for the
signing ODA on the basis of population and per capita United States, 50 percent for Sweden, 48 percent for
income and comparing each claimant to counties of Japan, 33 percent for the United Kingdom, 32 percent
simiar per capita income leveL On that basis, the po- forFrance, and24percentforGermany.n 1990, thetop
tentialcallonoDAbynewdlaimantswouldberoughly five recapients of aid from the United States were (n
US$55billionperyear,equivalenttol3percentof 1991 descending order) srael, Egypt, El Salvador, the Phil-
net ODA to all developing countries. For the refonning ippines, and Paksan from Japan, they were Indone-
sociaists economies the best measure of their excp- sia, China, the Philippines, Thailand, and Bangladesh,-
tionalrequirementsmayberecentactualreceip,uindi- and from Sweden, they were Tanzania, Mozambique,
cating balance of payments needs. Induding the India, Vet Nain, andEthiopia. Concentrationbyrecip-
upper-middle-income countries of the isu and Eastem ient is in itself neither good nor bad, but it can be an
Europe on that basis would add a further US$ 4.5 indicator of donor priorties.
billion, bringing extra requrements to US$ 10 billion The distribution of overall aid flows also reveals a
per year, or23 percent of 1991 net ODA. tendency for smaller countries to receive more aid

What these figures suggest is that the call of new per capita than larger countries. For example, ODA
claimants on aid funds is a major, but potentially not per capita in 1991 was US $1.6 for the biggest andia
insuperable, challenge to donor countries.

Distribution and qaulity of aid
Figure 5-1 Share of bilateral net ODA

No less than one-third of aid continues to go to to developing countries by recipient income, 1991
middle-income countries. By income group, low-in-
come countries (those with 1991 per capita income Share of total (percent)
below US$ 636) account for 66 percent of ODA to all
developing countries, 25 percent of GNP, and 70 per-
cent of population. Middle-income countries ac-
count for 34 percent of ODA, 75 percent of GNP, and 80 -
30 percent of population. Within middle-income
countries, lower-middle-income countries (those 60
with 1991 percapitaincomebetweenUS$636 andU _S$
2,555)tke27perentofODAand havea22percenttGNP 40
share and a 14 percent population share; for upper-
mliddle-incomecounties the shares are 7 percent ODA, 20
53 percent GNP, and 16 percent population Moreover,
the numbers exdude US$ 2 bfllion of concesiond 0
flows that went to high-income ountries in 1991. DAC United Japan France Germany United Sweden

Multilateal aid is substantially more concentrated States Kingdom

on the poorest countries than is bilateral aid. In 1991
the share of multilateral aid going to low-income Low income ] Lower middle income
countries was about 90 percent By contrast, the cor- Upper middle income High income
responding share of bilateral aid to low-income
countries was around 60 percent. By icvidual Notc- Excludes flowvs not allocated bv donors to specific countries.
donor, the share of net bilateral aid gomg to low-n- S.i,rcr OECD.
come counties varies widely (figure 5-1).
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and China combined), US$ 6.6 for seven other coun-
tries with populations greater than 75 million, US$ Figurep5-2 Rounal t o t
16.7 for the thirty-nine countries with populations to developing counties
between 10 and 75 million, and nearly US$ 50 for 1970
sixty-seven countries with populations of 10 million
or less. In part, this reflects absorptive capacity in the Middle East
biggest countries and their ability to access non- and North Africa
concessional sources of funds. (11.7%) haran Africa

Thegeographical allocation of ODA (figure 5-2) has (16.9%)
shown a strong rise in the proportion going to Sub- Latin America
Saharan Africa in the past decade; a rise and then a (13.8%)
fall in the share going to the Middle East and North
Africa over the past two decades; a general decline East Asia
in the share going to South Asia; and a recent signif- Europe and (22.0%)
icant increase in the share going to Europe and Cen- Central Asia
tral Asia. The rising share for Sub-Saharan Africa *6.1%_
reflects donor perceptions of a growing need for
concessional assistance to that region. The fluctua- South Asia
tions in the Middle East and North Africa share (26.8%)
reflect those of Arab donors' contributions. At its
peak in 1980 these contributions amounted to more
than US$ 8 billion, concentrated in Jordan, Morocco, 1980
Syria, and Yemen. More recently, following the Gulf
crisis, the largest recipient was Egypt. The declining Middle East S haran Afri
South Asia share is perhaps explained by India's grow- and North AfricaS- (23.4%)
ing capacity to access external finance on commercial (30.76)/_
terms and by a faIl-off in Arab donor aid, particularly
to Pakistan. In consequence, aid to South Asia grew
modestly in nominal terms over the 1980s, below the East Asia
ODA average. Finally, the recent increase of aid to (7.0%)
Europe and Central Asia is accounted for by the Fsu. Latin America

A key measure of the quality of aid is the extent (4.4%) Asia
to which it is tied to procurement in the donor Europe and (20.0%)
country. Although there has been a trend toward Central Asia
less tying of bilateral aid in the past decade, the (6.7%)
extent of tying remains high. In 1989, the OECD-DAC
country average was 44 percent for tied and 7 1991
percent for partially untied aid, compared to 48
percent and 12 percent, respectively, in 1977-79. Middle East
There is evidence, however, that tying declined and North Africa Africa
significantly in 1991. (16.4%) (377%)

One area of recent modest progress has been in
mixed credits, which constitute an especially beguil- Latin America
ing form of tying. Mixed credits (and so-called asso- (10.2%)
ciated financing), which originated in the 1970s, are
a financing package that combines ODA, officially Euro and
supported export credits, and nonconcessional Central Asia
loans. In practice, the ODA component of mixed cred- (9.3%)
its is effectively tied and represents a domestic sub- S
sidy available as a protectionist device. South Asia East Asia

Attempts to minimize rnisuse met with success (14.2%) (12.1%)
in February 1992 when OECD export credit agencies
agreed to amend the guidelines on tied aid credits NMte: Based on 115 DR reporting countries. ODA is the sum of net
(the "OECD consensus") to restrict the use of mixed flows on official concessional debt and official grants, excluding
credits. The agreement, if implemented effectively, technical assistance.
would virtually eliminate the use of mixed credits Source World Bank, OECD.
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for upper-middle-income recipients. OECD-DAC con- The importance of trade barriers, both tariff and
tinues to examine policy options to extend untying. non-tariff, is illustrated by the position of fourteen

Donors appear to tie aid in order to improve do- aid-receiving countries (table 5-2).' First, the average
mestic employment and the balance of payments or levels of tariffs that several of these developing coun-
as a protectionist reaction to other donors' tying. The tries face are relatively high." Bangladesh, Domini-
overall impact of tying on any single donor country's can Republic, Korea, and Sri Lanka face OECD tariffS
exports is, however, likely to be very small because that average 7 to 10 percent (the average level of OECD
aid is only a fraction of donor exports. This suggests tariffs on all imports is now 4 percent), while Haiti-
that the lobbying of individual sectors or business because of the high share of textiles and clothing in
firms in the donor country for directed subsidies is a total exports-encounters average ta riffs over 11 per-
more rational if less laudable explanation for tying. cent. Second, nontariff barriers (NTBs) are also of
Coordinated action among donors would be neces- major importance as over 50 percent of the exports of
sary to offer realistic prospects of a substantial reduc- Hungary, Pakistan, Poland, Thailand, and Sri Lanka
tion in the degree of tying. Multilateral aid, in encounter these measures, while 80 percent of
contrast to bilateral, is untied. Bangladesh's exports face NTss.

The cost to recipient countries of tying aid is hard What value of additional export earnings might
to estimate, but one study (Jepma 1991) suggests that occur if the tariff and NTB restrictions reported in
the direct cost may range upwards from 15 percent table 5-2 were removed?''' Total exports from China,
of aid provided and that circumstantial evidence Jamaica, Pakistan, Philippines, and Thailand would
produces individual cases of much higherexcess cost increase by at least 40 percent if OECD trade barriers
margins. By direct cost is meant the excess in prices were removed. Other countries would gain even
of aid-financed deliveries compared to prices of com- more: Bangladesh, Dominican Republic, Haiti,
parable goods and services not based on an explicit Jamaica, and Sri Lanka-countries whose total ex-
aid policy. On this basis, untying all aid flows would ports contain a high share of textiles and clothing-
generate economic benefits to developing countries could double their exports (table 5-3). Even in the
of as much as US$ 4 billion per year, which equals case of a "least developed" country such as Haiti
one-fifth of the nominal increaseinaid flows over the (which has major clothing exports to the United
past decade. In addition, the indirect costs-such as States market), the projected trade gains are more
administrative overheads, misallocation of skilled than double ODA assistance. These gains would also
labor, and a distorting preference for capital-inten- expand the demand by these countries for OECD ex-
sive,import-orientedprojects-aresubstantial.Tobe ports in a mutually beneficial expansion of trade.
sure, costs are reduced to the extent that the recipient In short, the old phrase "trade not aid" would
country is able and willing to substitute flexibly be- certainly be the most advantageous prescription for
tween alternative sources of donor funds (Bhagwati this set of countries.
1985); substitutability is, however, hard to estimate,
and, hence, estimates of costs should only be consid- Changing donor objectives
ered as orders of magnitude.

Multilateral aid, in addition to being concentrated Bilateral (as distinct from multilateral) ODA has gen-
on the poorest countries, is untied and plays a key erally pursued a variety of objectives besides eco-
role in improving the effectiveness of all aid through nomic development-for instance, commercial,
the efforts of multilateral agencies to promote sound political, humanitarian, and cultural interests. These
policies in recipient countries and in coordinating objectives have influenced the allocation of aid, the
donors. In this context, the recent successful conclu- degree to which it has been tied, the conditionality
sion to the IDA Tenth replenishment ("IDA 10") nego- attached to it, and hence its effectiveness. The end of
tiations is to be welcomed. Donors committed sDR13 the Cold War, by altering foreign policy objectives,
bilion (Special Drawing Rights, of the IMF) over a has brought major changes also in aid objectives
three-year period, representing a maintenance of IDA (OECD 1990). Accordingly, donors now find it less
in real terms. Also noteworthy is the growing share expedient to overlook economic mismanagement
of aid channeled through the EC. and poor governance by recipient countries.

Although it is difficult unambiguously to identify
Aid and trade donor objectives (notleast becauseof the multiplicity

of ministries responsible for individual donor pro-
Protectionism in OECD markets is particularly vexing grams),' among the most prominent publicly stated
for aid-receiving countries that are, through their ones are the following: reduced poverty; human de-
own export efforts, attempting to generate additional velopment; environmental protection; reduced mili-
financial resources for industrialization, tary spending; efficient economic management;
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Table 5-2 Average tariffs and nontariff barriers for aid-receiving countries in all OECD markets

1988-89 tvalie Ar'rage Share of imports coviered
of OFCD imports orcD tariff by noltariff mnseasures

ExIx rtiltv calmI r_y ____ (billinrs of U.S. dollarsY' (percent) (percent'f
Bangladesh 1.0 6.9 80.5
China 31.8 5.4 43.4
Dominican Republic 1.8 9.9 38.3
Haitid 0.4 11.2 16.7
Hungary 3.3 2.9 57.4
India 9.4 2.3 49.2
Jamaica (19 6.2 43.7
Korea, Republic of 43.4 7.1 37.1
Malaysia 12.9 2.2 40.8
Pakistan 2.7 3.5 65.6
Philippines 6.6 5.7 35.9
Poland 4.8 2.5 50.8
Sri Lanka 1.0 8.3 63.9
Thailand 11.4 3.3 51.4

a. Imports of all oECD countries except Turkev.
b. The trade-weighted average of the MFN.(CSP, LAme Convention. or other preferential tariff actually applied to imports.
c. Some products are covered by multiple forms of NTBS.

d. Designated by the United Nations as one of the least developed' countries.
S&wrcr: World Bank. uNTAD.Dand SMART database.

private enterprise development; enhancement of the nomic reforms and stabilization has been comple-
role of women; good governance and democratic mented by official nonconcessional finance, both
government; and the observance of human rights multilateral and bilateral.
and the rule of law. A recent study (Hewitt and Killick 1992) of major

A recent example is the 1992 White Paper on donors indicated that aid objectives had proliferated
Japanese ODA released by Japan's Ministry of For- and grown more diffuse in recent years. Of the ten
eign Affairs in October 1992. The report states most commonly articulated donor aid objectives,
that Japan's post-Cold War ODA should play a more than half are considered non-high priority by
more active role in "promoting democracy, more than half the major donors whereas three-ef-
human rights, and world peace" as well as in ficient economic management, environmental pro-
addressing "global environmental issues." The tection, and observance of human rights and the rule
White Paper listed examples of the application of of law-command widespread support. The com-
the ODA guidelines adopted in April 1991 by the mon consistency and feasibility of these objectives
government. These guidelines necessitated full will be an important determinant of the effectiveness
consideration of trends in military expenditure of aid in coming years.
and the democratization process in the recipient
countries. Kenya and Malawi were cited as exam- Policy implications
ples where the Japanese government refrained
from pledging new aid at international donor Aid at the end of the Cold War needs rethinking as
meetings; Indonesia and Thailand were cases to its rationale and needs reworking as to its ade-
where Japan, together with other nations, ex- quacy and quality. Donor countries should explore
pressed concern over antidemocratic incidents. new ways to augment the slow growth in aid flows
In August 1991 Germany similarly announced of recent years, should ensure that available aid is
that its 1992 foreign aid budget would reflect a concentrated on the poorest countries and on excep-
new policy of linking foreign aid to recipient tional needs in support of reform, and should reduce
military expenditures. tying, which is a form of protectionism. For some

Many donors now recognize the importance of recipient countries a better alternative to more aid is
support for environmental protection to promote more trade. For recipient developing countries the
sustainable development. Increasingly, they are stark message is: show a capacity to use aid effec-
viewing these needs as a legitimate call on aid bud- tively-through both sound economic policy and
gets. Additionally, the role of aid in supporting eco- effective governance-or risk losing it.
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Table 5-3 Estimated effects of trade barrier liberalization in major OECD markets on selected aid-
receiving countries' exports

E.stimated effects of removal
of trade barriers t[i'e Projected increase in exports

(nillions of U.S. dollars) as a percent of
Percentakge 1991 1991

Aid-receivintg country Total increase debt service ODA assistance
Bangladesh 985 104 168 46
China 12,313 41 146 568
Dominican Republic 1,712 95 632
Haiti" 421 100 - 214
Hungary 581 22 14
India 3,123 35 42 188
Jamaica 555 62 79 282
Korea, Republic of 18,006 44 298
Malaysia 1,943 16 59 423
Pakistan 1,492 58 75 126
Philippines 2,820 44 82 229
Poland 1,725 37 172
Sri Lanka 1,016 105 236 430
Thailand 4,613 43 93 623

- Not available.
a. The projected export expansion is more than ten times the 1991 value of debt service of ODA assistance.
Sources: Debt service statistics drawn from the World Bank 1992c; net ODA assistance from oEcc 1992a, table 37. Figures include assistance
from multilateral organizations and Arab countries.

Notes Korea and Malaysia. Two Eastern European countries
(Hungary and Poland) were added to assess the import-

1. Official Development Assistance consists of flows to ance of OECD trade barriers that these (former) socialist
developing countries and multilateral institutions under- countries face.
taken by the official sector, with the main objective of 8. Due to major departures from the MFN principle,
promoting economic development and welfare and with a developing countries may have conflicting objectives
concessional grant element of at least 25 percent. relating to further Uruguay Round tariff reductions.

2. These figures exclude technical cooperation grants For example, countries benefiting from the GSP or re-
and apply to all donor aid, including ODA to high-income ceiving Caribbean Basin Initiative or Lome Conven-
countries. Source: OECD/DAC. tion preferences may have a strong incentive to ensure

3. Additional exceptional demands have also arisen be- that MFN duties are not cut further since this would
cause of the drought in Africa: for instance, in December reduce current tariffs preferences and result in export
1992 Zimbabwe received a USS 1.4 billion package, from earnings losses.
donors coordinated by the World Bank, of largely conces- 9.Numerousstudiesthatestimatednominalequivalents
sional assistance. for NTBs indicate that the protective effect is often many

4. Grants and concessional loans to some of the reform- times that of current MFN tariffs.
ing socialist economies are not classified as ODA. Neverthe- 10. Although estimates are subject to some rnargin of
less, the concern remains that they may be funded out of error, the World Bank-UNCTAD "Software for Market Anal-
diverted ODA. ysis and Restrictions to Trade" (SMART) model was devel-

5. Included under this umbrella are nonconcessional oped to permit order-of-magnitude projections of trade
bilateral loansdisbursed in conjunction with IMFprograms barrier effects (see World Bank 1992a, Appendix C for a
and untied cofinancing with World Bank structural adjust- description of SMART). The SMART projections incorporate
ment loans. the effects of tariffs as well as NTss for which reliable ad

6. For net ODA excluding technical cooperation grants. valorem equivalents exist. For the present exercise, NTB
Including those grants, the extra requirement would be 19 nominal equivalents were drawn (primarily from Laird
percent of 1991 net ODA. and Yeats 1990) for OECD imports of textiles, clothing, foot-

7. Fourteen exporters were chosen to reflect the experi- wear, iron and steel, sugar, vegetable oils and fats, fish, and
ence of countries at different stages of development; they several agricultural products.
include least developed countries such as Bangladesh and 11. For instance, ministries for foreign affairs, finance,
Haiti as well as more industrialized exporters such as trade and industry, and economic planning.
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6 Thne international economic
environment for developing countries

Together with a sound economic policy, the intema- dashed by a protracted recession in the industrial
tional economic environment is an important deter- countries and a less than successful conclusion to the
minant of developing country growth. The principal Uruguay Round of trade negotiations. On the other
elements of this environment-industrial countrv hand, present risks do not include a rise in inflation-
growth, world trade, real interest rates, and corn- ary pressures of the sort that were so destabilizing
modity prices-are largely exogenous to developing prior to the recessions of 1975 and 1982.
countries, thatis, theyaffectdevelopingcountriesbut By 1992 the economies in six of the seven major
are largely ziiiaffected by developing countries. They industrial countries had converged to a disappoint-
work through a variety of channels, including de- ing rate of growth in the 1-2 percent range (table
mand for developing country exports, developing 6-1),' reflectingunexpectedlydelayedrecoveryinthe
country access to industrial country markets, terms United States, a major slowdown in Japan, and rela-
of external finance, and terms of trade. tively poor performance in Europe, especially out-

The outlook for this environment in the 1990s is in side Germany (table 6-2). This slow growth became
some respects worse, from a developing country self-reinforcing through international repercussions.
viewpoint, than the 1980s situation and in some re- By the end of 1992 the German economy had flat-
spects better. Long-run growth in the industrial tened out as well, and both Europe and Japan appear
countries is expected to be slow because of slow to be experiencing a very slow year in 1993, despite
productivity growth. World trade, however, is pro- the recent wave of interest rate reductions. The U.S.
jected to rise faster than OECD-country growth, in economy picked up in the second half of 1992, but
part because of trade between developing countries the recoverv in North America remains patchy and
and in part because of the impact of regional arrange- uncerta in. Projected growth rates for 1993 are low for
ments. Long-term real interest rates are projected to a recoverv period (around 2 percent vear-on-year for
remain high largely because of poor savings perfor- the G-7 as a whole), and the range of uncertainty is
mance in some major industrial economies, but the especially wide in Europe.
trend of real commodity prices is projected to end i'< In Europe, following the near collapse of the ex-
long-run decline, because of a continuing shift by change rate mechanism in the fall of 1992, growth
developing countries out of primary production. prospects now appear particularly uncertain and
And aid flows are projected to grow modestly in real fragile. Inflationary pressures continue in Germany,
terms but less fast than growth in the number of new leading to a high level of real interest rates in Europe
daimants. that is unprecedented in a time of recession. Real GNP

The considerable uncertainties attached to these in the Westem Liinderof Germany is widely expected
expectations include the possibility of a prolonged to decline from 1992 to 1993 while France and Italy
recession in some G-7 economies and the rise of trade may see little, if any, positive growth.
protectionism. In the United States it appears that a sustainable

recovery in growth of overall output may be under
Current OECD activity way. Some of the factors that have depressed U.S.

growth in recent years will continue to have a de-
Steady growth of OECD economies and fewer barriers pressing influence on consumer and business confi-
to entry into their markets are very important to dence: reduced defense spending, the deflation of
developing countries. Unfortunately, neither situa- asset values, and the accumulation of debt. Thus,
tion is currently assured. On the one hand, it is pos- forecasters are generally not optimistic that U.S.
sible that present hopes for improvement will be growth will much exceed 3 percent even by 1994,
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Table 6-1 Comparison of forecasts of GDP/GNP for G-7 economies, 1992-94
NIESR Consensus DRI IMF OECD

Comparisons (Feb. 93) (Mar. 93) (la n. 93) (Jan. 93) (Dec. 92) Range
GDP/GNP growtilr mtes for 1992

G-7 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5-1.6
United States 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.8-2.1
Japan 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.8 1.6-1.8
Germany 0.8 1.2 0.7 1.6 1.4 0.7-1.6

GDPIGNP growtil rates for 1993
G-7 2.2 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.9-2.2

GDPIGNPgrowtI: mtes for 1994
G-7 2.8 2.7 2.9 - 2.9 2.7-2.9

-Not available.
Notes: Generally, c;Dr growth rates are reported. The exceptions are for Japan and Germany for which G Nr growth rates are reported by
NIESR, Consensus, and DRI. Against Germany, only West German forecasts are reported by NIESR. Consensus, and DRi.
Sourcs: National Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIEsR), London, NIMEM database. February 1993; Consensus Economics Inc.
March 1993; DRi/McGraw-Hill 1993; International Monetary Fund 1993; OEcD 1992b.

although in the light of the Clinton administration growth remain well below the potential growth rate,
program, forecasters have been revising their short- which is estimated to be 3.5 percent.
term predictions upward during recent months. In sum, the outlook for short-term growth in the

In Japan the decline in stock prices in real terms industrialized nations is mixed and uncertain, with
has exceeded that of the US. stock market crash of the biggest elements of downsize risk centered in
1929. Thisappears to havebeen a factorin the declin- Europe.
ing trend of GDP during 1992. The present Japanese
recession is on the same scale as that which occurred Longer-term growth prospects for the G-7
in 1975, following the oil shock of 1974, but its effects
are more pervasive, affecting small business as well Growth over the longer term in the G-7 economies is
as large and services as well as manufacturing. De- expected to be slow. The fundamental reasons are
spite recent fiscal stimulus and steady declines in the slow productivity growth and poor savings perfor-
discount rate, most Japanese forecasts for near-term mance in some major economies. The world savings

Table 6-2 World growth summary
(percentage chatnges peryear in real cmP)

Gro-wth rates
Regions 1962-69 1969-72 1972-79 1979-82 1982-89 1989-92

World total 5.4 4.6 3.6 1.2 3.5 1.4
High-income countries 5.3 4.2 3.2 1.0 3.4 1.6

OECD high-income 5.3 4.1 3.1 1.0 3.4 1.5
G-7 counties 5.3 4.1 3.2 1.0 3.4 1.5

United States 4.3 2.7 2.7 -0.1 3.5 05
Japan 10.4 7.7 4.1 3.5 4.2 3.7
Germany? 4.3 4.2 2.8 0.4 2.5 2.4

Other industrial 5.0 4.7 2.6 1.1 2.9 1.6
Non-OECD high-income 6.9 8.5 6.3 2.2 5.7 3.8

LMCSb 6.1 6.4 5.5 2.1 3.7 0.5

a. Western Ldider 1989-90; Unified 1991-92.
b. Including former Soviet Union and Republic of South Africa.
Source: World Bank staff estimates (for 1992); oECc National Account Statistics.
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rate has fallen by rnore than 3 percent of GDP since tions and pressures for relaxation of monetary con-
the 1970s. The long-run consequence is that real ditions suggest that the influence of the German
interest rates tend to remain high, and investment Bundesbankon monetaryconditions throughoutEu-
and growth are depressed below their long-run rope will be weaker.
potential. Export unit valuesof G-7 manufactures (Mv)-an

The baseline forecast envisages G-7 growth at an important determinant of developing-country terms
average yearly rate of 2.7 percent over the period of trade-arelikely to rise relativelyslowly, probably
1992-2002, significantly lower than the average rate at no more than 3 percent per year in dollar terms.-
over 1965-90 (table 6-3). This performance reflects Because labor productivity rises faster in manufac-
the present trend rate of growth in labor productivity turing than in services, the projected MUV trend is lower
(output per workerhour in the business sector) in than the trend of overall inflation. Reduction in unit
OECD economies of &:)out 1.5 percent per year, as costs because of application of high technology and
compared to about 4 percent before 1973. competitive pressures in foreign trade underlies high

In the near term, easier monetary conditions in the productivity in the manufacturing sector.
United States, now leading to expansion of bank What are the implications of this scenario for de-
credit, seem likely to combine with some short-term veloping countries? Analysis shows that in the short
fiscal stimulus and the post-election revival in con- run a 1 percent decline in growth in the industrial-
sumerconfidenceto producea steady (if not spectac- ized world is associated with an apprzoxinately 0.4
ular) recovery in business confidence. Japan is likely percent per year reduction in growth in the oevelop-
to follow in the upturn, although with some delay, ing world. This implies that the short-term effect of
while lower interest rates (especially short-term) in recession in the industrialized nations on perfor-
Europe should assist a growth recovery there before mance in the developing world is significant. Over
mid-decade. Nevertheless, the recovery is unlikely to the next two years, slow industrial country growth
prevent further upward drift in unemployment rates reflecting recession in Japan and Germany is likely to
over the next few years from already high levels, cost developing countries as much in lost export
especially in Europe. revenue as they receive in official development assis-

Despite the softer economy during 1993-2002 tance. A sustained, medium-term shift in the growth
compared to the latter half of the 1980s, the forecast rate of the industrialized world exerts much more
of inflation in the G-7 (in terms of local currency cpi) leverage-on the order of 0.7 percent reduction in
indicatesaboutthesamelevel, of 3.2 percentperyear, developing country growth per I percent reduction
because of actual or potential easing of monetary in OECD countries. Thus, low industrial country pro-
policies. In the United States, short-tern interest ductivity exerts a significant long-term drag on de-
rates have already come down. In Europe, devalua- veloping country growth.

Table 6-3 Global indicators of extemal conditions affecting growth in the developing countries
(average annial percentage diange enxcelt tii OR)

Trenid
Indicator ___ (1965-90) 1990-92 1992-2002
Real GDP in the G-7 countries 3.4 1.1 2.7
Inflation in the G-7 countriesa 6.2 3.5 3.2
World trade 4.5 3.3 5.8
Real UBOR

US$ - 1.3 3.1
DM 5.6 2.9
Yen - 3.0 2.7

Price indices (US5)
Export price of manufactures (Muv) 6.5 3.0 2.8
Price of petroleurmb 5.2 -12.8 0.8
Non-oil commodity pnce -2.4 -7.2 0.8

-Not available.
a. Consumer price index, in local currencv, aggregated using 1968-90 GDrt weights.
b. Based on World Hank indices and deflated by the export price of manufactures.
Source. World Bank. baseline forecast, Februarv 1993.
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World trade and the need to open markets to formerly centrally
planned economies.

The volume of world trade continued to show re- The expansion of manufactures exports by devel-
markable resilience in 1992, with volume growth oping countries continues to be rapid and to involve
estimates now ranging around 4 percent, some the development of strong trading links between
2.5 percentage points faster than growth of world developing country exporters and other developing
output. countries as well as with developed countries. In-

During the period of recovery from the present deed, a virtuous circle of increased trade indepen-
slowdown, world trade seems likely to grow in the 6 dence and growth appears to be allowing buoyant
percent to 8 percent range, especially if, as seems growth to be maintained by the developing econo-
likely, there are strong effects from reductions in mies of East Asia and the Pacific and Southeast Asia,
barriers within regions. Looking toward the second with lessened dependence on economic activity in
half of the present decade, the expected growth of the major industrial countries.
worle- trade is more than 5 percent (table 6-3), with Whileprogress hasbeenslowon multilateral trade
the Liade of the non-OECD countries increasing sub- negotiations, negotiations over regional trade ar-
stantially faster than the trade of OECD countries. A rangements have become very popular-among de-
large part of this difference is accounted for by the veloped and developing countries. Regionalism is
dynamism of countries in East Asia, especially the again fashionable in the Americas, both between
so-called Chinese economic area (CEA) of China, developing countries (for example, MERCOSUR) and
Hong Kong, and Taiwan, China. In addition, the between the developing south and the developed
forecast assumes continued penetration of OECD north (as suggested by interest for accession to the
markets by non-OECD countries and a trade policy NAFrA and the twenty-nine framework agreements
dimate sufficiently supportive to permit that pene- signed between the United ..,tates and Latin Ameri-
tration. The difference between world trade growth can and the Caribbean countries under the Enterprise
and world output growth during the coming decade for the Americas Initiative). In East Asia, existing re-
is likely to exceed the difference observed in the gionalarrangementsarethefocusofrenewedattention
1980s, especially in view of the progress of regional (ASEAN), and new formal arrangements are being dis-
trade agreements such as NAFTA. cussed. The European Community has been widening

the scope of its trading agreements, reaching out to
The Uruguay Round and regionalism EFrA countries, to Eastern European countries, and

possibly to the Maghreb. And in Africa there has
The importance of a successful conclusion to the been the development of the South African Develop-
Uruguay Round for developing countries was ment Coordination Conference.
stressed in the two previous Global Economic Prospects Arguments can be made as to whether multilateral
and the Developing Countries. The importance of a and regional trade arrangernents are complemen-
successful round is undiminished; that it still has not tary. Thus far, multilateral and regional arrange-
been concluded is of great concern. Of particular ments seem to have gone hand in hand. However,
importance to developing countries are trade in ser- there are issues arising from recent steps toward
vices and intellectual property rights. A successful regionalism that give cause for concern. Developing
conclusion to the round is likely to result in increased countries are negotiating trade agreements with dif-
imports of services by developing countries. ferent groups of countries. Such negotiations absorb

The risks from long-term postponement of the scarce resources that may be better used in multilat-
round have grown ir, recent months as various eral negotiations or in "protecting" the achievements
deadlines have passed. A lack of direction and in- of unilateral hiberalization. Furthermore, negotiation of
creasing uncertainty have been evident at the multi- a number of complex and differentiated trading ar-
lateral level as have growing trade tensions at the rangements could frustrate trade rather than promote
bilateral level. Economic recession always increases it. Successive agreements may not mesh easily with
the likelihood of increases in protection, and thus the existing agreements. Moreover, each new agreement
poor prospects for Japan and Western Europe, as wil: erode the benefits accorded under previous ones,
discussed herein, do not augur well for a rapid con- threatening to create political tension and instability in
clusion to the round. This is evident in the increasing trade relations. The transaction costs of doing business
number of pleas for issues to be renegotiated. The across frontiers could soar, with the maze of qualifying
importance of resisting protectionist pressures thus rules of origin. These problems would be minimized if
takes on added urgency, particularly in light of con- open-ended trade agreements were adopted with a
tinued trade liberaLzation in developing countries minimum of industrv-specific nrles.
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Otherproblems that have becomeapparent are the
exclusion from the agreements of "difficult," usually Table 6-4 G7 countries: long-term real rates
highly-protected, industries, as in the Canada- of interest
United States agreement or the AFrA (ASEAN Free Couintry 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1993'
Trade Area), or the adoption of restrictive rules of Germany 2.6 3.7 4.8 4.0
origin to continue protection within the agreement Japan -1.3 1.9 4.4 2.2
for particular industries, as in the NAFrA. Rules of United States -0.2 0.1 6.4 22
origin achieve this by requiring manufacturers to use Average G-7 -0.3 0.7 5.9 3.3
inputs produced in the region. The NAFrA, for exam- a. Latest month (January).
ple, adopted more restrictive rules of origin than Sellrie.: IMF liuiernational FiInocil Statistics; Consmsus Econom-
were established in the Canada-United States agree- ics Inc. Caunse-sus Forecasts. (f hIln tivn.

ment in the cases of textiles, apparel, and automo-
biles. Since rules of origin are designed to influence
sourcing decisions by manufacturers that wish to increased by about 0.5 percent of GDP since 1990,
take advantage of preferential duty-free access in adding at least USS 100 billion to the ex ante world
partner markets, it is to be expected that restrictive supply of savings (box 6-1). This combination is
rules of origin will lead to some trade diversion with probably depressing short-term rates by 200 basis
respect to inputs. What this means in practice is that points or more and long-term rates by a smaller but
one partner can impose its higher external barrier on still significant margin.
an exporting partner. The baseline forecast envisages a continuation of

high real interest rates (particularly long-term rates)
Real interest rates reflecting considerations of both a cvclical and a

structural nature:
Short-term nominal interest rates in the United States
and Japan are at a historic low at present, which is a * The recession has caused G-7 deficits to widen
source of relief for many severely indebted develop- by nearly 3 percent of GDP since 1989. Looking
ing countries. However, the steepness of the yield bevond the recession to the mid-I 990s, govern-
curve in the United States and Japan indicates an ment finances can be expected to improve, but
expected rise in the medium term. Nominal long- evidence that efforts at long-term fiscal consol-
term rates in the G-7 countries are higher than they idation are bearing fruit is still insufficient at
were in the 1960s but lower than in the 1970s and this point.
1980s. * Cyclical recovery of grcwth in G-7 gross fixed

Adjusted forestimatesof expected futureinflation, capital formation is forecast at 5-6 percent per
however, (derived using consensus forecasts), real year over 1994-95.
interest rates of the G-7 countries are now much * Investment in the Eastern Lander of Germany is
higher than in the 1960s and 1970s but lower than the expected to remain at high levels for the next
extraordinary levels of the 1980s (table 6-4).' FortheG-7 five vears.
in aggregate, real long-term rates are now about 33 * As their restructuring and resource mobiliza-
percent as contrasted with -03 percent in the 1960s, 0.7 tion efforts bear fruit, potentially huge invest-
percent inthe 1970s, and 5.9percentin thel980s.4 Thus, ment demand will arise from the formerly
interest rates now are more than 250 basis points centrally planned economies such as Poland,
above the levels of the 1960s and 1970s but more than former Czechoslovakia, and certain former So-
250 basis points below the level of the 1980s. viet republics.

Some of the decline in real rates since the 1980s
reflects the waning of transitory influences that are The projected real interest rate of about 3 percent
unlikely to recur, particularly the increases in de- over the coming decade is higher than the level
mand for debt capital, which fueled leveraged buv- prevailing in the 1960s and 1970s and creates an
out booms, inflated real estate values, and elevated estimated drag of about 0.8 percent per year on the
price-eamings ratios of equities. Much of the decline, growth rate of incomes in the G-7. For the develop-
however, is probably cyclical. The G-7 output, after ing countries this means less growth of exports. In
two years of slow growth in 1991 and 1992, is cur- addition, various developing countries are af-
rentlyabout2.5percentbelow trend,and investnent fected by higher costs of capital, weaker terms of
demand (measured as a deviation from a medium- trade, and higher debt service, depending on their
term moving average) is cyclically depressed to the varying situations regarding the financing of in-
extent of about US$ 100 billion. At the same time vestment, the composition of exports, and the size
private savings rates in the industrial countries have and composition of external debt. Model simula-
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* hWIiat is causing.lugh rea intre tes?iIghinterst :whinch is earned out off-goverment budget),-and the
" rates oeld signify elihera flfieworid supply of growing publ-ecor- deficits in many developing
sagsoraiseinw wl idandforiinvesteitLIn-the- coun. ies outside Asia, the worlds public sector ac-
.eriase *|dthiworldsaiins te(w1h stbeequal - coumtsfortheentirereductioninthegilobdsavingsrate,

theoditwoeler st) must fvll, _hee - -viwed at the gobal level of aggregation. C(he dedines
:thelatb.ter mustrinse Sin priate -savings rates im the G-7, especially in the

.heworld&savns-raehat , infactfallensincethel97os United- States and Japan, have been offset by rises in
:..i more:ihan 3percet- ofDe (table6B1-1),a fall in te private savs rates in Wics and elswhere.) Of the
-orld supply of saving is the more plausible explana- reduction of public-sectorsains from the l970s to the

forth thigh ate of inltst Were the rate 19M0s,G-7goverrnentsacunted forabouthal1Thus,
-;of amnoutofiomethesaneasiathel97os, it is plausible-to suppose -that fture reduction of the
-thsupplyoffundswodbehighertodaybyaboutUS$ world'interestrate wouldrequrearestorationof pub-

-6D00 billiori lic-sector savngs and that the G-7 would play a major
- :: Partl K reakse in the US. budget defi- . role in this rstration

-. itth costs-of t Germ y (a large part of

vTable-63-1 The world and G-7 saving rate
.* -__<-:- - .:t :eefgpifn#

;'.Rq:. ---9: - .- . .- l-B so I981-0 g -1991
-World

-. Total~. ~:~ . . -: : - - 24.8 :.22.4 215
-Publicseclor . -52 2.8 1.8
Privatesector -E 19;6 19.6 19.7

-- 7 ountries.
-- Total 23.7 21.7 21.1

-- : liPsetor - . 1.7 05 0.8
N -Psector ~ - - - -.-: - 22.0 212 203

United States- . -
:-Total: . - 20.0- 17.5 . 14.8

-Pulibc sector- - 1.0 -0.9 -2.2
- Pivatesector - - - 19.0 18.4 17.0-

GErmany (Westem rlkinf)
-- :- Total ~- 252- 23.6 21.8

-Public sector - 33 0.8 0.9
* Parate sector 21.9 22.8 20.9

-Japan- 
Total 34.9 31.6 342

Publicsector 7-5 6.7 93
Private sector. 27.4 24.9 24.9

Total - 27.0 24.0 22.0
-P-ulibBc sector 13.5 9.0 4.2
XPrivate sector 13.5 15.0 17.8

.a Both savmngs and arare aggregated m crnt Us. dolam
Soure Worid Bak

tions show that, everything considered, developing Although the continuation of tight world capital
countries probably stand to lose between 0.5 and I markets is not good news for developing countries,
percent per year of growth of income in the medium the fact that interest rates are likely to remain some
term as a consequence of continued high inter- 250 basis points above the levels of the 1960s and
est rates in the world. Low-income countries would 1970s should be kept in perspective. Countries that
tend to be affected less than average and middle- are able to improve the investment climate through
income more. appropriate policies can see a remarkably rapid de-
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Table 6-5 Indices of commodity prices
(ill constant U.S. dollars, 1990 = 100)

Item 1970 1980 1992 1995 2000
Petroleum 24.4 199.0 76.0 71.1 84.5
Commodities (exduding energy) 172.9 168.2 86.1 89.1 94.5

Metals and minerals 165.5 133.8 83.4 79.5 84.6
Foods 195.6 197.4 85.4 92.7 97.9
Nonfood agriculture 170.5 178.7 82.0 87.7 93.2

Soura: World Bank proJections.

cline in risk premiums-for example, Mexican bor- fall substantially even if interest rates in the G-7 stay
rowers tapping the Eurobond market succeeded in high.
halving the premium paid on medium-term debt,
from about 500 basis points to about 250 basis points Commodity prices
over comparable U.S. treasuries during the period
1989-92. Also, if, as projected here, the terms of trade Primary commodities still represent about half the
of developing countries reverse their historical de- export proceeds of developing countries. Over the
cIine and stabilize, or rise a little, the effective real whole forecast period, the prices of primary com-
interest rate paid by many developing countries will modities are expected to be approximately stable in

Figure 6-1 Real non-oil commodity prices, 1948-2002 a
(inrdex 1987 = 1)

2.5

Forecast

- - Actual index level

2.0 - ' '-,' s \ 

1.5

Trend -1.5% --

p.a.

1.0

Trend = 0.7%
p.a.

0.5 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1948 1952 1956 1960 1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000

a. Index of thirtv-three non-oil commodity prices deflated bv the MUV index. 1987 = 1.0
Sourcr. World Bank projections.
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real terms, ending the downward trend of the last uptums in all other groups, with the exception of
twenty years (table 6-5). The baseline forecast calls vegetable fats and oils (table 6-5).
for some increase in food and beverage prices from This turnaround in the trend in real prices, albeit
deeplydepressed levels,but pricesof othercommod- slight, is conditional mainly on two assumptions:
ities are unlikely to show any sustained recovery in that there will be a sustained upturn in economic
real terms. Also, the price of oil remains approxi- activity in the industrial countries and that produc-
mately constant in real terms. Major factors underly- tion growth in the perennial crops, particularly cocoa
ing these projections are, first, a continuing long-run and coffee, will continue to decline in somecountries.
decline in the production of perennial crops, espe- However, events could turn out to be different and
cially coffee and cocoa, where production costs often the expected upturn in prices not take place. Plan-
exceed world prices, and new plantings have fallen; ning based on commodity prices should recognize
and, second, in the latter half of the decade, a decline the large degree of uncertainty associated with them.
in petroleum production by both OPEC and non-OPEC For its sensitivity analysis of projects and programs,
producers. the World Bank uses wide ranges in its commodity

Crude oil prices are expected to remain nearly price forecasts. For example, for constant dollar fore-
constant in nominal terms for the next few years and, casts of coffee, cocoa, and petroleum prices, the range
thus, decline in real terms-from 76 in 1992 to 71.1 in of prices three years ahead with a 70 percent proba-
1995(1990 = 100). Although OECD industrial activity bility of occurrence is typically plus or minus 25
is expected to pick up after 1994, oil supplies should percent or more of the projected most likely price.
be ample to forestall price increases for some time. Commodity prices can be expected to remain volatile.
However, in the latter half of the decade it is expected
that prices will show a trend upwards in real terms Notes
as production begins to decline in several OPEC and
non-OPEC producers. Petroleum consumption is ex- 1. Based on estimates of 1992 G-7 growth by the National
pected to increase on average by 1.3 percent over the Institute of Social and Economic Research (NIEsR), London;
long term. Fastest growth should be seen in the low- Consensus Economics Incorporated, London; Data Re-
and middle-income countries (but excluding Eastem sources Incorporated/McGraw-Hill, Lexington, MA-; the
Europe and the -&su), with their share growing from International Monetarv Fund; and OECD. The exception
28 percent in 1991 to 36 percent by the year 2005. was the United Kingdom, with negative growth.
Increased use of motor transport will be the main 2. The present forecast of the Muv index (which is in
reason for this growth. dollars) assumes that the real (inflation-adjusted) effective

Nonfuel primary commodity prices have fallen exchange rate of the dollar remains roughly unchanged
sharply in real terms since the early 1980s (figure 6-1). after 1993. A real appreciation of the dollar would tend to
The World Bank's nonfuel commodity price index lower this index.
almost halved over this period-declining from 3. For purposes of the inflation adjustment, representa-
1682 in 1980 to 86.1 in 1992 (1990 = 100). Prices in tive long-term instruments are treated as ten-year bonds,
1992wereby farat their lowest level since thestarting and the inflation adjustment is the realized yearly rate of
point for the index in 1948. Prices of all major com- increase in the cpi over the corresponding period. The CPr
modity groups have fallen, but the largest decline forecasts for the next ten years are derived from Consensus
was in the beverages group, the constant-dollar bev- Forecasts of hiflation.
erage price index having fallen 68 percent since 1986. 4. As would be expected from the fact that the bonds of

In 1993 beverage prices are expected to improve different major governments are close substitutes in port-
but will be more than offset by declines in the con- folios, all these long-term real rates are highly correlated
stant-dollar prices of cereals, agricultural raw mate- over time, which adds significance to their average across
rials, and metals. From 1994 onward the aggregate, countries. Long-term real interest rates need not be highly
nonfuel index is expected to increase, although only correlated if exchange rate movements are expected to
slowly-from 86.6 in 1993 to 94.2 in the year 2000. deviate significantly from relative inflation rates over a
Increases in beverage prices will be supported by ten-year period or if risk premiums vary over time.
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Developing-country prcspects
in growth and external finance

Synopsis 1990s than in the 1980s, despite lower prospective
growth in the high-income countries, because world

The baseline forecast projects growth in developing trade is expected to grow faster, real interest rates to
country GDP (excluding the former Soviet Union and be lower, and real commoditv prices to stop declin-
Eastern Europe) of 5.3 percent per year, more than I ing. Additionally, a number of countries have been
percent above the rate of the 1980s and 1970s and 0.5 able to deal with their debt overhangs. As discussed
percent below the rate of the 1960s (table 7-1). For the in the preceding chapter, the volume of world trade
Fsu and Eastern Europe the projection is 1.8 percent, is projected to grow at an annual rate of 5.8 percent
reflecting expected recovery in the latter half of the in the 199(s compared to 3.7 percent in the 1980s; real
decade. Furthermore, the differential growth rate of interest rates (a weighted average for Germany,
developing countries (low- and middle-income, ex- Japan, and the United States) to average 2.8 percent
cluding the FSU and Eastern Europe) over high-in- compared with 4.0 percent; and real non-oil commod-
come countries, on a per capita basis, is projected to ity prices to grow at a rate of 0.8 percent compared to
outpace in the 1990s its level of the 1980s and 1970s. negative 3.1 percent. The oil price is forecast to grow
The forecast implies a differential of 1.2 percent in the at a real rate of 0.8 percent (equivalent to 3.8 percent
period 1992-2002 (developing country growth of 3.4 nominal rate), compared to a sharp fall in the 1980s.
percent compared with high-income country growth Developing country policies have undergone a
of 2.2 percent), compared to -0.5 percent during tremendous transformation in recent years that will
1982-92 and 0.5 percent during 1973-82. bear fruit through the 1990s. Most notable are trade

The downside risks in this forecast are substantial, liberalization and abandonrment of import substitu-
however. Aside from the risks of weaker developing tion; correction of overvalued real exchange rates;
country policy performance, an external environ- fi;cal consolidation and improved management of
ment could be envisaged in which recession was public finances (for example, reformed tax structure
protracted in Germany, Japan, and elsewhere; high and collection); lower inflation and strengthening of
industrial country unemployment led to growing central banks; and reduced role for the state in indus-
protectionism; and real commodity prices continued try, commerce, and finance, including privatization
to fall. Nominal interest rates would tend to fall, but programs and greater reliance on price and market
real interest rates might not follow because of low mechanisms.
savings in major industrial countries. The expected The restoration of access to external finance fol-
recovery in developing country growth would be lowing debt restructuring has been discussed in
seriouslydelayed (by two years or longer) and its rate chapter 1. For many heavily indebted developing
much reduced (by 1.6 percent of GDP per year during countries the 1980s were characterized by a wrench-
1992-2002). This downside scenario is elaborated ing shift from positive to negative net transfers,
further below. which resulted in enforced import compression and

The comparatively optimistic baseline forecast is hasty, inefficient cutbacks in domestic investment. In
based on three main factors: a marginally improved the 1990s the possibility has materialized of a virtu-
internationaleconomicenvironment,strongerdevel- ous circle of increased external finance, investment,
oping country policies, and a restoration of access to and growth. Additionally, official finance is playing
external finance after debt restructuring. an important role in sustaining the reform effort of

The international economic environment for de- countries ranging from the formerly centrally
veloping countries is expected to be better in the planned, to the war ravaged, to Sub-Saharan African
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Table 7-1 Developing country growth summary

CDP GDP per capita

Region 7970-92 1982-92 1992-2002 7970-92 1982-92 1992-2002
All developing countries 3.8 2.7 4.7 1.7 0.8 2.9
I.MICs excluding Fsu 4.1 3.4 5.2 1.9 1.3 3.3
LMIC, excluding EEUR/FSU 4.3 3.8 5.3 2.1 1.7 3.4
Low-incomecountries 5.2 6.1 6.3 3.0 4.0 4.4

China and India 5.8 7.4 6.9 3.8 5.6 5.4
Middle-incomecountries 3.3 1.5 3.9 1.4 -0.3 2.3

Excluding EEUR/FSU 3.8 2.7 4.6 1.4 0.4 2.5

Source: World Bank, baseline f recast. Februarv lW3.

countries with weak infrastructure and disadvan- Developing-country trade prospects
taged export markets.

The external financing outlook for countries with Developing-country export growth is expected to
market access (mainly middle-income plus a few pick up strongly in the coming years, at a rate almost
large low-income) is for increasing access to private- twice as fast in the 1990s as during the two preceding
source funds sufficient to finance the higher growth. decades (1970-90), on average. To a large extent this
(For developing countries as a whole, domestic in- acceleration is the result of the growing importance
vestment is expected to rise faster than domestic of East Asia: persistently fast-growing Asian exports
savings, implying a greater use of external finance.) are now weighted far more heavily in the developing
For aid-reliant countries, particularly new claimants, country totals than used to be the case (figure 7-1).
the outlook is less promising. In the baseline projec- For Asia there is expected to be little tapering off in
tions, slowly growing (in real terms) aid funds are its above-average export growth, as emerging
distributed largely to existing recipients. "growth triangles" (triplets ofgeographically-associ-

ated countries, typically with complementary factor
Environmental management endowments) boost intraregional market shares.

Viewed by region, the most notable improvements
Without sound national policies and effective man- in performance will be in Latin America, reflecting
agement, the developing world's growing scale of domestic policies, and in the Middle East and North
economic activity in the 1990s could pose serious Africa, where oil exports were curbed by high or
challenges for environmental management, with ac- rising prices in the 1970s and 1980s. Sub-Saharan
celerated economic growth increasingly putting Africa's exports (which in 1990 were still about 90
pressure on the natural environment. Industrial and percent concentrated in primary commodities),
energy-related pollution (local and global), defores- while showing some pickup in 1993-94, will con-
tation caused by commercial logging, and overuse of tinue in the medium term to grow more slowly than
water resources are the result of economic expansion the developing country mean. Eastern Europe and
that fails to take account of the value of the environ- the FSU may barely recoup their recent contractions
menL However, the adverse impact of economic in exports by the end of the decade.
growth on environmental degradation can begreatly What are the implications for imports? The fastest
reduced, and the physical limitation of natural re- growing developing-country markets for imports
sources need not necessarily constrain growth. Ris- will be those countries whose own exports are doing
ing incomes combined with sound policies and well, supporting good growth of overall income,
institutions can form the basis for environmentally improving creditworthiness, and, hence, attracting
sustainable development. large infusions of capital. Imports into China and

The challenge for developing countries is to build India together are expected to grow twice as fast as
the recognition of environmental scarcity into their world trade in the 1990s. By 2002 the Chinese Eco-
decisionmaking process by paying attention to nomic Area (CEA, comprising China, Hong Kong,
incentives affecting human behavior and policies and Taiwan, China) will be importing more, in dollar
overcoming market and policy failures. With effec- value, than Japan. The rest of Asia will grow almost
tive policies and institutions, developing countries as fast as China and India.
can achieve sustainable growth in the coming Latin America's import growth, following a surge
decades. of more than 20 percent in 1991, will consistently
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Reductions in birth rates and fertility rates, which
Figure 7-1 Growth of export volume of developing had already occurred in the late 1970s and 1980s, are
countries expected to translate into slower labor force growth
(rzvrant%v ni,ismaal l3erm'tchrtzllFe) in the years to come. Especially noteworthy are the

changesœ in China, India, and Mexico, where the an-
Pcrcent nual growth rates of the labor force are projected to
10 be 1.8 percent, 1.7 percent, and 2.7 percent, respec-

Shart of tively, compared with the actual rates for the 1980s
8 Asia in of 2.1 percent, 2.0 percent, and 3.1 percent, respec-develciping tively.

*; e-prts coThe implied growth rate of the capital stock, how-
61q7(:12Y1 ever, is projected to be more rapid in the 1990s than
I 9,2: 38.0' in the 1980s for most developing countries. Here the

4 . _ - projections suggest that two kinds of broad forces
will be at work: increased availability of savings, on
the one hand, and a rising demand for investment

2 resources, on the other. Underlying both forces is the
implicit view of an ongoing improvement in the

0 institutional and policy framework in developing
1960-70 1970-92 1992-2002 countries. Reforms in macroeconomic and trade pol-

icies, as well as programs to restructure financial
All developing Asian developing systems and reduce the size of the public seLtor, are
countries countries all expected to raise domestic savings rates, encour-

age inflows of equity and portfolio capital, and
So/,rrar World Bank proKrtions. strengthen incentives to invest.

In most countries, however, it is the rate of TFP
growth that is the most important source of GDP

outpace world trade growth during the next ten growth implicit in the projections for the 1990s. For
years and indeed show some tendency to accelerate a sample of about fifty developing countries, the
after 1994, assuming the forecast recovery in Brazil. implicit averageTFP growth was nearly zero in 1980-

Even though Eastern Europe and the FSU may be 91 but is expected to rise to 1.1 percent a year in
importing little more in 2000 than in 1990, develop- 1991-2002. What could possiblv stimulate this accel-
ing countries as a group will be persistently increas- eration in efficiency growth? Among the important
ing their shares in world imports. factors are likelv to be the expansion of trade and an

increase in the level of education of the labor force.
Supply-side sources of growth The liberalization of trade policies in developing

countries and the expansion of demand in industrial
Although the international economic environment is countrv markets are together expected to lav the
likely to help developing country growth prospects foundation for an acceleration of export growth. As
in thenextdecade, the predominantgrowth stimulus noted earlier, exports of manufactures are expected
in these countries is expected to be generated from to grow at a significantlv higher pace, and the aver-
within. This is best examined from the perspective of age share of trade in GDIl is expected to rise. The
the supply-side sources of growth. The rate of evidencesuggeststhatthegreatertheopennessofan
growth of potential output in an economy can be economy(measured bvtheshareoftradeinGDP),the
traced to two sources-first, the rate of expansion of higher that economy's TFP growth tends to be. There
productive resources, namely labor and capital; and could be several reasons why: first, export opportu-
second, improvements in the efficiency with which nities tend to pull capital and labor resources into
these resources are combined in production. The more productive occupations; second, better export
latter source can also be called the growth of total performance permits higher levels of imports of cap-
factor productivity (TFP) (box 7-1). In terms of labor, ital goods (machinerv and equipment), which, in
its projected growth is not considered an important turn, provide access to the latest production technol-
factor underlying the projected acceleration of CDP ogies that these imports embodv. Third, export ri-
growth in developing countries in the next decade. valry and import competition encourage innovation
In fact, the growth rate of the labor force in develop- and competitiveness; and fourth, trade opens new
ing countries during the 1990s is expected to decline channels o; information that help keep track of new
marginally when compared to the rate of the 1980s. products, the latest production and managerial tech-
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;-iftrf and e e Co es since'1960

"n: econ mica aboproductIvl~y~ econoies, this has been soldy due to a more rapid
* zutput perinnltIabori. fIts.jartlal:.. accumlation of capitalandafastergrowth of thelabor
s_sonlyneofseemlfactoinput fo'e. Iiideed, the growiof Twin devel countries
roces.1 Te conicept of total-1actor hasbeenlowerthan thatinhigh-inmeeconomles(03

_s_ 'i;,shliiotonpm- pein theperlod 1960-91 compaed tol.1 prcent
s. -iaas teratiof in high- m ecnomies).? In addition, the results
neasure of labor as w els capital, :.point to a trn of dedinhig nP gowthdin developing
;r'inpu :.L cotries,-fom13 percent per year in 1960-73, to 0.6

is-of rtesteis not on lsbut on peent per year in 197380, to 0.1 percent a year in
m~gro~ratesofoutpotjSD:p),the '- 19809. -.- :0
.-UiUnder com nlyue assump- But the trend In Tr growth in developing counties

at production teinuology exhibits asawholenaskscDnsiderableregionaldiffenenes.For
nt retrs to scale and that firts example,theLatinAmericaandCarleanregionmade

.pproprzateweightsfior,formngthe TFP gains-in the 1.5 percent per year range during the
Leasure are the respective value 1960s but exhibited zero n growth in the 1970s and
capital in output.In tis analysis, nearlyl pFr,ntannualdeclinefollowigthedebtcrisis.

--itthehigest(economywide) level wr growth was virtually stagnant MinSub-Saharan Af-
where the factor inputs are ma- rica during1960-70buthas showna modestupturnin:~ adis,inejts, the main elements the 1980s. In sharp contrast, TFP gowwth for East Asia
,-uted rw growth rate are quality and the Pacific has been sgnficandy higher than that
capita1stock,increasddsk illof ie- 'of otedeveloping rion,espedalyin the 1970s and
d sectoral alloction of resources, 1980s when it was also double that of the high4ncome

_:_iathis not alrady embodied in economies. AndinEastAsiaandthePadflc,TPgrowth
: .'- -: ::- - -- --.-- ., eaveraged 0.8 perent peryearinthe 1960s but halved
ihisanialysis-thealctorsharesfor after the 1973 oil shocr it recovered subsquently to
i iobe 60 pecentrraborand40 ---reach 1l7 percent per year n the l980s.

Studies of; income-sbam suggest A central feature of-the ecast in ts book is a
itries within-alO percentage point - revesal in. the oveall developing country trend
Is, and-varations within thisrange - through gradual -recovery in latin America, acceera-
HIy affect the broad condusions tion of the ceconomc and trade refoms in Sub-
Thecapitalstocdseriesaredeid'-ed Saharan Aftica, and continued steady economic
.ventory method from investment East Asia and the Pacificr
for most countries.The forecasts of
are part of the i forecast L With the above datla the glwiw rate of Tw, g, i s coan-

k.The.laborinputs areproxiedby. putedas
-tivepopulation taken from Lo' -

lure was adopted to -estimate the whereg , stads for the aos gowth rate of in logarithmnc
enty-two high-income economies pershae aaogm the I i lbor, L
id ndmiddle-mumme'eonomfes for andtisl98Otandl992-2002Z:rpresent3purposes,the

91L The results show that althugh c wpamtasd gesha been e rtedtoarit-
one have, on average, meticoes.)
rowthratesthanhhavehigh-mcome 2 The numbers report are median estimates.

ket and consumer trends, and in intemational markets. Better educated labor helps
-hanges. firms absorb and adjust rapidly to changes in tech-
cation of the labor force are also nology,productmix,and workpractices. Even labor-
sitive effect on TFP growth. The intensive industries in developing countries can be
ition of the workforce in devel- more competitive internationally if they have better
been rising steadily over the educated labor.
ars of schooling in 1970 to 3.7 To summarize,economicand institutional reforms
years in 1987, the last year for already underway in manydevelopingcountriesare

: ble. Economies require contin- expected to raise GDP growth in the 1990sby acceler-
'n the education and skill level ating capital accumulation and promoting produc-

"hey are to remain competitive tion efficiency. Three factors-higher savings and
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investment, improvements in the average level of expected higher investment: lower interest rates will
education, and increased openness in trade-can mean lower interest payments abroad, and capital
provide a potent combination for boosting the inter- flight is not expected to occur as it did in the latter
national competitiveness of these economies and part of the 1970s and in the 1980s. Whereas most
quickening the pace of economic development. external capital originated from private creditors

(mostly commercial banks) in the 1970s and from
Prospects by region official creditors in the 1980s, it is expected that a

greater reliance on foreign direct investment will
The foregoing picture (table 7-2) conceals a wide occur in the 1990s. Portfolio capital is expected to
variation by region. For some regions, past reforms become an increasing source of foreign capital, al-
and ready access to external finance offer the hope of though not on the scale of the past few years (1989-
sustained growth. For others, poor infrastructure, 92), while it is also expected that there will be some
weak human skills, macroinstability, and the uncer- return of lending from commercial banks in the form
tainty over fundamental structural reforms continue of project finance associated with infrastructure.
to pose problems. There are downside risks to these projections.

In Latin Anerica, GDP growth of around 4 percent First, the regional aggregates are heavily influenced
per year is achievable in the 1 990s if countries can by the performance of Brazil and, thus, by the uncer-
persevere in improved domestic policies and, in the tainty attached to that country's envisaged policy
case of Brazil, adopt credible policies of macroeco- turnaround. Second, the amount of external capital
nomic stabilization. The evidence from Chile and may be less than expected because of somecountries'
Mexico, to date, has given other countries the im- unwillingness or inability to implement necessary
petus to embark on policy reforms directed toward policy reforms on a timely basis. Third, the acceler-
increasing domestic savings, keeping inflation in atedexportgrowthenvisioned-akeyassumptionin
check, improving public finance (especially increas- the baseline-may not materialize because of slower
ing revenues), liberalizing trade, and inducing for- export market growth in the near term and, in some
eign capital and flight capital to return. The baseline countries, because of a lack of supporting infrastruc-
projections assume that this trend will continue, and ture. Without an improved export performance, the
it is expected that the domestic savings-to-GDP ratio high rates of import growth (recently being financed
will rise by more than 4 percentage points (table 7-3). by largecapital inflows into countries such as Argen-

The investment-to-GDP ratio in the 1990s is ex- tina, Mexico, and Venezuela) will prove to be unsus-
pected to rise byabout5 percentagepoints compared tainable. Fourth, higher than projected interest rates
to the depressed levels in the 1980s. It is expected that may raise net factor payments and reduce the amount
increased investment will come more from the pri- of domestic savings available for investmenL
vate sector, the result of privatization programs in a In an extreme case, it could be argued that there is
number of countries (Argentina, Chile, and Mexico), the possibility of another external financing crisis in
which have attracted both local and foreign invest- this region if the international environment deterio-
ors. However, public investment in infrastructure- rates, although this would be a different type of
which had been neglected in the 1980s-is also problem, stemmingfrom the volatilityof someof the
expected to complement private investment. newer capital flows. The principal safeguard against

Foreign savings (the counterpart to the current a renewed crisis mustbeperseverance in policy reform;
account deficit) in the 1990s are projected to run at other safeguards include thegreatershare of equity in
about the same level as in the 1970s and, paradoxi- external finance and improved fiscal positions.
cally, not much higher than in the 1980s. Two factors In Sub-Sahmra,z Africa, GDP growth is projected to
in the current decade reconcile this outlook with rise-thanks to the projected break in the declining

Table 7-2 Forecast summary. all developing countries
(prrcent per year)

Baseline
Groji'th rates 1970-80 1980-90 1990-2000 1982-92 1992-2W2
GDP 5.2 3.1 3.7 2.7 4.7
Consumption per capita 3.4 1.0 1.9 0.8 2.6
GDP per capita 3.0 1.1 1.9 0.8 2.9

Source: World Bank. baseline forecast. Februarv 1993.
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structural reforms (such as Ghana and Uganda) has
Table 7-3 Forecast summary: Latin America been favorable, it is now evident that this growth
and the Caribbean spurt cannot be sustained without heavy investment
(percllf perwyar) in infrastructure, both physical and managerial-

Baseline labor skills.
Groutl t rates 1982-92 1992-20012 External finai. ing in the 1990s will continue to be
GDI' 1.9 3.9 dominated by credit on concessional terms from of-
Consumption per capita -0.1 1.6 ficial sources-about two-thirds of all external fi-
GDI'per capita -0.2 2.1 nancing-while foreign private investment is

Souirce: World Bank. baieline fore.cast, February 913. expected to rise in its share of total financing from
about 20 percent (in the 1970s and 1980s) to about 25
percent. The prospects for attracting foreign invest-
ment are limited to a few of the large countries asso-
ciated with natural resources (for example, C6te

trend of real commodity prices-but to-remain d'lvoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, and
among the lowest in developingcountries(table7-4). Zimbabwe), while the majority of countries will have
In about fifteen countries, accounting for about half limited access to this source of financing until supply
the region's output, a strong commitment to adjust- bottlenecks can be addressed (through better infra-
ment policies is already in place, providing the basis structure, including telecommunicationsand airand
for growth acceleration that is likely to be enhanced land services).
by less unfavorable external conditions. In another The outlook for Sub-Saharan Africa is especially
ten countries, accounting for 25 percent of the fragile, with the biggest risks being a continuation of
region's output, a diminishing of civil strife would the deterioration in the terms of trade and continua-
be the kev to economic progress, turning the GDP tion of political unrest. There are some factors that
declines of the past decade into small but sustainable need to be addressed.
increase, during the next. Nevertheless, extremely First, the baseline projection assumed no major
lowsavings ratios (averagingabout13percent of GDP adverse conditions with respect to the weather and
in the 1980s), along with factor payments of another internal conflicts. Serious environmental degrada-
3 percent to repay loans and profit remittances from tion over the course of past decades (f.or example, the
past borrowing and investment, make prospective high level of wood usage for fuel ias caused an
investment ratios the lowest among developing encroachment of the Sahara desert oi -to previously
countries (about 16 percent in the 1980s). These con- productive land) has made Africa more susceptible to
ditions are insufficient to allow output growth to be droughts than any other continent.
much higher than population growth in the 1990s, Second, the potential impact of the AIDS epidemic
even under the current baseline assumption that do- on economic growth is serious, although it has not
mestic policies in most countries will improve in the yet been quantified for many countries. In Malawi it
1990s. has been estimated that between 20-30 percent of the

Export growth s expected to increase in response active labor force may be infected, while in Uganda
to more liberalized trade regimes, but the current it has been recognized as a serious problem. Re-
composition of exports, with its heavy reliance on sources are already being diverted from other prior-
commodity goods, along with the lack of adequate ity areas to AIDS-related treatment, but with limited
supporting infrastructure, will limit Africa's ability available resources other diseases long thought of as
to raise its export potential rapidly. Although the being under control (such as tuberculosis) are in-
initial response in countries that have implemented creasing. The severe health and other social problems

facing most countries in Africa will divert re-
sources from badly needed infrastructure and labor-

Table 7-4 Forecast summary Sub-Saharan Africa skill development.
(pcrceit perrYwar) ) - - Third, the high level of ODA flows to Africa may

Baseline not be forthcoming as easilv as in the 1980s because
Growth rates _ _ __- 1 982-92 _1992-2002 of an increase in demand from other countries (such
GDP 2.0 3.7 as Viet Nam and some of the FSU states ) and increas-
Consumption per capita -1.3 0.4 ing donor scrutinv of domestic policies. Although a
GDP per capita -1.1 0.6 n

____________ _ _ __ _ - continuation of past resource flows has bxeen incor-
Note: Excludes Republic of South Africa. porated into the baseline projections, there is risk of
Sojrce: World Bank. baseline forecast, February 1993. a lower availability, which could result in severe

reductions in investment and consumption.
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Poverty is expected to increase. Even in the base- toan expected averageof 36 percent in the 1990s. This
line projection, the number of poor in Africa would expectation forms the basis for investment also to
increase from about 200 million in 1990 to roughly rise, to average almost 38 percent annually in the
300 million by 2000. This projected 50 percent in- 1990s. The solid creditworthiness of most of these
crease is the largest among developing regions and economies is expected to afford them good access to
will undoubtedly place greater pressure on govern- the international capital markets. In particular,
ments to divert resources for provision of a social strong inflows of FDI are expected both to finance
safetyn iet. manufactures exporters and to enhance domestic

The low-case scenario for the international envi- efficiency. Korea, Malaysia, and Thailand will seek
ronment carries very gloomy implications for this external finance to tackle infrastructure bottlenecks,
region: lower growth in the industrial world in the Indonesia and the Philippines to support economic
near term would undoubtedly mean furtherdeclines reform.
in commodity prices. In addition, budget constraints The principal risks-and they are sizable-to this
in the industrial countries would affect the supply of optimistic outlook are increased trade protectionism
ODA. Since Africa is particularly dependent on pri- in major industrial countries and a prolonged Japan-
mary commodities, the prospect would be one of ese recession.
negative growth of per capita GDr and consumption Rapid growth in the 1980s has already had its
and rising sociopolitical tensions. The number of effects on poverty in the region, where the number
poor could easily double under this scenario. of poor below the poverty line has fallen from 180

In East Asia, GDP is expected to grow at about 7.3 million in 1985 to around 170 million in 1990, and
percent annually during the 1990s, slightly less than continued fast growth in the 1990s should allow the
during the 1980s but significantly higher than the number of poor to decline to around 70 million by
average for developing countries as a whole (table the end of the decade.
7-5). China, which accounts for half of the region's
production and two-thirds of the population, is a Fourth growth pole
principal cause of the region's high growth pros-
pects. A second reason for high expected growth is The dvnamism of the East Asian economies is an
the expected continuation of high savings rates. important factor in understanding the optimistic
Growth is not uniformly high for all countries in the projections for developing country growth and
region, however: China, Korea, Malaysia, and Thai- trade, despite a comparatively indifferent perfor-
land are expected to grow in the 7-8 percent range mancebyoEcDeconomies. Within EastAsia, theCEA
annually; Fiji, Indonesia, Philippines, and Viet Nam isarguablybecoming the "fourthgrowth pole" of the
are expected to grow in the 45-7 percent range while global economy (box 7-2). The key characteristics of
Myanmar and Papua New Guinea may experience this growth pole may be identified as follows: large
about 3 percent annual growth. and growingeconomicmass, stronglyaffectingother

Exports are still a central driving force behind this economies; persistence of medium-term growth in
high growth projection although domestic demand the face of shifting external circumstances; and high
is expected to become more important in some of the degree of sustainability of long-term growth, as
higher-income countries, such as Korea and Thailand. illustrated by the following points:
Trade within the Asia region is expected to compensate
for slower growth in industrial countries. * CEA imports are almost two-thirds as large as

Domestic savings (as a ratio to CDP) in the region Japan's and could exceed them by the year 2002
areamong the highest in the world, rising from about according to present growth trends.
28 percent in the 1970s to 32 percent in the 1980s and * It is likely that China's GDP valued at national

prices (converted to dollars at the official for-
eign exchange rate) greatly understates China's
relative economic size. But even with this mea-

Table 7-5 Forecast summary. East Asia sure, CEA's GDP by 2002 will rank well ahead of
(perce1t per ye-r) that of France, Italy, and the United Kingdom,

B&seline and it will be three to four times the size of
Grwthrates -__1982-927 1992-20027 India's GDP or that of the FSU.
GDP 8.0 7.3* If output of goods and services were valued at
Consumption percapita 5.2 5.9 standard lcr and if current price relationships
GDP per capita 6.4 5.9

________ _ remained unchanged, the CEA would rank far
Source: World Bank, baseline forecast, February 1993. ahead of both Germany and Japan in GDP by

2002 and would be approaching the size of the
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Bo 7i-2 Global significance of a fourth gw wth pole

If present epectations are valid, the global economy .China's low-wage but sklledl.abor Coutbiessu as-
willbeinfluencedin manywaysbythedevelopmentof Malysia and -alhand wil Lbe aJusftuil -to'the CWaxs
the Chinese Economic Area as a pnowth pole. . itnadsr byovingntoheavyid_stn o

As a leading market, the CEA will aise the potential intensive products. . ... .

growth rate of many countries, es y those whose The correlations ofcEAshortm growth-atesnd
exports to the Curepresent a significant share of GDP, those of the G-3 nat t,,ela ylow iot.2,as
such as Malaysia (63 percent), other AsEAN coun- compared with about.4among theG-.Coii

itnes and Korea (about 3 percent), Chile (1.8 percent), of coimtry gwth ras with the'words iate
Japan (1.3 percent), and ten other large countries that cofr this point: this -coration for Ciina is O.2
are now exporting more than 1 percent of their GDP to whereas those for Germany, Japan, and ,the Uliited
the cE. States are in the range of 0.7 (for the priod 1966-.9b

Asacompetitor,thecEAwilldisplaceoutputinoher Thfore, the CEA will contrte- to the:short-te
dekloping countries,asChinaitsef divemifiesbeyond stabiityinglobaeonmicactivity.Evenmthepresent.
itspresentexportstaplesofdlothingfootwear,andtoys, global slowdown, the CEA is.-a signififc shod-term
anong other things. Industries of emerging compara- counteryl fore in the Padflcisinisdoes not--
tive advantage for the CEA will be lower-technology, imply, however, that the CEA'S:owth perfomance-
labor-itensive products such as funiture, plastics, couldreadily s aprhtctedlossofU.Sorother
basic tools, and electrical equipumet-benefitting fim majormarkets.) -

United States-although in per capita terms its the next ten years, is more persistent than that
income would still be only a fraction of that in of major industrial countries.
the United States (table 7-6). The potential size * Potential sustainability of long-term growth de-
of the CEA market is thus huge. pends in part on how far a country has pro-
T The CEA has very large holdings of international gressed along its potential path of development.
reserves, and although these aggregates are Asalreadynoted,thecEA'soutputpercapitain
highly volatile, they are expected to continue to 2002 will still be low (even on an ICP basis).
rise as a result of current account surpluses and Other structural ratios such as share of popula-
continued capital inflow during the next few tion in agriculture, capital-labor ratios, and nat-
years. ural resource endowments suggest that the CEA
T The CEA's growth rate, which has averaged in will still be at an early stage of development in
excess of 7 percent a year since 1962 and which 2002 and, thus, could potentially sustain a lead-
is expected to maintain or exceed this level over ership role in growth for a very long time.

Table 7-6 GDP comparisons for four economies: market price and standard international
price estimates
(trilltons of U.S. dollars)

At mrarkef price. At standard_ intermntioial prices
Per capita income

coiinfry 1991 2f(12 199¶r' 20 0 2b (USS)
Chinese Economic Area 0.6 2.5 2.5 9.8 7,300
United States 5.5 9.9 5.4 9.7 36,000
Japan 3.4 7.0 2.1 4.9 37,900
Germany 1.7 3.4 1.3 3.1 39,100

a. The source of these estimates is World Bank World Dsr loinnent Rqport 1992 (except Taiwan, China). Estimates vary widely. however.
The icr estimate for China in 1990 may be conservative. For instance, the Summers and Heston icr estimate for 1985 was US 52.6 trillion
for China alone (Summers and Heston 1988).
b. Per capita figures areinparentheses. expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars. In making the icr projections, it is simply ascumed that rDp
at icr will increase at a similar percentage rate as cGn' at market prices. This growth rate is an upper bound for the CEA because icrs tend to
rise more slowly than market prices at official exchange rates as relative income per capita rises (reflecting the higher relative price of
services in high-income economies).
Souirce: World Bank, baseline forecast, February 1993.
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In Souttht Asia growth is dominated by the outlook The largest number of poor in the world live in the
for the Indian economy, where an average growth South Asia region, estimated at 560 million in 1990,
rate of about 5 percent annually in the 1990s is pro- compared to530 million in 1985. Thecurrentbaseline
jected, with slower growth in the near term as India projection for the region suggest that the number of
undergoesadjustment, and fastergrowth in thesecond poor is expected to decline by the end of the decade,
half of the 1990s as these reforms bear fruit (table 7-7). but, at around 500 million, the area will remain with

The savings-to-CDP ratio in South Asia was low in the greatest concentration of poverty. Undoubtedly
the 1970s but has been steadily increasing-to about there are serious downside risks that this reduction
17.5 percent in the 1980s-and is expected to con- will not materialize. If export growth were less favor-
tinue this trend to average about 21 percent annually able than projected and if external finance became a
in the 1990s. Transfers from official sources and more serious constraint (because of creditworthiness
workers' remittances have been as high as 3 percent concems), growth in the region would decline by
of GDP and haveallowed the investment-to-GDIO ratio around 0.6 percent annually, and the numberof poor
to stand at about 4 percentage points higher than the would rise.
savings ratio. In the Middle East and Northt Africa growth pros-

The importance of workers' remittances is ex- pects are mixed. Some acceleration from 1.6 percent
pected to decline in the 1990s compared to the 1980s per year in 1982-92 to over 4 percent annually in
as a result of experience in the Middle East during 1992-2002 is projected, mainly because of an ex-
the Gulf crisis. Instead, savings held in the Middle pected rise in oil prices in the second half of the 1990s
East by workers residing there prior to 1990 have and continued recovery from the 1991 Gulf crisis.
found their way into the economies in the South Asia Iran (30 percent of the region's GDP) and Morocco
region, largely in the form of foreign account bank are projected to grow in the 4.5-5 percent range
deposits, with the potential for equity investment. per year; Algeria, Egypt, and Tunisia in the 3-4 per-
Additionally, the region is expected to attract sub- cent range annually; and Saudi Arabia in the 2-3
stantial inflows of portfolio equity capital as stock percent range (table 7-8).
markets are opened up and investor protection and Export growth is mainly determined by oil exports
trading and settlement procedures are im- and is assumed to average around 4 percent annu-
proved. The South Asia region has traditionally ally, sufficiently low to allow oil prices to rise in the
attracted little FDi but could potentially attract large second half of the 1990s. A central player will be Iran
amounts if it were to undertake thorough regulatory where huge reserves of natural gas are expected to
reform. be exploited in the longer run, supplementing its

Two key assumptions underpin the projections for plans to bring oil production back to the levels of the
India and, hence, for the region. First, export growth late 1970s. In Egypt, non-oil exports are expected to
is expected toaccelerate to around 8 percent annually increase in response to the privatization reforms,
in the 1990s compared to about 5.6 percent in the while in Morocco, export growth is expected to slow
1980s, in spite of India losing between 15-20 percent to around 6.5 percent in the 1990s, compared to 8.6
of its export market in the FSU. Second, it is projected percent in the second half of the 1980s.
that India will be able to sustain a current account Risks of lower oil prices in the short term, perhaps
deficit equivalent to about 1.4 percent of GDP, fi- due to a breakdown of OPEC discipline, place the
nanced mainly from private investors and creditors. oil-dependent economies in this region in a vulnera-
Weakness in export performance or less foreign in- blesituation. For countriessuch as Algeria and Egypt
vestor confidence will cause a substantial lowering this could undermine the implementation of policy
of growth rates below the baseline.

Table 7-8 Forecast summary: Middle East
Table 7-7 Forecast summary. South Asia and North Africa
(percent 1x ryear) (percint ppr year)

Baseline Baselinie
Growth rates 7982-92 1992-2002 Groa'th rates 1982-92 1992-2002
GDP 5.2 5.3 GDP 1.6 4.5
Consumption per capita 3.1 2.7 Consumptionpercapita -0.9 0.8
GDP per capita 2.9 3.4 GDP per capita -1.5 1.6

Source: World Bank, baseline forecast, February 1993. Source: World Bank, baseline forecast, February 1993.
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reforms. The number of poor is expected to increase loans, debt relief, and general balance of payments
from 70 million in 1990 to around 90 million by the financing) is vital. Coupled with macroeconomic sta-
end of the decade, under the baseline forecast. bilization and enterprise reform, such support can

In Eutrope and Central Asia forecasts of growth are help sustain reform, leading eventually to renewed
subject to the greatest degree of uncertainty. Under privatesectorconfidence. Thissupport is assumed in
the base scenario, GDP growth is expected to acceler- the projections.
ate from zero percent annual growth in the 1980s to The number of poor in these formerly centrally
over 2 percent annually in the 1990s, thanks to struc- planned economies is expected to rise sharply in the
tural reformns and the move to a market economy. near term, especially in some of the poorer Central
Most of this growth is expected to take place at the Asian economies of the FSU. However, there are no
end of the decade and would merely return produc- reliable estimates of the extent of poverty.
tion to the levels of the 1980s. Hungary, Poland, and
the formerCzechoslovakia, however, areexpected to Downside scenario
return to positive growth earlier. There are great risks
that the process of recovery and growth may be even The principal external risks to the foregoing projec-
longer than currently envisioned in the baseline tions are that there would be a prolonged recession
(table 7-9). in Germany and Japan, a continuing rise in OECD un-

Most developing countries in this region have re- employment along with a failure of some OECD coun-
cently adopted fundamental reform policies to trans- tries to improve public savings performnance, and
form centrally planned economies with growing protectionism in the industrial countries.
predominantly state-owned industries into more dy- This would result in developing country growth of
namic and private sector-led economies. Com- about 1.6 percent of GDP lower during 1992 to 2002
prehensive price liberalizations have already taken (figure 7-2).
place, whichlay thefoundation fora betterallocation This kind of downside scenario could be associ-
of resources through market incentives. Typically, ated with the following unfavorable near-term de-
such reformns have led to sharp falls in output, asso- velopments in the three largest economies:
ciated with domestic enterprise restructuring and Germany. Delayed recovery in the Eastern German
trade reorientation, with the extent and timing of LUnd'er, combined with recession in the West, may
recovery highly uncertain. lead to larger g. i -ernment deficits as well as stronger

If the reforms succeed, as the baseline forecast wage-push prt:sure in both the East and West,
assumes, the economies of Eastern Europe and Cen- caused in part by disappointed expectations. Such
tral Asia are expected to attain a trend in growth in forces could delay expected cuts in interest rates,
CDP of about 4-5 percent by the second half of the leaving the rest of Europe with higher financial risk.
decade. The principal risk that could undermine this Japan. Recovery of reasonable growth is achieved,
forecast is that political and social pressures could helped by fiscal stimulus, but it would be later (1995)
halt reform. Unemployment and the bankruptcy of and at a slower pace. The corrections to the phenom-
state enterprises will generate pressures for credit enal boom of the late 1980s (cumulative gross fixed
that in the absence of monetary control could lead to investment over the four years 1986 to 1989
hyperinflation. amounted to about US$ 3 trillion)1 take longer than

In such a situation of great uncertainty, the contin- expected. Private investor and consumer confidence
uing external financial support of the official sector and the ability of the financial sector to lend in the
(in the form of food aid, export credits, concessional wake of the collapse of asset values may be impaired,

as export markets weaken further.
United States. Recovery continues but at a slower

pace than the baseline forecast, as the "old " problems
Table 7-9 Forecast summary: developing of the reduction of defense spending and the over-
countries in Europe and Central Asia hang of commercial real estate combine with the
(percentperyear) "new' problems of slower exports to depress

B&selite growth. The Clinton administration's fiscal program
Growti mrtes 1982-92 1992-2002 may lead to frustrated expectations if the program
CDP -0.4 2.1 taken as a whole-the spending side as well as the
Consumption per capita -1.1 1.4 tax side-is not firmly implemented. The cost of such
CDP per capita -1.3 1.4 an outcome would be higher long-term real interest

Source' World Bank, baseline forecast, Februav 1993. rates than in the baseline, receding consumer and
investor confidence, and GDP growth during 1993-94
about 1 percent lower than in the baseline.
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Figure 7-2 Comparison of baseline and low-case scenarios, GDP: 1985-2002
(antirage ati mud lercetaktge ci,hai,,~.e
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&1tirce: World Bank projections.

The combination of higher real interest rates, lower * The real price of oil does not rise after 1995.
OECD growth, declining real prices for non-oil com- * Real non-oil commodity prices decline at a rate
modities, and a sharp fall in the growth of world of about 1 percent per year (as they did during
trade(table7-10) reduces thegrowth rate of develop- 1965-80), which is nevertheless a less steep de-
ing country GDP in the low case. Longer-term aspects cline than in the 1980s, thanks to growing devel-
of the downside scenario include the following: oping country demand, especially from Asia.

* Inflation rates in the major industrial countries
* The differential of world trade growth over the are about 2 percent lower than projected in the

G-7's GDP growth falls from 3.1 percent in the baseline, and the level of nominal short-term
baseline to 1 percent-a level only slightly interest rates is about 150 basis points lower. Real
above that of the 1980s. The reduced protection- interest rates are thus 50 basis points higher.
ism envisaged in the baseline in the form of a
successful Uruguay Round is more than un- Most of these factors weaken the balance of pay-
done in the low case. ments position of developing countries as a group,

* Exportpricesofmanufacturedgoodsarenearly although some factors are positive for some coun-
flat. tries. Growth of developing country exports falls by
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Table 7-10 Comparison of baseline and low case: key indicators, 1992-2002
{Ipercenitikl charlll,.-s pA'r B71-rJ

1992-2)002

______________ 1965-80 198_-90 Baseline' LA_ Diff rice _
G-7 GDP 3.7 3.0 2.7 2.0 -0.7
0-3 real LIBOR 2.0 4.5 3.0 3.5 0.5
World trade (volume) 5.(J 3.7 5.8 3.0) -2.8
Real price of oil 12.4 -. 6 J0.8 0 AS.8
Real price of non-oil commodities -1.1 -5.0 0.8 -1.0 -1.8

Sgmrre: World Bank, bawline for.cist. Ftbruarv I'J3.

2.7 percent per year in volume terms during the next resolve to pursue policy reforms. Policy slippage, for
ten years, relative to the baseline. Slower export instance reversal of trade liberalization or fiscal lax-
growth combined with terms-of-trade losses are in- ity, would itself reduce growth.
strumental in driving the collective merchandise For developing countries as a whole, all of these
trade balance into bigger deficit, by a difference of outcomes will be present. Without attempting to
US$ 16 billion per year over the decade. This impact forecast country responses in detail, one case is to
is unevenly distributed, with Sub-Saharan Africa, keep the aggregate current account of the balance of
Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle payments unchanged-that is, to assume there is no
East and North Africa being hurt bv falling real change in the amount of extemal financing (relative
commodity prices, while Asia and Europe have to the baseline). In that case, model simu '.ions indi-
terms-of-trade gains (largely as a consequence of cate that GDP growth would fall by 1.6 percent per
their relative export concentration in manufactures). vear, relative to the baseline forecast, over the period
Lower nominal rates of interest help to offset the 1992-2002.
terms-of-trade losses by reducing debt service, espe- The response to a downside scenario is likelv to
cially for Latin America. vary considerably from region to region because of

If developing countries cut back their domestic varying vulnerability to poorer performance in the
demand and imports consistent with historical rela- industrial countries. Latin America fares badly in
tionships ("the unmanaged model-based estimate"), growth prospects because of an above-average de-
their collective current account deficit would rise cline in export growth and a potential inability to
substantially by roughly USS 40 billion annually. attract external finance in times of difficulty. In Sub-
This rise would find its counterpart in an equal in- Saharan Africa it is assumed that additional conces-
crease in the external financing requirement (aside sional finance is made available in the low case so
from any changes in foreign exchange reserves). that the reduction in import growth is less than that

Howcouldanindividualdevelopingcountrycope of exports; clearly this is an optimistic assumption.
with this additional, compensatory financing re- However, if this does not materialize, per capita GDP

quirement? One possibility is that additional exter- (and consumption) would decline in Sub-Saharan
nal finance may not be available because of Africa at an alarming rate. The Middle East and
creditworthiness concerns on the part of creditors. In North Africa would likely suffer a significant loss in
that event, the country would be forced to compress exports but could cushion the blow through external
its imports. A second possibility is that additional borrowing on the basis of anticipated oil revenues.
external finance may not be considered desirable South Asian exports, too, would suffer significantly,
because a debtor country considers it imprudent to but the adverse impact oii investment and growth is
increase its external liabilities. In thatevent, the coun- likely to be the most muted of any region except East
try would undertake adjustment (a reduction in do- Asia. Europe and Central Asia (which includes the
mestic demand ora depreciation of the real exchange Fsu) are vulnerable to protectionist sentiment, partic-
rate, or both). A third possibility is that additional ularly in the European Community, with serious
external finance is forthcoming and is used by the repercussions on growth, reflecting in part its need
country to finance the external change. In that event, to import capital goods. Finally, East Asia is also
imports would be maintained, but indebtedness vulnerable to protectionism.
would rise. The reduction in export growth of developing coun-

In addition to each of these possibilities there is the tries affects their GDP growth directly (column three in
danger that extemal strains might undermine the table 7-11) as well as indirectly through the tightened
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Table 7-11 Developing countries: effects on trade and output of the low case for the global economy,
1992-2002

Exports Imnports GOP

R(I) (2) (3 __
All developingcountries -2.7 -2.7 -1.6

Latin America and the Caribbean -3.3 -3.6 -2.1
Sub-Saharan Africa' -3.0 -2.7 -2.1
East Asia and the Pacific -2.5 -2.7 -1.1
South Asia -2.7 -2.6 -1.3
Middle East and North Africa -2.7 -2.1 -1.7
Europe and former Soviet Union -2.6 -2.4 -2.0

a. Excludes Republic of St uth Africa.
S urae: World Bank. baseline forecast Februarv 1I993.

current account constraint and the need to contain in 1992. In Latin America and the Caribbean and the
domestic absorption. The corresponding fall in GDP Middle East and North Africa, real per capita in-
growth is greatest in Latin America and Sub-Saharan comes will be about the same. But in East Asia and
Africa, which register the weakest export performance South Asia they will be much higher, albeit not as
and which traditionally have exhibited the greatest high as in the baseline forecast. This underlines an
difficulty in adjusting domestic savings and produc- important consequence of a poor global economy for
tion structures to extemal shocks. The fall in GDP development: it tends to intensify the poverty of weak
gr,owth is least in East Asia (particularly China), where economies while hurting strong economies less.
in the long run the capacity to adjust the savings rate
and to maintain investment growth has been demon- Notes
strated. In aDl regions, import growth falls relative to
GDP growth, partly a reflection of the less liberal trade 1. By wvay of comparison, gross fixed investment in the
regime assumed in this scenario. United States over the same period also amounted to USS

Cumulative differences in growth effects across 3 trillion but in an economy nearly twice as large.
regions are important for per capita incomes ten 2. Historical long-run 'elasticities" of LMIC imports with
years hence (table 7-12). If the low case prevails, real respect to coDr averaged about 1.3 in the 1970s and 1980s.
income per capita in both Sub-Saharan Africa and Theaverage 'elasticitv" in theshift from thebaselineto the
Europe and Central Asia will be lower in 2002 than low case is somewhat higher (1.7).

Table 7-12 Per capita GDP in the baseline and low case
(198 U.S. doiinrs., ba-d onz atzrket prices and cxcialne rantes)

2002
Regios__ 1992 estihnae Baseline Lo,
All developing countries 823 1,100 944

Latin America and the Caribbean 1,731 2,132 1.751
Sub-Saharan Africa' 348 369 301
East Asia and the Pacific 585 1,037 926
South Asia 355 498 438
Middle East and North Africa 1,941 2,281 1,925
Europe and Central Asia 1,701 1,960 1,641

a. Excludes Republic of South Africa.
Soutrce: World Bank, baseline forecast. Februarv 1993.
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Table 1 Exports of goods, 1991 Statistical Appendix
~rtUndleMSePa.u.US mUflan; avrWagemimiPostI r*W!WS.1U91(ii-.)Eledivamwmd Irauth MMS1191.1991M(

Expolsuuwt E0 EzPOMOMW111 E ExpsmGruWlb M1O

Low-Incorne Lower rnlddle4lcoeUpper mIddle-Income
Bangladesh 1.718 7.8 2.6 Algeri 11,790 3.5 2.5 Argenina 11.975 1.9 2.6
Benin . .. 3.0 Bolivia 849 6.0 1.8 Botswana . .. 2.7
Bhutan .. . .Bulgaria . .. 1.6 Brazil 31.610 3.6 2.8
Burkina Faso . .. 3.8 Cameroon 1.272 3.5 2.8 Gabon 3.183 7.4 2.5
Bururndi 92 3.9 2.4 Chile 8.552 5.7 3.1 Grec 8.647 4.4 2.4
Central African Rep. 133 2.1 ai Colombia 7.269 14.2 2.3 Hungary 10.180 1.8 2.0
Chad . .. 3.2 Congo i.455 5.8 2.3 Korea 71.672 11.8 3.4
China 72.875 11.3 4.6 Costa Rica 1.490 5.3 22 Mexico 27.120 2.0 2.4
Egypt Arab Rep. 3.887 3.0 2.3 C6te dilvoire 3.011 4.2 2.7 Oman 635 10.0 5.8
Ethiopia 276 -0.2 2.5 CzecAoslvakLa 16.317 -0.6 1.9 Portual 16.326 11.2 2.6
Ghana 992 6.3 2.5 Dominican Rep. 658 -3.9 2.3 Saudi Arabia 54.736 -1.9 as5
Guinea . .. 2.5 Ecuador 2.957 5.3 2.2 South Afric 24.164 2.0 3.1
Guinea-Bissau 28 4.9 2.5 El Salvador 367 -2.3 2.1 Trinidad & Tobago 1.985 -1.3 2.0
Haigi 103 -4.8 2.1 Guatemala 1.20 -0.1 2-2 Uruguay 1.574 2.9 2.5
Honduras 679 -0.6 2.4 Iran. Islamic Rep. . .. 3.1 Venezuela 15.127 0.8 2.3
rIndia 17.664 8.0 2.8 Jamaica 1.081 1.7 2.1 Yugoslava 13.953 .1.9 2.0
Indonesia 28.997 5.0 4.4 Jordan 879 5.7 1.3
Kernya 1.203 3a1 3.0 Malaysia 34.30 11.3 4.7 HIgh-Income
Lao PDR .. . .Mauritius 1,193 10.3 2.5 Auistraia 37.724 4.5 4.1
Lesofto . . 2.8 Morocco 4,278 6.3 2.5 Austria 41.082 6.5 2.3
Madagascar 344 0.2 2.8 Panama 333 -0.9 2.3 Belgium 118.22 4.9 2.6
Malavi 470 3.7 2.7 Papua New Guinea 1.361 6.7 3.7 Canada 124,797 5.8 2.5
Mali 354 9.7 3.5 Paraguay 737 11.7 2.1 Denmark 35.687- 5.1 2.5
Mauritania 438 4.1 2.5 Peru 3.307 1.7 3.0 Finlanid 23.081 2.5 2.4
Mozambiciue .. . .Philioppnes 8.754 3.8 3.6 France 212.686 3.7 2.6
Nepal 238 82 3.1 Poland 14.903 4.6 1.9 Germany 401.848 4.0 2.5
Nicargua 268 -2.6 2.3 Romania .. . l2. Hong Kong 29.738 4.4 4.6
Niger 385 4.3 2.4 Senegal 977 5.1 2.5 Ireland 24.24D 7.2 2.5
Nigeria 12071 4.0 2.4 Syrian Arab Rep. .. . O2. Israel 11.891 7.0 2.8
Pakistn 6.528 10.5 3.2 Thailand 28.324 14.7 3.6 Itay 169.365 3.1 2.6
Rwanda . .. 3.5 Tunisia 3.709 6.2 2.3 Japan 314.396 3.5 3.9
Sierra Leonie 145 3.7 2as Turkey 13.594 4.1 2.1 Netherlands 133.527 4.6 2.5
Sri Lanka 2.M2 6.6 2.6 New Zealand 9.26 3.5 3.5
Sudan 329 -2.6 3.7 Norway 34,037 8.0 2.4
Tanzania 394 -3.7 as5 Singapore 58.872 9.3 4.3
Togo 292 5.9 2.8 Spain 60.135 7.5 2.5
Uganida 200 -3.7 2.6 Sweden 55.043 3.6 2.6
Yemen Rep. .. .. 28 Switzerlanid 61,468 3.3 2.8
Zambia 1.082 2.2 4.2 United Kingdom 185.095 3.0 2.7
Zimbabwe 1.779 2.0 4.1 United States 397.705 5.0 3.3

Merchandise exports as share of GDP, 1991 Annual growth rate of exports. 1981 -91
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Table 2 Imports of goods, 1991 StatIstical Appendix
II rcludi.. Inpmls UsS mlEsnsBVW NW"g muu orwn rubift i-IUS (%). merelimwnis I.pedm sIm lOop (%)

IPe MON a m PR! 1 a-0om PR so FWum oh
Low-Income Lower mlddlencome Uppew middle-ncm
Barngladesh 3.470 4.9 14.8 Algeria 7.683 -8.5 1-7.9 ArgentIna 8.100 -3.7 6.3
Benin 398 -1.6 21.1 BoUvia 992 0.6 19.8 Botswana
Bhutan .. . .Bulgaria .. .Brazil 22959 2.1I 5.5s
Burkidna Faso 602 4.0" 21.9" Cameroon 1.448 -1.1 124" Gabon 806 -4.4 16.6
Burundi 254 -0.7 22.0 Chile 7.453 3.7 23.8 Greece 21.552 6.4 31.3
Central African Rep. 196 5.5 15.5 Colombia 4.967 -2.2 11.9 Hungary 11,371 1.0 36.9
Chad .. . .Congo 524 -3.8 18.0 Korea 81.251 11.3 28.7
China 63,791 9.3 17.3 Costa Rica 1.864 5.6 33.5 Mexico 38.184 3.4 13.5
EgypL Arab Rep. 7.862 -5.4 24.0 C6te drivoire 1.671 -1.2 17.5 Oman 3.113 -2.8 30.4
Ethiopia 1.031 2.8 15.6 Czechoslovakia 7.948 -6.8 24.0 Portugal 26.329 11.3 40A
Ghana 1.418 3.1 22.1 Dominican Rep. 1.729 1.6 24.1 Saudi Arabia 25.540 -10.5 23.5
Guinsea .. .. . Ecuador 2,328 -1.4 20.1 South Africa 17.503 -4.3 16.3
Guinea-Bissau 78 4.3" 37.1 El Salvador 885 -4.6 15.0 Trinidad & Tobago 1.667 -11.0 31.6
Haiti 374 -2.6 14.1 Guatemala 1.850 -0.7 19.8 Uruguay 1.552 2.3 16A
Honduras 880 -0.6 29.2 Iran, Islamic Rep. .. . .Venezujela 10.181 -7.0 19.1
India 2D.418 4.2 8.2 Jamaica 1,843 1.6 47.5 Yugoslavia 14.737 -1.1
Indonesia 25.869 1.8 22.2 Jordan 2Z507 -2.0 60.8
Kenya 2.034 3.0 24.6 Malaysia 35.183 7.4 74.9 HIgh-Incomre
Lao PDR .. . .Mauritius 1.575 12.9 58.5 Australia 39.480 4.7 132
Lesoftho. . MOMocc 6,872 4.2 24.9 Austnia 50.697 6A4 30.9
Madagascar 523 2.4 19.6 Panama 1.681 -1 .8 30.3 Belgium 121.038 4.2 61.5
iaJawi 719 4.2 32.8 Papua New Guinea 1.614 2.2 43.2 Canada 117.633 7.8 20.2

Mlqi 638 4.9 26.0 Paraguay 1.460 7.0 23.3 Denmark 321158 4.5 24.7
Mauritania 470 2.7 41.5 Peru 2,813 -6.9 5.8 Finland 21.708 4.7 17.4

M gzmbi .. . .. Philippine 12.145 3.9 27.0 France 230.258 4.2 19.2
Nepal 740 2.8 22.5 Poland 15.757 3.6 202 Germany 387.882 5.4 24.6
Nicaragu 748 -1.5 10.9 Romania .. .. . Hong Kong 100.2S5 1 1.8 123.1
Niger 431 -1.8 18.9 Senegal 1.407 3.7 24.4 Irelanid 20.755 4.2 47.8
Nigeria 6.525 -14.1 203.3 Syrian Arab Rep. 3.002 4.3 17.4 Israel 16.753 5.4 26.7
Paidstan 8.439 2.6 18.17 Thailand 37.408 12.4 40.1 ftaly 178.240 5.0 1&5.
Rwarnda .. .. . Tunisia 5,180 1 -3 39A4 Japan 234,103 6.2 7.0
Sierra Leone 163 -5.3 20.1 Turkey 21.038 6.9 19.8 Netherlands 125.838 4.4 43.3
Sri Lanka 3.862 2.7 41.9 New Zealarnd 8.494 2.9 19.8
Sudan 1.43 -4.7 19.6 .owy25-52 2.5 24.1
Tanzania 1.381 4.1 50.3 Singapore 65,982 7.4 165.0
TOPo 548 4.5 33.5 Spain 93.062 10.8 17.7
Uiganda 550 3.3 20.5 Sweden 49.760 3.8 21.0
Yemien Rep. .. . .Swbritelnd 66.285. 4.1 28.6
Zambia 1.255 -C A' 32.8 United Kingdom 209.982 5.0 20.8
Zimbabwe 2.110 0.2 33.4 United States 506.24.2 7.0 9.0

Merchandise imports as share of GDP, 1991 Annual growth rate of imports. 1981 -91
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Takble 3 Foreign direct Investment, 1991 Statistical Appendix

Nh-w also in, 

Low-income L.oww mkiddle-nome Uwer middlncome
Bangladesh 1.4 0.1 Algeria 0.3 0.0 ArgentIna 2,439.0 15.1
Bernn.. . Bolivia 52.0 7.5 Botswna 382
Bhutan . .. Bulgra 4.0 0.1 Brazil 1,600.0 2.0
Buridna Faso . .. Camneroon 35.0 2.0 Gabon 125.1 10.0
Burundi 0. 0.4 ChIlk 576.0 9.8 Greece 1,13.0 9.7
Central African Rep. -5.3 .. Colombia 457.0 7.2 Hungary 1.462.1 24.4
Chad . . Congo . .. Korea 1,116.0 1.0
China 4,366. 3.3 Costa Rica 141. 11.1 Mexico 4,762.0 7.4
Egypt. Arab Rep. 253.0 3.8 Cate d'lvolre 46.1 4.7 Oman 150.0 8.7
Elhlopla .. .. Czedhoslovakia 599.9 5.8 Portuga 2,448.5
Ghana 14.8 1.6 Dominican Rep. 145.0 12.0 Saudi Arabia 1,271.0 73
Guinea 36.0 2.1 Ecuador 85.0 3.4 South Africa -7.4
Guirea-Blsau . . El Salvador 25.3 3.1 Trinidad & Tobago 169.2 17.7
HaIt 13.6 .. Guatemala 90.7 7.0 Uruguay
Horiduras 44.7 6.2 Iran, sLeamic Rep. . . Venezuela 1,914.0 19.2
IrKia . . Jamaica 127.0 11.2 Yugoslavia
Indonesla 1.482.0 3.6 Jordan -1 1.9
Kenya 43.3 2.5 Malaysia 4,072.6 242 High4-Incom
Lao POR . . Maunftius 19.0 2.5 Australia 4,833A 8.5
Lesotho 7.5 1.2 Morocco 319.9 5.2 -Austria 606.7 1.4
Madagascar 13.7 6.3 Panama -61.5 .. Belgiumn
MaJwmi . . Papuia New Guinea 290.0 27.1 Carnada 4.533.9 3.9
MaL 3.5 0.6 Paraguay 80.0 5.2 Denmark 1.552.5 7.2
Mauwitnia . . Peru -7.0 R.Fnlarnd -232.9 -0.9
Mozamibiaue 22.5 4.0 Philippines 544.0 6.1 France 15,235.3 6.0
Nepal . . Polanid 291.0 1.7 Germany 6,590.8 2.0
Nicaragua . . Romania 40.0 0.4 Hong Korng
Niger . . Senegal.. . Ireland 99.5 1.1,
Nigeria 712.4 12.8 Syrian Arab Rep. L. . srael 243.7 1.7
Pakistan 257.2 3.0 Thailand 2.01 4.0 5.6 Italy 2,403.4 1.0
Rwarnda 4.6 2.3 Tunisia 150.3 4.9 Japan 1,370.0 0.1
Sierra Leone . . Turkey 810.0 3.9 Netherlands 4.308.3 7.0
Sri Lanka 104.5 5.0 Now Zaland 444.5 5.9
Sudan . .Norway -438.6
Tanzania . .Singapore 3,58.7 24.0
Togo . .Spain 10,522 7.9
LUganda 1.0 0.3 Sweden 6,347.8 15.6
Yemen Rep. . .. SwItzerland 2,561.4 4.1
Zambia . .United Kingdom 21,536.6 13.5
Zffnbabwe United States 11,500.0 1.3
Table 3m hlmemtlonal boroWIng:
bond Iuamna. mnd benk lnding, I10
(mmimof INS

Bond TOMi
ArgentIna 725 725 Ratio of FDI to GDI, 1 991
Brazil 1,212 1,230
China 263 2.595
Czechoslovakia 275 275 .0

Hungary 1.238 1.378 4.0%

Tawn.Chma 179 8340 o~

Poland 0 5 2~~~~.0%

Portugal 273 722
South Africa 338 338-- I
Thailad 31 1,542 Sulb- East Asia & South Asia Latin MRiddle- Middle East
Turkey 640 2,280 Saharan Pacific Amenca Income & North
Venezujela 581 581

lZffnbabwe0 170 Africa Eumope Africa

CaechaSbvaivi WMs lath twmw Cz.dusIAOv* dlsagWeab dufta ateyot u avainbe. 
YgPS1mW.R form a ONe twnwo SCtAsteDerRLtacof YugOswifl; dhMmgsumeddtam wnotWar,aew.
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Table 4 Extemal financing ratlos, 1991 Statistical Appendix
Pftmvhastdmme( 1- lm_d OliPG%); ps_ waImdd t *fb et eoeS mnd am EG8)(i)

IbVI ItYA@O lfvIaW IVAI# PIGVW Istl101

Low-Income Lower middlm.lncome UDper mlddleIncome
Bangadsh 26.9 294.1 Algeria 55.3 2153 Argendina 72.6 449.8
Benin 37.9 168.4 Bolivia 64.5 328.1 Botswana 116 19.3
Bhutan 19.7 55.7 Bulgaria 71.0 231.1 Brazil 262 324.6
Burldna Faso 21.4 165.3 Cameroon 55.2 225.6 Gabon 83.3 146.1
Burundl 38.1 361.8 Chile 61.8 153.3 Greece
Central Afrcan Rep. 40A4 373.9 Colombia 42.3 183.7 Hungary 80.8 181A
Chad 24.0 120.5 Congo 155.7 332.7 Korea 14.4 46.5
China 133 80.9 Costa Rica 65.5 163.0 MexIco 39.0 226.4
Egypt, Arab Rep. 65.5 199.5 Cote d'tvolre 206.3 525.6 Oman 26.9
Ethpia 38.2 437.4 Czechosbvakia 25.1 68.4 Porutal 47A 119.6
Ghana 43.6 245.7 Dominim Rep. 61.4 207.3 Saudi Arabia
Guinea 68.7 247.3 Ecuador 113.0 353.8 South Africa
Guinea,Blssau 247.6 .. El Salvador 28A 174.7 Trinklad & Tobagp 49.5 103.3
H.it 17.1 165.5 Guatemala 27.7 139.8 Uruguay 472 1743
Honduras 86.7 277.1 Iran, Islamic Rep. 9.2 574 Venezuela 63.1 185.1
India 20.0 2602 Jamaica 114.3 1812 Yugosiavis .. 100.9
Indonesia 612 206.8 Jordan 206.1 304.1
Kenya 63.7 246.0 Malaysia 45.7 52.4
Lao PDR 31.9 266.7 Maurifus 32.9 46A Present value of debt. 1991
Lesoto 227 40.7 Morocco 73.8 312.2
Madagascar 103.0 542.8 Panama 127.1 104.5
Mablwi 41.9 158.6 Papua New Guinea 75.5 150.5 Midk
Malb 612 332.1 Paraguay 35.5 114.1 Eadt& Sub-
Mauritania 172.6 353.1 Peru 54.8 447.7 North Saharan
Mozambique 320.5 1,064.1 Philippines 66.9 213.3 Midi- Aia
Nepal 23.9 *1i3.0 Poland 77.9 285.9 Inco
Nicaragua 537.6 2,680.7 Romania 6.0 392 Euope 
Nigr 45.8 346.0 Senegal 44.1 163.9 EatA
Nigeria 105.1 251.0 SyrianArabRep. 832 EatAsia
Paldstan 37.2 228.0 Thaiand 38.1 903 & Padlic
Rwanda 21.7 2942 Tunisia 60.6 136.5
Sierra Leone 121.1 .. Turkey 47.0 208.5
Sri Lanka 46.0 149.6
Sudan .. 3,622.9
Tanzania 188.5 902.6 Lalin Asa
Togo 58.3 128.1 Amenca
Uganda 60.7 903.5
Yemen Rep.
Zambia .. 5375
Zimbabwe 45.9 145.3

Ratio of present value of debt to GNP, 1991 Rato of present value of debt to exports of
goods and services, 1991

150%

100% 300~~~~~~~~~~o%T

200%

50%

0% £ -I% -A 

Sub- East Asia South Lain Middl Middle Sub- East Asia South Lain Middle- M4lse
Saharan & Pacific Asia America Income East L Saharan & Pacific Asia Anerica Income East a
Africa Europe North Africa Europe North

Africa Africa

CzchasovaIS ra the taner CzewhwlA*k dhargadatAV no yt aiSle.
Ynhsa ras. to w emwr Sodnlft FsdS Rr ofpuba Yugslvirdbafor dsoubdwl a;ryetjSaft.
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Table 5 Structure of long-term debt, 1991 StatisUcal Appendix
Silm of forg4orm O db(fl couumukn ddub;- necOMueu eiWl wiEN hilm I ten; noM OmceuMm RIt at d UId Idle

~~~~~~~~SW VW -Fliidl- l--sia

Low-ncome Lowr middle.lncome Upwer middle-Income
Bangladesh 98.2 0.0 1.8 Algera 3.7 41.6 54.7 ArgentIna 1.2 58.3 40.5
Benin 83.3 2.1 14.6 Bolivia 46.7 24.2 29.1 Botswana 40.8 14.5 44.7
Bhutan 81.0 0.0 19.0 Bulgaria 0.0 73.0 27.0 Brazil 3.1 71.8 25.1
Burina Faso 85.1 0.0 14.9 Cameroon 28.6 18.6 52.8 Gabon 28.1 10.2 61.7
Burundi 94.3 0.0 5.7 Chile 2.5 76.6 20.9 Greece
Central African Rep. 86.0 0.1 13.9 Colombia 6.3 50.7 43.1 Hungary 0.4 56.4 43.2
Chad 88.8 0.0 11.2 Congo 43.3 27.3 29.4 Korea 16.0 41.8 42.2
China 21.2 33.1 45.7 Costa Rica 25.4 32.1 42.5 Mexico 1.3 45.9 52.9
Egypt. Arab Rep. 41.3 11.5 47.2 COted'lvoire 15.6 65.7 15.7 Oman 12.3 59.7 28.1
Ethiopia 85.8 2.9 11.3 Czedhosovakia 0.0 33.3 66.7 Portual 4.7 27.0 68.4
Ghana 80.1 2.6 17.4 Dominican Rep. 34.8 31.5 33.7 Saudi Arabia
Guinea 76.9 7.2 16.0 Ecuador 10.0 61.0 29.0 South Africa
Guinea-Bissau 77.3 02 22.5 El Salvador 62.3 14.1 23.6 Trinidad & Tobago 3.1 51.7 452
Haiti 92.1 0.6 7.3 Guatemala 30.8 16.8 52.4 Unrguay 2.3 60.1 37.6
Honduras 40.2 21.7 38.1 Iran. Islamic Rep. 3.3 84.7 12.0 Venezuela 0.3 62.7 37.1
India 46.3 21.0 32.7 Jamaica 323 25.7 42.1 Yugoslavia 4.5 75.1 20.4
Indonesia 34.8 43.1 22.2 Jordan 39.0 28.2 32.8
Kenya 49.3 20.2 30.4 Malaysia 13.8 52.2 34.0
Lao PDR 99.5 0.0 0.5 Mauritius 40.6 32.8 26.6
Lesotho 81.2 0.0 18.8 Morocco 27.0 52.5 20.5 Long-term debt outstanding
Madagascar 63.3 6.1 30.6 Panama 11.6 61.3 27.1 and disbursed. 1991
Malawi 54.2 3A 12.5 Papua New Guinea 27.4 52.7 20.0
Mali 97.2 0.3 2.5 Paraguay 37.1 16.8 46.1
Mauritania 81.9 5.6 12.5 Peru 15.5 27.8 56.6 Oer SIUC
Mozambique 69.2 3.7 27.1 Phiippines 31.9 41.7 26.4
Nepal 93.8 0.0 6.2 Poland 3.5 67.7 28.8
Nicaragua 34.5 25.9 39.6 Romania 5.7 5.0 89.3
Niger 54.9 16.5 28.6 Senegal 67.0 4.4 28.6 MILIC
Nigeria 3.2 31.8 65.0 Syrian Arab Rep. 88.2 0.0 11.8 MIMC -
Pakistan 71.0 14.4 14.6 Thailand 20.2 56.6 23.2
Rwanda 99.5 0.0 0.5 Tunisia 39.8 23.4 36.8
Sierra Leone 62.4 1.1 36.6 Turkey 19.1 35.5 45.4
Sn Lanka 83.4 5.6 *1.0 -
Sudan 47.5 19.6 32.9 SIMic
Tanzania 66.9 5.5 2o.d
Togo 68.2 3.3 28.5
Uganda 71.5 1.3 272
Yemen Rep. 91.8 1.5 6.7 SILIC - Severely indebted low-income
Zambia 52.7 12.0 35.2 SIMIC -- Severely indebted middle-incore
Zimbabwe 34.7 26.8 38.4 MILIC - Moderately indebted lowmncorme

MIMIC -- Moderately hdebted midd-income

Structure of long-term debt, 1991

80%

__ Concessiona
60%~

U Variable rate

40%j *U* a a * Fxed rate

20%~

0%'
Sub- East South Latin Middle- Middle

Saharan Asia 8 Asia America Income East &
Africa Pacfc Europe North

Alrica

CzuchmlovaWa ros lo th fraw Czehslbvakia. deagregaW daM am notyef a*arble.
Yrgasiv ire,to Vh tcuw Sadat Fedst Republ of Yg osla r i: aaygat dadd arv not yet avabble
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Table 6 Concesslonal aid flows, 1991 Statistical Appendix
CanemM law pr capl (0); n _h d conmlonadfla (%)

Conc lop *OmnVCnc CoinPe arimuCono Colop GOeUnCono

Low-Income Lower middle-Income Upper middlI4ncome
Bangladesh 17.5 552 Algerla 12.1 25.3 Argenlina 1.2 100.0
Benin 49.2 61.0 BolMa 104.0 78.9 Botswana 76.2 62.6
Bhutan 25.3 73.7 Bulgaria .. .. Brazil 0.4 69.7
Buridna Faso 36.1 59.5 Cameroon 31.8 71.0 Gabon 342 85A
Burundl 37.0 59.7 Chile 73 99.0 Greece
Central African Rep. .5.5 35.5 Colombia 1.9 82.3 Hungary 0.1
Chad 34.8 52.5 Congo 30.0 55.1 Korea 62 2.2
China 0.9 25.0 Costa Rica 49.7 53.9 Mexico 1.9 40.0
Egypt. Arab Rep. 78.9 79.4 C6te divoire 26.3 81.0 Oman 41.3 4.5
Ethiopia 112 78.0 Czehosvaka .. .. Portugal 55.5 2.7
Ghana 62.4 60.9 Dominican Rep. 9.9 56.3 Saudi Arabia
Guinea 61.5 38.0 Ecuador 16.8 30.9 South Africa
Guinea-Bissau 89.0 67A El Salvador 35.1 61.3 Trinidad & Tobago 3.1 100.0
Haiti 26.7 80.7 Guatemala 8.3 64.6 Uruguay 5.5 58.8
Honduras 115.3 77.7 Iran. Islamic Rep. 1.6 75.3 Venezuela 0.3 100.0
India 3.6 18.2 Jamaica 164.6 62.8 Yugoslavia 2.6 96.8
Indonesia 13.4 12.4 Jordan 253.8 43.3
Kenya 452 73.9 Malaysia 20.8 15.1
Lao PDR 242 51.9 Mauritius 61.8 23.5
Lesotho 47.2 56.5 Morocco 35.5 60.6 Otficigrants, 1991
Madagascar 452 64.9 Panama 35.6 100.0
Malawi 43.8 56.9 Papua New Guinea 92.5 75.7
Mall 34.8 69.0 Paraguay 25.9 19.3 M

Mauriania 77.0 63.0 Peru 272 33.1 Lme
Mozambique 53.4 87.4 Philippines 20.9 30.5 Eump

Nepal 16.3 50.6 Poland 0.7 .. _si
Nicaracua 224.7 85.5 Romania .. .. 3ideEast
Niger 35.3 892 Senegal 84.7 82.6 & NoFh
Nigeria 2.0 72.7 Syrian Arab Rep. 45.4 192 EastAsia Aftca
Palistan 9.6 38.5 Thaiand 10.S 35.7 Padr 
Rwanda 39.6 64.4 Tunisia 51.7 33.7
Sierra Leone 19.0 41.3 Turkey 29.1 68.9
Sri Lanka 46.5 25.0
Sudan 21.1 76.3
Tanzania 37.3 73.3
Togo 41.6 582 Airica
Uganda 25.1 59.5
Yemen Rep. 19.0 35.8
Zambia 117.1 71.7
Zimbabwe 32.3 70.9

Concessional flows per capita. 1991 Grant share of concessional flows, 1991

$501 80%-

$40~

s¶o{ 77 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~20% i

so '-0
Sub- East Asia Soth Asia Latin Midie- Middle Sub- East Ass South Asia Labn Midle- Middb

Saharan & Pacific Amenica Income East & Saharan & Pacific America Income East a
Akfica Europe North Africa Eumope North

Africa Africa

CzedhsiovaklriaC tAo Om fomw Cec?xbv&saggragated dnaarwnot)wfavagbf.
YsiavI efts t oe ftmrCIAWad GpUbic of Yio'svta diaggagat dad ae not et avaUaWe.
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Table 7 Interest and exchange rate Impacts, 1991 Statistical Appendix
Rato of Inum mud Imc. to SPW of goode2WWut(%J 01f M_t ImPt'I tp go d _*ndOig (%)

Law-Income Lower middlWieno Upper mIddle4ncome
Bangladesh 8.4 0.0 AlgerIa 1.3 4.5 Argentina 0.6 7.3
Benin -t.2 0.0 Bolivia 1.5 1.0 Botswana -0.1 0.0
Bhutan 0.0 0.0 BugarIa 0.3 3.1 Brazil 0.3 7.7
Burldna Faso -0.6 0.0 Cameroon -1.4 0.0 Gabon -0.9 0.1
Burundl 0.0 0.0 Chile 0.4 11.6 Greece .. .
Central African Rep. -1.5 0.0 Colombia -0.3 32 Hungary 1.9 4.3
Chad -0.8 0.0 Congo -2.7 0.2 Korea 0.4 0.1
China 1.5 0.4 Costa Rica -0.2 1.1 Mexico 0.7 3A
Egypt. Arab Rep. -0.4 0.7 C6te dIvoIre -1.9 0.1 Oman
Etlhopla -0.7 0.4 Czeoslovakia -0.1 0.5 Portugal 0.3 1.0
Ghana 0.4 0.1 Dominican Rep. 0.5 01 Saudi Arabia.
Guinea -1.6 0.0 Ecuador 1.1 3.7 South Aftrica
Guinea-Bissau .. .. El Salvador -0.1 0.8 Trinidad & Tobago 2.1 2.2
HaIfl -O 0.0 Guatemala -0.2 0.0 Uruguay 0.2 2.5
Honduras 0.2 1.7 Iran. Islamic Rep. 0.0 0.0 Venezuela -0.1 3.2
India 12 0.6 Jamaica -0.1 0.9 Yugoslavia -0.7 Z.6
Indonesia 3.8 0.5 Jordan 0.1 1.3
Kenya -1.1 0.2 Maaysia 0.7 0.3
Lao POR 1.8 0.0 Maurilius -0.5 0.4
Lesotho - -0.2 0.0 Morocco 0.1 6.7 Totaldebserce, 1991
Madagascar 1A 1.0 Panama 0.2 0.0
Malaw 0.0 OA Papua New Guinea 1.3 0.2
Mali -3.6 0.0 Paraguay 0.5 0.0
Mauritania -1.A 0.0 Peru -0.2 0.2 East Asia
Mozambique -11.5 0.0 Philippirnes 3.5 1.0 8 Pacific
Nepal 1.9 0.0 Poland -1.6 1.1
Nicaragua -12.6 4.9 Romania 0.0 0.0 South Asa
Niger -1.5 0.0 Senegal -0.9 0.2 Sub-
Niaeria -0.5 3.1 Syrian Arab Rep. Saharan
Pakistan 2.2 0.3 Thailand 0.9 0.1 Lath Africa
Rwanda 0.0 0.0 Tunisia 0.5 0.4 Amenca
Sierra Leone .. .. Turkey 0.4 1.4
Sn Lanka 2.3 0.0
SSudan -21.9 0.0 Middle-
Tanzania -7.9 0.0 Inwme

Togao -0.8 0.0 Middle Europe
Uganda -6.6 0.5 East a
Yemen Rep. .. .. Nonh
Zambia -4.0 0.3 Africa
Zmbabwe -1.1 0.6

Exchange rate impacts, 1991 Interest rate impacts. 1991

SILIC SIMIC

MIUIC MIMIC E Z Z
MIUC -|MILIG D

Less Indebted t Loss Indebted [

-1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0%

Change in extemal deWexports of 900ds and serAces Increase in debt servnceexports of goods and serics

Czawsbvaa refesr to Mhe tferw Cdsaa egalgid data re nor yt albIe.
YsgoVvin whl5fs m go J.iOiSOd*E SFd&W RPutI of YuiA1u:dsAWAugdduta are nt Yst avalebl.
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TableS8 Terms of trade, 1991 Statistical Appendix
Butw%ammcWftmd ndex, U7.1OSO;.Meof bulS f I,dsfhc tofVN- b mutulIIN ploi(%)

Ind=x RuSs lede Raio kbde 1111111

Law-IcoeLower middble-ncome Upper middle-Income
Bangladesh 105 0.4 Algeria 95 -0.7 ArgentIna 113 1.5
Benin . .. Bolivia 73 -5.6 Botswana
Bhutan . .. Bulgaria 88 .. BrazIl 119 1.6
Burkina Faso . .. Cameroon . .. Gabon 79 -19.8
Burundi 65 -3.0" Chile 122" 5.7 Greece 107 0.9
Central African Rep. 11 .1 Colombia 84 -3.3 Hungary 102 0.9
Chad . . Congo 99 -0.7 Korea 108 2.6
China 11 .7 Costa Rica 109 2.7 Mexico 100 0.0
Egypt. Arab Rep. 93 -0.6 W5e dilvoire 79 -9.4 Oman 72
Ethiopia 71 .. Czechosiovakfa . . Portugal 112
Ghana 72 -5.8 Dominican Rep. 112 1.0 Saudi Arabia 79
Gtuinea 73 .. Ecuador 90 -2.6 South Africa 86 -4.0
Guinea-Bissau 69 -11 A El Salvador 103 0.2 Trinidad & Tobago 97 -1.3
Haifl 77 -0.7 Guatemala 103 0.3 Uruguay 105 1.0
Honduras 113 1.4 Iran. Islamic Rep. . . Venezuela 101 0.3
India 100 0.0 Jamaica 91 -3.3 Yugoslavia 107 3.5
Indonesia 101 OA Jordan 116 2.0
Kenya 103 0.3 Malaysia 93 -4.8
Lao PDR . . Mauiitius 115 6.0 Sub-Saharan Africa
Lesatho 78 .. Morocco 98 -0.3
Madagascar 93 -1.2 Panama .. 20.
Malawi 115 3.3 PapuiaNew Guinea 80 -10.
Mali 86 -2.4 Paraguay 0
Mauritania 121 7.0 Peru 59 -6.1
Mozambique . . Philipines 91 -1.9
Nepal 85 .. Poland 104 1.1
Nicaragua 99 -0.1 Romania 6 1
Niger 81 -3.7 Senegal 103 0.5
Nigeria 81 -7.1 Syrian Arab Rep. .. 20
Pakista 80 -2.9 Thailand 91 -3. 1981 1983 198 1987 1989 1991
Rwanda 85 .. Tunisia 95 -1.
Sierra Leone 70 -10.5 Turkey 108 0.9
Sri Lanka 87 -3.8
Susdan 84 -0.3
Tanizania 105 Middle-Income Europe East Asia and Pacific
Togo 116 2.5
Uganda 88 -0.54-4-
Yemen Rep. 82
Zambia 67 -26.9 2 -2
Zimbabwe 85

0 ~~0-

-2- -2-
Terms of trade effect

as percentage of GNY. 1981-1991 4-4
1987 =0 1 961 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1981 1963 1965 1987 1969 1991

(Note differences in scale.)

Latin America South Asia Middle East and North Africa

6; 2 : 20

0?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-2 -1-- ll

-41 .2 1 .201
1981 1963 1965 1987 19639 1991 1 981 1993 1985 1987 1969 1991 1 981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991

CzedhoslovakJ rfers U lfainner Czodxslo V-a e.gg'egalddat ae aiofet avaliBfi
yugoslavia efwx to ame tune Sodalis Federa fiemmEf of Yugoslavia degrgtd daa re oyer avalebfe.



Table 9 MUV, UBOR, and commodity prices StatIstcal Appendix

nut im ur II is ur urns 1 s 11111urn 11un tun nt

G-5 unit value index of manufactures I/ 72 71 70 68 69 81 89 95 95 100 102
LIBOR 2/ 17 14 10 11 9 7 7 8 9 8 6

Commodity rice Indexes 3/ weights
Petoeum 161 146 132 129 125 63 81 64 77 100 81

33commoditiesexcl.energy 106 95 100 101 90 91 91 109 107 100 96
Agriculture 67.7% 122 107 115 119 104 107 98 112 106 100 98
Food 53.2% 125 110 117 124 109 116 98 115 109 100 97
Nonfood 14.4% 112 98 111 103 87 79 98 99 99 100 99

rimber 5.2% 74 74 69 80 65 72 105 111 107 100 105
MetaLs and minerals 27.1% 86 80 81 75 72 67 76 104 108 100 91

Commoditv prices units
Agricultunr
Cocoa cents/kg 208 174 212 240 225 207 199 159 124 127 120
Coffee cents 287 309 291 319 323 429 251 303 239 197 187
Tea cents/kg 202 193 233 346 198 193 171 179 202 203 184
Sugar cents/kg 37 19 19 11 9 13 15 22 28 28 20
Banana 5/mt 401 374 429 370 380 382 365 478 547 541 560
Rice $/mt 483 293 277 252 216 211 230 301 320 287 314
Palm ol S/mt 571 445 501 729 501 257 343 437 350 290 339
Soybean oil $/mt 507 447 527 724 572 342 334 463 432 447 454
Cotton cents/kg 185 160 185 179 132 105 165 140 167 182 168
Rubber cents/g 125 100 124 110 92 95 112 129 112 102 101

OHM
Logs S/cm 156 156 145 167 136 151 221 234 225 210 222
Sawnwood 5/cm 314 302 304 307 276 266 276 307 422 524 472
Urea $Smt 216 159 135 171 136 107 117 155 132 157 172

Metals end mineals
Copper $Srt 1,742 1,480 1,592 1.377 1,417 1.374 1.783 2602 2848 2662 2.339
Aluminum S/mt 1263 992 1.439 1,251 1,041 1,150 1.565 2.551 1.951 1.639 1.302
Phosphate rock Stmt 50 42 37 38 34 34 31 36 41 41 43
Steelproducts index(1990=100) 82 70 66 70 60 61 72 94 105 100 98

Energy
Crudepetoleum $/bbl 34 31 28 28 27 14 17 14 16 21 17
Coal S/mt 57 52 45 49 47 44 36 37 41 42 42

Primary commodity pr indexes (1 990 =100)

140

160

140 PstdleLa 120 f Food

120 33 Comrnodiges t_

60 MUV index andmwal

40 I ------- 60

19B1 1983 1985 1987 19f9 1991 1991 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991

11 Unit Vaue Idex (pUV kidx) in US dollar tem (1990-1003 of ninfacxs exported kfom the G-5 countis (France. GGmWanIV. Jip. UK
and US). weghtd by le coaua espo t to devoepiV countries

2V London Intubank lkwed rate on s.ninwth US dolar deposis.
3 Indexes a I current US dollrms (1990-100): 33 conmodity indsx is weid by develoPino country export values.
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Table 10 Directlor of merchandise trade, 1991 Statistical Appendix
Pe ceg op a wanSft

To: _ Hhlhncome mus Low- d mlddlcn counbeV2
Outer AU Esst South A

Fmr: USA EC(11). J.P MC MC Ae Ad Eup MNA SM LC A LU All

All high-income 10.9 29.2 3.9 15.9 59.9 6.9 0.8 4.2 2.7 1A a5 19.5 79A
USA .. 2.3 1 A 4.1 7.7 1.5 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 1.8 42 11.9
EC(10) 3.0 21.4 0.9 6.5 31.9 1.3 0.3 3.1 1.7 0.9 1.0 8.3 40.2
Japan 2.8 1.1 .. 2.2 6.1 2.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 33 9A
Other high-income 5.1 4A 1.5 3.1 14.1 1.9 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.4 3.8 17.9

All LDCs 1/ 3.7 5.2 2.5 3.7 15.1 1.5 0.4 1.5 0.7 0.4 1.0 5.5 20.6
EastAsia&Pacii 1.4 0.8 1A 2.4 5.9 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.6 7.5
South Asia 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.9
Latin America 1.4 0.7 02 0.2 2.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.7 1.0 3.7

All countrbs 14.5 34.4 6.3 19.6 75.0 8.4 1.2 5.7 3.5 1.8 4.5 25.0 100.0

Share of merchandise imports from low- and Direcbon of merchandise exports, 1991
middle-income countries, 1991

40¶fo _ LMIC to HIC

20%

i: I D HIC to IC HICt LMI

ULS EC(10) Japan Other Low-
high and IC to LMIC

icome mdd-
imcome

Table 11 Growth of merchandise trade, by direction, 1981-91
Aw sg rM growth rate (

To: HIgh-Inomecount Lo-and uiddle4lmne counties2
Oe AU Ems South Al

Frm: USA EC(110) Jpm NC HC Let Ash Erp MM SM LA C Ml

All high-income 5A 5.1 7.9 5.7 5.5 7.9 2.1 32 -7.1 -4.6 1.3 1.2 4.4
USA 4.1 7.1 7.0 6.0 7.8 1.8 1.1 -4.5 -5.7 3.6 3.1 5.0
EC(10) 4.0 5.2 13.5 4.9 5.2 9A 2.5 5.0 -7.1 -3.9 -0.7 -0.1 4.1
Japan 5.1 6.8 .. 4.9 5.4 62 -15 -3.9 -13.0 -7.3 -3.2 02 3.5
Other high-income 6.7 5.0 6.0 6.1 5.9 9.6 4.3 0.7 -4.8 -4.0 0.7 2.9 52

All LUICs 1/ 5.6 5.5 6.5 7.7 6.1 8.7 3.5 0.5 -1.9 3.5 2.1 2.3 5.0
East Asia and Pacific 11.0 10.1 8.7 11.5 10A 14.3 7.5 8.1 2.4 7.4 7.0 9.7 10.3
SouthAsia 13.1 13.0 92 9.7 11.6 9.9 52 3.7 -28 -2.0 11.2 2.9 8.2
Latin America 4.5 2.0 4.7 2.9 3.5 8.9 -0.6 -5.3 -12 -7.6 2.1 0.9 2.7

All countrIs 5.5 52 7.3 6.0 5.6 8.0 2.6 2.3 -6.1 -3.1 1.5 1A 45

11 Low- and nmddleconm coairns: some regtns not shown because ol lited data aaiabhity.

21 HIC - Hi-ncore counties LMIC -- Low- and middle-icotme countries: MENA - Midle East and Nort Afica: SSA -- Sub-Saharan Africa: LAC -- Latin America and Caribbean
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Table 12 DIrection of trde In manufactures, 1991 Statstical Appendix
Puromiag Of worl frad

To: Hwnt PAII Low-m.dddb4nwm mounlinll

Frm: USA E O) JW MIS HeC l f Aft Ewope MM SA LAC L1s AN

All high-Income 12.7 30.5 3.1 18.6 64.9 7.7 0.8 4.6 3.0 1.6 4.0 21.7 86.6
USA .. 2.5 1.2 4.8 8.4 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 2.1 4A 12.8
EC(1O) 3.6 22.6 1.1 7.6 34.8 1.6 0.4 3.4 1.9 1.0 1.1 9.5 44.3
Japan 3.7 1.5 .. 2.9 8.2 2.8 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 42 12.4
Other high-income 5.4 3.9 0.8 3.3 13.5 1.7 02 0.7 0.4 0.2 03 3.6 17.1

All 1NC 1J 2.6 2.6 1.1 3.3 9.7 0.8 0.2 1.3 0.5 0.3 0.7 3.8 13.4
East Asia and Paciflic 1.6 0.8 1.0 2.6 6.0 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 02 1.4 7.3
South Asia 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8
Latin America 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 J 0.5 0.7 1.7

All oountries 15.4 33.1 4.2 21.9 74.6 8A 1.0 5.9 3.5 1.9 4.7 25.4 100.0

Growth of manufactured imports from low- Growth of manufactured exports, by
and middle-income countries, 1981-91 direction, 1981-91

2ZD% 20

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~20%'
15%-

is%

10%
10%-

0% ] 5%.-

USA EC(10) Japan Otfer HIC HIC HIC LMIC LMIC
to to to to

HIC LMIC HIC LMIC

Table 13 Growth of trade in manufactures, by direction 1981-91
Avere anms growth ro( 1%)

To: NwP am Counin Low-wad8_ md I.cm oantdu1 2!
Otler A Eng SouSa A

Frm: USA EC0(10) Jqm MC MC Ask Auk ERop MEGA SA LAC Ll1W AM

AlI high-hncome 5.9 5.6 11.2 5.4 5.8 8.6 1.8 3.4 -8.5 -5.3 0.9 0.7 4.4
USA .. 6.4 10.6 72 7.4 10A Z.8 4.9 -62 -4.4 4A 4.0 6.2
EC(10) 4.3 5.5 13.0 4.5 5.3 8.2 1.5 4.7 -8.1 -4.9 -1.9 -0.9 3.9
Japan 5.3 7.1 .. 5.0 5.6 6.5 -0.9 -3.6 -12.0 -6.9 -3.1 03 3.7
Other high-income 7.8 4.8 9.7 5.3 6.3 12.6 5.0 1.0 -7.8 -6.3 -2.3 2O 5.3

All LICs1/ 112 10.5 15.2 11.6 11.4 16.1 3.9 1.1 -3.7 3.0 3.6 2.4 8.1
East Asia 8 Paific 12.9 12.2 16.6 12.7 13.2 18.3 6.6 11.7 1.3 10.1 13A 10.7 12.8
South Asia 14.8 155 18.3 11.3 14.5 19.1 9.5 5.8 -6.0 OA 19.7 4.7 11.3 4
Latin America 7.8 4.6 6.9 8. 6.9 13.1 9.6 3.4 -4.7 -5.3 1.9 1.8 4.7

All counlrbs 6.7 5.9 12.2 6.2 6.4 9.1 2.2 2.7 -7.8 -4.4 1.2 1.0 4.9

S/ Law- mad middle-incm cous: som regions not shown because of limied data availabit.
2 HIC - Highncme caos; LMrC - Law- and middeicome ccxitiss MEW - Middle East a North Alr SSA -- Sub.Sahran Africa: LAC. Lo America and Cabbem
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Technical notes Table 4. The present value of scheduled debt ser-
vice is the discounted value of future debt service;

The principal sources for the data contained in this discount factors are based on interest rates charged
statistical annex are the World Bank's central by OECD countries for officially supported export
databases and the U.N.'scommodity tradedatabase. credits. IBRD loans and IDA credits are discounted

The classification of economies by income group using the most recent IBRD lending rate. For more
and region follows the World Bank's standard defi- information on the present-value methodology, con-
nitions (see country classification tables that follow), sult World Bank 1992c.
except that aggregates for Sub-Saharan Africa ex-
clude the Republic of South Africa and all regional Tables 5 and 6. Long-term debt includes public,
aggregates refer to low- and middle-income econo- publicly guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed ex-
mies. Small economies and those for which there are ternal debt having a maturity of more than a year, but
no available data for 1991 have been omitted from excludes IMF credits. Concessional debt is debt with
the tables. Becauseof thelackof data for therepublics an original grant element of 25 percent or more.
of the former Soviet Union, these countries are not Variable interest rate debt includes all long-term,
shown and are not included in any of the aggregates. nonconcessional debt whose terms depend upon
The region labeled "Middle-Income Europe" refers movements of a key market rate. This item conveys
to Europe and Central Asia excluding the former information about a borrower's exposure to changes
Soviet Union. For the years before 1991 the data for in international interest rates. Nonconcessional
Germany refer to the Federal Republic of Germanv fixed-rate debt is calculated as a residual. For com-
before unification. Data for Belgium include Luxem- plete definitions, see World Bank 1992c.
bourg. In tables 10 though 13, the EC(10) aggregate
refers to the ten high-income members of the Euro- Tabe 7. Exchange rate impacts are measured by the
pean Community and excludes Portugal and Greece. change in long-term external debt caused by exchange

Most data are for 1991, but figures in italics indi- rate revaluation. Interest rate impacts are the change in
cate 1990 data. If data for both 1990 and 1991 are debt service caused by changes in interest rates for
missing, the not-available symbol (..) is used. Growth variable rate debt. Both impacts are measured from
rates are for the eleven-year period 1980-90; when end-of-year 1990 to end-of-year 1991. Exports of goods
fewer than ten observations are available, the growth and services include net worker remnittances.
rate is reported as not available. Current price data
are reported in U.S. dollars. Table S. Implicit price deflators are calculated from

current and constant price data for merchandise
Notes o01 tables trade. The "barter terms of trade" are calculated as

the ratio of the export price deflator to the import
Tables I amd 2. Merchandise exports and imports deflator. The index base is 100 in 1987. The "terms of

exclude trade in services. Regional aggregates in- trade effect" is calculated as the difference between
dude intraregional flows. Growth rates are based on exports deflated by the import price deflator and
constant price data. Effective market growth is the constant price exports. This measures the income
trade-weighted import growth rate of the country's gain or loss caused by a change in the terms of trade.
trading partners. Comparative data for the world To "normalize" this indicator, it is divided by gross
share and growth of trade include high-income national income. It has a value of zero in 1987.
countries.

Table 9. See notes at the bottom of the table. Com-
Table 3. Foreign direct investment refers to the modity price data are collected by the International

net inflows of investment from abroad. Outward in- Economics Department of the World Bank.
vestment is excluded, but negative flows may result
from divestment. Portfolio investment is excluded. Tables 10, 12, I2, and 13. Merchandise trade flows
Gross domestic investment includes changes in have been calculated from the U.N.'s commodity trade
inventory. database supplernented by World Bank estimates.
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Classification of economies



Table I Classification of economies by income and region. 1992-93

Saalu-Sul4raan;u Africa?f Asia, taan.jriniraulCeaannl Asu Maaidfir F.as aaad Norila Afrtcgi

gnmaqp Saaly.%n"ia AIscaa West A)ricaai P'aicic Strieth Asul Asaaa ra Uralre baid Africa, Amnara car.s

llunmndi le-nin Cambodia Aighanihian IL%nR.P -ylAa Gvn
L'iarN liurkina Faso Chtina Bangladcliemn Rp Regpt Arab i

Ethiopia Central Indonesia Bhutan RIp.hinduras

M.nid Afgacan LiM PaDr Ini Guyaragu
Les%otho Re- Wrmr Maldive'.

adgwrChuad Soloamon NvIpal
Malawi Equatorial Island,. Pakistan
Mozanmbique Guinea Vies Nani Sri I anka
Rwa nda Cambia.IThe
Somalia (3hana.

lana'- Sudan Cuinea
jalcoauar l~~~an?ani.i Guinca-Bisso Il

Uganda likicria
Zie Mali

7imibabwve Niger

NigeniaI
S.io Tome 
and 
P'rincipe

Sierra Leone 

Angosla Cameroon Fiji IAlbania ITurkev Iran. Isarnuc Algeria Blz
I)jboti Cape Verde Ki ribati Armenia ReIp- IMorncco Bolivia
Mao r-itius, Coingo Korea. Demn. Azerbiiai Iraq Tunisia 'Chile-
N.anuibia Ca3tedIvoire Rep. I Bulgaria Jordan a Columbia
Swaziland Senegial MalayvIa Czecho- fLebanon ICo-sta Rica

Marshall ~~~~~~~slovakib Syrian Arabj Cuba
I%laLnds Georwgia Rep. Donminica

Micronesia. Ka7.akhstanIDoica
Fed. St.~ Kvrgyzstaaa Rep.

lAriwa? Mongolia Mo Lldoiva Ecuador
Pa pua New P'oland El Salvador
Guinea Romiania Grenada

Philippine. 'Tajikistan Guatemaila
ThaiLaind TurkmenListani Ijamaica
Tonga' Ukraine I Panama

I ~~~~~Vanwatu Uzbekistan IParaguay
WLStLrIl . I Peru~~~~~~~~~~~~~St Vncn

Mavotte ~SamaEtoi Greece Omhran I Barbuda
Re-union Guam I ungairy j1Isle of Man !Saudi Arabia IAruetia

Sevehielles KLoreai Rep. I_Latv-ia Malta Arubado
Nacao ~ ~ ~~IL.ithuania I'tgl

Caledonia F etieration B ranil
I ~~~~~~~~~~Yugoslavia' I ( Guiana I

I I j~~~~~~~~~~~Martinique
Mexico
Netherlands

I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ipuertoiRica 
i ~~~~~~~St. Kitts and

Nevis
Suriname

Trinida

I I { ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Venezuiela

Na'. eu(fkana- & auaidalle- I62 58 2 5 38
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Table I (rintntimd

SnIl-Saarim Afritfe ASM Efrlet antt Central AsM Middle asrt and N.rth Atrica

Fast & Eastern Erar.l''-
litame Stalkr.n East Asia& and gtf Ceninul Rest elf Muddle Northl
,gn'tu Ssiuhnyrut Africa West 4(rra A Pacitfi South Ass Asia ELinal;- FrEst Afrita Ayterisca

Australia Andorra Canada
Japan Austria United
New Belgium State'.
Zealand Denmark

Finland
France
Germanv 
lca'Land
Ireland

VECD l't#{ItItaly
Luse-mbourg I

Hi ,b- Ne.therlands
iuawom~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Nra

San Mainn.
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United:

_____ _______ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~Kingdearn . _ 

Brunei Channel Israel Bahrn-as
French Islands Kuwait Bermuda

MN-OECD P'ovnesia Cvprus Qatar Virgin
cmiriuers Ho ng Kong Faerxe United Arab Islands (US)

Singpfore Island!. Emirate,
T _tal __._.$ 26 OAE Gree-nnd -

.pCiiDuDIIl2 28: 201 13 43

a. For some analvsis South Africa is not induded in Sub-Saharan Africa.
b. Reersto thefrnnerCzechoslovakia;ddisaggreg-ated data ar.not vetavailable.
c. Refers to the formerS"cialist Fiederal Republic if YugWslavia; dusaggrealted data arv' not vet available.
d. Other Asian econonies-Taiwan. China.

Definitions of groups

These tables classify all Wodd Bank member economies. plus all upper-middle-income. S2.556-$7.9 10U: and high-income. 57.911
ocher economies with populations of more than 30.000. or more.

Inomtengroup: Economies are divided according to 1991 GNP per The cstimates for the republics of the former Soviet Union should
capita. calculated using the World Bank- Atlas method. The groups be regarded as very preliminary: their classification will be kept
arc: low-income. $b35 orless: lower-middle-incomc. S636-2.555: under review.
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Table 2 Classirication or economies by major export category and indebtedness, 1992-93

IJEig.. CnVl inl ldlr-iiin'jie

LoiviUtifliisaot,,e,- AduddIeio Hugh-ipimcoe

51nwrl Murdenra eug IA%. Srewrnl Mafenuldley 1. Not dtwifnl
Gnilql idl'Infif inall'rh-ut^ oufl'tnf otafehrd iue illtni intd9elIiUl b inddidleb stis OECD nuui-OECD

China Bulgaria HunW-rv C7zcho- Armenia Belgium Hong Kong
l'dlmnd slovakia' BOlarus Canada Israel

Korea. DLm. Estonia Finland Singapore
Rep. Georgia Germany OAF

Korea, Rep. Kyrgvzstan Ireland
Exporirs elaf Lebanon Latvia Italy
niDitufiitiie-.n Macao lithuania Japan

Ronuania Moldova Luxembourg
Russian SwdLen
Federation Switzerland

Ukraine
Uzbekistan _ _

Afghanistan Guinea Chad Albania Chile Botswana American Iceland Faeroe
Burundi Malawi Sololmon Argentina Costa Rica French Samoa New Lcslands
Equatorial Rwanda Islands Bolivia Guatemala Guiana Zealand Greenland
Guinea Togo Zimbabwe Cte d'Ivoire Papua New Guadeloupe

Ethiopia Cuba Guinea Namibia
Ghuana Mongollia Paraguay
Guinea-Bissau Peru Reunion
Guyana St. Vincent
Honduras Suriname

Explrterr Liberia Swaziland
Madagascar

,f noofuri Mauritania
pmnatrv Mvanmar

pntluels Nicaragua
Niger
Sao Tom6;

and Principe
Somalia
Tanzania
Uganda
Viet Nam
Z7tire
7nZambia _, _ _

Nigeria Algeria Gabon Iranl Islamic Turkmenistan Brunei
Angola Vrnezuela Rep. Qatar

Exporter s Congo Libya United Arab
of fiues Iraq Onman .hnirates
fnsuinlvoill Saudi Arabia

Trinidad
________ _ _ ________ _________ _________ _________ and Tobago
Cambodia Benin Bhutan Jamaica Dominican Antigua and Aruba United Bahamas
Fgypt. Arab Gambia, The Burkina Faso Jo rdan Rep. Barbuda Kingdom Bermuda

Rep. Haiti Lesotho Panaml Greece Barbado,ss Cyprus
Sudan Maldive. Cape Verde French

Nepal Djibouti Polvnesia
Yemen. Rep. El Salvador

Fiji
Grenada
Kiribati
Malta

Fsprrter. Martinique
of senarm Netherlands

Antilles
Seychelles
St. Kitts and

St. Lucia
Tonga
Vanuatu
Western

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~Samoca
KLnva Bangladesh Brazil Can.roon BiLhrain Azerbaijan Australu Kuwait
Lao PDR Central Ecuador Colornbia Belize Kazakhstan Austria
Mali African Rep. Mexico Phitippines Dominica raikisitan Denmark
Mozambique Comoros Morocco Senegal Malavsia France
Sierra Leone India Svyiam Arab Tunisia Mauritius Netherlands

exporters Indonemsi Rep. Turkey Portugal Norway

l'akistan Uruguay South Africa Spain
Sri Lank. Thailand United

,_______ ________ ________ Yugoslavit' 1 States

tTabl eonitinues onthe lwlowinig page)
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Table 2 (rumirmerdI

biAnt- nasal t idale-iaoan,u

Liu-li inarulh Middle-in,romne H,lal-irwnmnr

Senrde Maifdenlitv bLS Sen-rl M.fdenitelv LAsI Nlt dsifuti
Group, iufiled in,debted iistle btat indebrtedf ijrdetd'! inddited by indebtdfdness OECD noi-OECD

Gibraltar Andorra
Guam Cha1InnL'
Isl' of Man Islands
Marshall San Marino

N,oI d 6sirin Is lmdc Virgin tsands
by exprt Maan tte (LIS)
ctxrt.v^ Uinuntr4a

New
C.iledonia

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ PuLtno RcoC

erxrronrk s201 30 17 7 21 16 47 24 21 18

a. Refmrs to the fonner Cz.xhoskvakia diagjga ttd data ar not vet available.
b. Other Asian economiL-s-Taiwan. China.
c. Rk' to the fornrSialist Rderal epublickI Yugoslavia; disaggrLtt'd data are nzt vet available.

Definitions of groups

These tables classify all World Bank member economies. plus all of the two key ratios exceeds 60 percent of. but does not reach, the
other economies with populations of more than 30.000. critical levels. For economies that do not report detailed debt

statistics to the World Bank Debtor Reporting System.
.',50ur percent ors : Majoreota exports are goodsandseices fm a ounc fr present-value calculation is not possible. Instead the following
50 percent or more of total exports of goods and services from one methodology is used to classify the non-DRS economies. Severely
category. in the period 198749. The categories are: nonfuel indebted- mansthre offourkeyratios(averagedover1988-9)
primary (SITC 0.12. 4. plus 68 ). fuels (SITC 31. ma sufactures are above critical levels: debt to GNP (50 percent): debt to exports
(SITC 5 to 9. less 68). and services (factor and nonfactorservice (275 percent). debt service to exports (30 percent): and interest to
receipts plus workers' remittances). If no single category accounts exports (20 percent). Moderately indebted means three of fourkey
for 50 percent or more of total exports. the economy is classified ratios exceed 60 percent of. but do not reach. the critical levels. All
ac dih -ersif ed/. other low- and middle-income economies are classified as

Indebtedne.v: Standard World Bank de1initions of severe and iess-indebted-
moderate indebtedness. averaged over three years (1989-91) are Not classified by indebtedness are the republics of the Former
used to classify economies in this table. Severely indebted means Soviet Union and some small economies for which detailed debt
either of the two key ratios is above critical levels: present value data are not available.
of debt service to GNP (80 percent) and present value of debt
service toexports (220 percent). Moderately indebied means either

an
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